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discipleship and scholarship

neal A maxwell

I1 have come to thank and to offer a few words of encourage-
ment and guidance to scholars whose work collectively has been
used is being used and hopefully always will be used to protect and
to build up the kingdom

do not underestimate the importance of what you do as
articulators in praising CS lewis austin farrer wrote

though argument does not create conviction lack of it destroys
belief what seems to be proved may not be embraced but what
no one shows that ability to defend is quickly abandoned rational
argument does not create belief but it maintains a climate in which
belief may flourish

I1 am thankful to those who help to provide the needed climate
several notable examples could be cited it may be too soon

to know all the implications of much scholarly research that has
been reported in recent years but it will likely illustrate again
something basic about the prophet joseph the prophet joseph a
very good though not perfect man will be vindicated in this
statement about his own mission 1 I never told you I1 was perfect but
there is no error in the revelations which I1 have taught 1122

in this same illustrative connection you will remember the
lucy mack smith description of the prophets experience as a lad
with an infected leg amputation was considered his story of
doctors went unbelieved by some in the manuscript history

josephs doctors were named along with references to a council
of surgeons 1 I3 being so attended to medically seemed so unlikely
in rural new england only a few years ago however dr leroy S

wirthlin researched this very interesting episode which shows

elder neal A maxwell is a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints this article is a revision of portions of
the talk he gave at the annual banquet of the foundation for ancient research and
mormon studies on the brigham young university campus september 27 1991
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some micromanagingmicromanaging by the lord the medical doctor in final
attendance it turns out was dr nathan smith founder of the
dartmouth medical school he brought two doctors and several
medical students with him to attend to young joseph who resisted
amputation and pain deadening alcohol it turns out that dr nathan
smith was highly qualified and he was using a very advanced
technique thus the only man in america who could save josephsuosephs
leg was just five miles away 1 I4 happily for youngjosephyoungjoseph dr smiths
plans to leave the area had been delayed by a typhoid epidemic
joseph smith could scarcely have led the long march of zions camp
years later without this dramatic medical help

joseph will go on being vindicated by further disclosures in all
the essential things associated with his prophetic mission many of
you both now and in the future will be part of that on rolling
vindication through your own articulation about the restoration

in so doing you may also help another special group who need
a particular strengthening lewis mentor in absentia george
macdonald noted how it is often incapacity for defending the faith
they love which turns men into persecutors 5 happily defenders
beget defenders unhappily dissenters beget dissenters and doubt-
ers beget doubters some of the latter may be able to be helped

I1 share the next thoughts with you simply because they are
especially on my mind

one of the striking dimensions ofthe restored gospel is the democ-
racy of demands yet it seeks to build an aristocracy of saints certain
standards and requirements are laid upon all disciples the member
who is an automobile mechanic does not likely have all the skills

of a scholar and not likely you his but both of you are under the
same spiritual obligations to keep the same commandments and
the same covenants furthermore the mechanic is under the same obli-
gation to develop the attributes ofpatience and meekness as are you

frankly the world holds to no such democratic view if one is
a superb scholar in a narrow discipline such is considered enough
one so gifted can then be as bohemian in behavior as one likes but
it is not so in the kingdom is it

of course we all enjoy certain of the fruits of the labors of
secular geniuses who may be visibly or significantly flawed in some
respects nor would we desire to detract from their important
contributions A just god will surely credit them however god will
excuse neither them nor us from keeping his commandments
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including the requirement given to us by him and his son to become
more like them matt 548 3 ne 1248 2727

recently my wife took a friend to hear a presentation by a
latter day saint of outstanding talent the friend who has born
considerable grief and disappointment in her life truly appreciated
the presentation then she said simply 1 I hope he is as good a per-
son as he seems it is a shame isnt it that such reserve even needs
to be felt but we have learned by sad experience that our spiritual
applause is sometimes given to the undeserving I1 hasten to add
from all I1 know of the foregoing case the applause is fully justified

whatever our particular fields of scholarship the real test is
individual discipleship not scholarship but how good it is when
these two can company together blending meekness with bright-
ness and articulateness with righteousness such outcomes only
occur however when there is commitment bordering on consecra-
tion therefore a word about consecration is appropriate

you will recall the episode in the fifth chapter of the book of
acts about how ananias and sapphira kept back part of the
monetary proceeds from their possessions acts 53 we usually
tend to think of consecration in terms of property and money
indeed such was clearly involved in the foregoing episode but
there are so many ways of keeping back part and so many things
we can withhold a portion of besides property all things really
ought to be put on the altar

this holding back may occur even after ones having given a
great deal as likely had ananias and sapphira having done much
we may mistakenly think that surely it is all right to hold back a
remaining part obviously there can be no total submissiveness
when this occurs

lately when considering the atonement ofjesusofjesus christ I1 have
been helped by a particular scripture it is about how consecrated
and sanctifiedjesussanctified jesus allowed his will to be swallowed up in the will
of the father

yea even so he shall be led crucified and slain the flesh becoming
subject even unto death the will of the son being swallowed up in the
will of the father mosiah 157

while pondering that very concept I1 came across this
unsurprisingly parallel quote from brigham young upon whom the
book of mormon had made such a deep impression
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when the will passions and feelings of a person are perfectly
submissive to god and his requirements that person is sanctified
it is for my will to be swallowed up in the will of god that will lead
me into all good and crown me ultimately with immortality and
eternal lives 6

there are so many ways in which one can hold back a portion
for instance one might be giving as to money and also serving as
to time and yet hold back a significant portion of himself or herself
one might share many talents but retain a pet grievance thereby
keeping it from resolution

scholars might hold back differently than would a businessman
or a politician A few hold back a portion of themselves merely to
please a particular gallery of peers another might hold back a
spiritual insight from which many could profit simply wishing to
have his or her ownership established some hold back by not
appearing overly committed to the kingdom lest they incur the
disapproval of particular peers who might disdain such consecra-
tion in various ways some give of themselves even extensively but
not fully and unreservedly

while these patterns are a clear form of selfishness I1 am
inclined to think that holding back can also reflect a mistaken
understanding regarding our individuality some presume we
will lose our identity if we are totally swallowed up of course
our individuality is actually enhanced by submissiveness and by
righteousness it is sin that grinds us down to sameness to a
monotonous single plane

in any case there is no lasting place in the kingdom for
unanchored and unconsecrated brilliance fortunately those ofyou
whom I1 know are both committed and contributive in any case
ready or not you serve as mentors and models for the rising
generation of latter day saint scholars and students let them learn
among many other things submissiveness and consecration from
the eloquence of your examples

god bless you
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the dream Is ours to fufulj&u

bruce C hafen

alma once described zarahemlaZarahemla in a way that also describes
brigham young university we are thus highly favored forwefor we have
these glad tidings the gospel declared unto us inin all parts of our
vineyard alma 132313 23 that blessing would not be possible for us
at BYU or for us as LDS people if it were not for so many who live
lives of conscientious devotion to the lord to his church to his
truth and to the well being of this community we dont begin to
have the problems other large institutions have with drugs violence
sexual harassment dishonesty and other threats that are often
encountered in the world yet our high expectations make it doubly
tragic when one of us does disappoint our community interests

our aspirations include a commitment to the equal worth of
every person male and female regardless of ones station inin life to
that end men should go out of their way to listen to women and
women to men to see things through each others eyes no one
should be more sensitive to the individual concerns and perceptions
of others than those who approach their stewardship by persua-
sion by long suffering by gentleness and meekness and by love
unfeigned by kindness and pure knowledge dacd&c 12141121 41 42
regarding mutual support and cooperation between staff and
faculty it impresses me that BYU has not followed the recent pattern
of other universities whose costs inin support areas have risen faster
than their academic costs As I1 consider all the good people who
labor together in the lords vineyard I1 think of karl G maesersmacsersmaeyersMaeMacsers
words labor with the hand is as honorable as labor with the head
but labor with the heart when the heart is pure and true is the
noblest labor of allaliailall1alla

bruce C hafen is provost of brigham young univuniversityerdityersity this essay is the main part
of a speech delivered at the university conference of brigham young university
1992 and circulated in the pamphlet addresses delivered at the 1992 annual
university conference provopro 0 utah brigham young university september 1992
it has been edited here for distribution to a wider audience

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 no 331992519921992
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this semester at BYU we will begin some longtermlong term academic
planning in this process we hope to develop a more coherent
idea of what we are doing at the university we envision both
centralized and decentralized efforts which the corporate types call
top down and bottom up I1 prefer a horizontal image like

building the transcontinental railroad where the administration and
the specific units work together toward a coordinated meeting point

our first step will be a dialogue within each department and
college under the direction of deans and chairs about the purpose
of BYU As paul pixton has said the people who are happiest about
being at BYU are those who learn why BYU exists 2 each faculty
group will then review the current state of its disciplines its
academic majors and begin preparing our upcoming accreditation
self study we have tried to outline a conceptual framework for this
process during the last three years as reflected in our past fall
conference talks and in some college meetings in summary BYUs
central mission begins with richard bushmansbushmannBushmans attitude 1 I am a
believer I1 believe in god and christ and want to know them my
relations with scholarship and scholars have to begin there 3 and
our relations with student activities support services and all else we
do must also begin there

the first theme flowing from this vision is that we nurture
autauthenticbentic religion I1 will return to some thoughts on that subject as
my primary topic today second we offer as many spiritually and
academically mature students as possible the richest possible
learning experience third we support faculty and academic
programs that develop our emerging role as a major national
university positioned in that fruitful middle ground between the
comprehensive colleges and the graduate research universities
fourth we seek a campus work environment full of professional
competence harmony and personal nurturing

against this background let us consider the integration of our
religious and professional aspirations when our very able commit-
tee on academic long range planning met last fall one person
suggested that we begin by reading the teachings of the prophets
about the university another suggested that we come to our next
meeting in an attitude of fasting and prayer in that very personal
kind of mood each group member expressed his or her impressions
after reading these foundation documents to my surprise every
person around that table expressed a variation on a single theme
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we have been too reticent about the place of religion in academic
life at BYU in marilyn arnolds words

the committee could not help wondering why given the boards
makeup and concerns and the religious devotion ofnearly all members
of the campus community this matter had not been widely and
vigorously discussed before perhaps BYU is just now reaching the
maturity that allows it to move in its quest for academic legitimacy
beyond defensiveness and imitation of established institutions of
course we must not relax our efforts at academic excellence but it
is time for us also to become more fully the institution envisioned by
the prophets 4

the jewish author chaim potok once distinguished between
sacred and secular thought systems the scholar in a sacred system
assumes there is a design and purpose to nature because gods

spirit hovers over all creation giving divine origins to the premises
of the sacred system thus even the most sophisticated scholar in
a sacred system faithfully transmits inherited old and acceptable
new scholarship while respecting the established boundaries of
the system according to a predetermined choreography bycontrast
the scholar in a secular system always probes and challenges the
systems boundaries believing that all premises originate with
human beings the exclusive focus of secular systems in secular
systems it is man who gives and man who takes away 5

today potok sees a boiling cauldroncauldrencauldron ofcolliding ideas and world
views that makes cultural confrontation between sacred and
secular systems unavoidable he suggests four possible responses
for the religious person who faces such confrontation first the
lockout approach one can simply dodge the conflict by erecting
impenetrable barriers between the sacred and the secular and then
remaining in just one system second compartmentalization one
creates separate categories of thought that coexist in a tenuous
peace third take down all walls and allow complete fusion in
which the sacred and secular cultures freely feed each other
perhaps leading to a radically new seminal culture and fourth
ambiguity take down most if not all walls and accept a multitude
of questions without intending to resolve them 6

BYUs history purposes and its very nature reflect from every
angle what potok calls a sacred system of thought how then do
latter day saint scholars at BYU and elsewhere handle the natural
confrontations between the sacred and our deep commitment to
being part of serious university pursuits we reject the lockout
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approach that would shut our eyes to lifes conflicts and realities we
are in even though not of the world yet we also cannot accept
the total fusion model although the gospel embraces all truth we
must give priority to the truths that lead us to christ and we cannot
allow our most sacred premises to be altered or even minimized by
secularist assumptions at the same time we are too open to be rigid
compartmentalists so how do we view the ambiguity and uncer-
tainty that remain we dont fear ambiguitys questions partly
because as john tanner has said we approach our questions from
an attitude of faith 7

the restoration actually provides a fifth alternative for integrat-
ing sacred and secular thought systems the model of eternal
perspective the restored gospel of jesus christ is the most
comprehensive explanation of life and of the cosmos available
to humankind this idea is illustrated by terry warners essay
on almas teachings to korihorKorihor terry wrote that the main difference
between almas map of the universe and korihorsKorihors map is that almas
map is broader if almas map is represented by a ten by ten foot
square korihorsKorihors map is a four by four foot square within almas
larger square alma doesnt have the answer to every question but
he does see and accept the same scientific evidence that korihor
does beyond that he also recognizes evidence ofpersonal meaning
and spiritual reality that korihorsKorihors map by definition excludes 8 As
william james said the agnostic expression thou shalt not
believe without coercive sensible evidenceevidenceisevidenceiscelsis simply an expression
of a private personal appetite for evidence of a certain peculiar
kind 9 not that these limits are all bad we really dont want science
or the government to tell us the ultimate meaning of our lives
we make those choices personally based on evidence available
outside the limited scientific sphere thus we can integrate a secular
map into the broader sacred map but our sacred system cannot be
made to fit within the smaller secular map

similarly parker palmer who recently conducted a valuable
seminar for BYU faculty believes that western cultures vision of
learningleaming suffers from one eyed education teaching the mind but
not the heart 10 there is an illness in our culture arising from our
rigid separation of the visible world from the powers that undergird
and animate it that separation diminishes life capping off its
sources of healing hope and wholeness he urges us to teach
with wholesightwholesight a complete vision of the world in which mind and
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heart unite as robert frost has said as my two eyes make one in
sight 12 and the minds vision excludes the heart but the hearts
vision can include the mind 13 the aim ofofwholesightedwholesightedwholewhoiesighted education
anchored in a heart that guides the mind is wholeness in alan
keeles words great theology and great scholarship are not only
compatible but are mutually and limitlessly illuminating 14 yet
because almas vision is the broader one the gospel should influence
our view of our disciplines more than our disciplines influence our
view of the gospel

many thoughtful LDS people have enjoyed chaim potokspotoka novels
often because they identify with the conflicts potokspotoka characters
face between sacred and secular systems the gospel teaches us to
take education seriously but it also teaches us to put the kingdom
of god first in our lives I1 am acquainted with the spiritual and
intellectual biographies ofmany in this BYU audience and in the LDS

community beyond and I1 would like to know them all each of us
like characters in a potok story could recount our personal
confrontations between sacred and secular systems of thought my
struggles were typical I1 yearned to know if religious literalism is
compatible with a fully breathing stretching life of the mind I1 found
that the best resolution of the faith versus reason dilemmas better
than any book or argument of abstract reasoning is the example of
faithful and competent teachers in my own discipline one of
whom was dallin oaks who have answered my questions with
their lives for a generation of LDS scientists that role model was
henry eyring for many LDS doctors it is russell nelson to know
teachers such as these is to be set free from the burden sometimes
the agony of wondering whether serious religious belief and
serious professional or academic commitments can fill the same
heart at the same time

one of BYUs highest purposes is to help its students and to
help church members everywhere confront such questions in
ways that strengthen both their minds and their hearts that they may
be fully engaged as productive citizens of both society and the
kingdom of god president david 0 mckay once told the BYU
faculty that this is primarily a religious institution established for
the sole purpose of associating with the facts of science art
literature and philosophy the truths of the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ 111515

in this vision of BYU students of the highest potential in every
discipline may model their lives after teachers here who are the
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henry euringseyrings and russell nelsonsbelsons in their fields that is far less
likely at state institutions even with an LDS institute of religion
because obviously with some important exceptions the teachers
there tend to be oriented primarily to either a sacred or a secular
system thus the best way to teach young people who are struggling
to find the place ofa sacred system in a profane world is to offer them
not just theories but teachers and classmates who have found their
own wholesightedness this opportunity is BYUs unique gift to the
youth of zion

spiritual lives really are at stake in resolving the root questions
of faith versus reason for that reason the risk of confusing our
students on these issues is the ugly mirror image of our unique
capacity for good as searing and destructive as our positive
potential is magnificent A valued BYU colleague who is a gifted
teacher and an inspired researcher of impeccable academic achieve-
ment recently told me that increasing numbers of his students are
falling into his foxhole seeking help for their wounded religious

faith I1 asked why he thought there would be more spiritual
casualties now is the world more wicked do brighter students see
more dilemmas he said some of the deepest wounds are inflicted
when a thoughtful student senses even through subtle hints that an
LDS teacher whom the student respects is cynical about the church
that kind of wound can cut to the quick because it implies to
students that the fundamental integration of faith and reason doesnt
work as if in some objective sense it cant work an LDS student
would never draw that conclusion from the cynicism of an agnostic
or atheistic professor in a state university because the student will
assume that such a teacher has long been seeing with only one eye
but when someone whom the student believes has spent years
looking through both eyes implies that the view is darker with the
sacred eye open the message can be devastating

especially perverse is the teacher who conveys cynicism about
the church as evidence of his commitment to liberal education
that stance can put out both eyes at once because it may offend
believing church members to the point that they attack liberal
education as the cause of cynicism but liberal education is

an essential part of the wholesightedness we seek indeed my
own liberal education helps me know that cynicism is as
intellectually indefensible as dogmatism in my own student days
the BYU students who troubled me most were the shallow religious
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dogmatists now I1 am just as troubled by the shallow irreligious
cynics who delight in poking fun at molly mormonmonnon the only thing
that has changed is the direction of the thoughtless posturing the
superficiality has stayed the same neither group has both eyes
open why would any of us believe we serve the cause of serious
education ifour primary goal is nothing more than teaching students
to think otherwise through simplistic posturing and anti
authoritarianism As ted marchese has said beware the cynic as
well as the huckster 16

still one faculty member has urged that we encourage students
and each other to engage in public criticism of the church because
the courage involved in saying unsettling things will demonstrate
that BYUs commitment to liberal education is indeed working
this argument mistakenly assumes that secular systems are broader
than sacred systems moreover there is no connection at all between
a superior education and such criticism both the educated and the
uneducated may be troubled by some church issue but whether
one expresses those troubles publicly is a function of personal
judgment more than it is an expression of integrity or educational
depth it is also a function of how one understands revealed
teachings about publicly challenging those we sustain as prophets
some defend their public criticism on religious grounds claiming
they must protect the church from its misguided leaders the irony
in that attitude cant help but convey cynicism about the divine
influence in a church based on prophetic leadership conscientious
private communication may ultimately be of real help to the church
and its leaders but public expression by those professing to have
both eyes open may simply spray another burst of spiritual shrapnel
through the ranks of trusting and vulnerable students

of course the premises of our sacred system and obviously
the premises of sound liberal education make spiritual and intel-
lectual freedom absolutely crucial for the development of
wholesightedwholesighted education you can lead a child to a book but you
cant make the child read it much less understand it in my opinion
satansgatans plan to save us without agency could not have worked
without free inquiry and voluntary action no understanding no
real testimony and no personal growth is possible for example
after aaron taught him the gospel the converted lamanite king
wanted his people to embrace the gospel as he had but instead of
imposing his new convictions on his subjects as did constantine in
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the apostate era of early christianity the king simply asked that the
missionaries be allowed to preach freely As a result the lamanitesLamanites
who were converted unto the lord never did fall away alma
236 this commission did not mean however that freedom among
the people of aaron and alma was unlimited korihor was initially
free to preach his antichristiananti christian views because there was no law
against a mans belief in zarahemlaZarahemla alma 3011 but when his
expression moved from pursuing his own beliefs to the point of
destroying the children of god alma 3042 he exceeded the

limits of the sacred system
I1 know that some BYU students and other members of the

church are too trusting too reliant on authority figures and they
expect the holy ghost to do their thinking for them we must rouse
them from their dogmatic slumbers teaching them to love the lord
with all their heart might mind and strength they need education
that liberates them from ignorance and superstition developing the
tough minded independence on which self reliant people and
democratic societies utterly depend thus alma counseled his
people to stand fast in this liberty wherewith ye have been made
free to trust no man to be a king over you and to trust no one
to be your teacher mosiah 2313 14 in other words of course
hamlets ophelia should not expect someone else to tell her what
she should think 111717 and beyond doing her own intellectual home-
work ophelia must also as did alma fast and pray many days that
I1 might know these things of myself alma 546

but almas more complete thought was trust no man to be
your teacher except be be a man of god mosiah 2314 emphasis
added it is just as important that ophelia trust the man or woman
of god as it is that she not trust authority figures in general the
advantage of having a liberal education in a free society is that no
one will tell us what to do but the disadvantage is that no one
will tell us what to do the rich young ruler who approached the
savior wanted desperately to know what he should do to
inherit eternal life master what good thing shall I1 do matt 191619 16

there are at least two very different meanings to that word master
one is the master of a slave another is a teacher in a master
apprentice relationship the young man approached christ as
an apprentice who fervently needed his masters guidance As
michael polanyi wrote to learn by example is to submit to
authority you follow your master because you trust his manner of
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doing things the hidden rules of his art can be assimilated
only if the apprentice surrenders himself to that extent uncritically
to imitating the masterlbasterlmamastersterl 18

but how can ophelia know what teacher what master in the
best sense she should trust the scriptural standard is trust no
one to be your teacher except a man or woman of god alma
consecrated all their teachers and none were consecrated

except they were just men who did watch over their people and
did nourish them with righteousness mosiah 2317 18 what
an aspiration for all the consecrated people who work at BYU we
who in and out of the classrooms teach some of the purest and
brightest young men and women in all the world they fulfill their
dreams by coming to this oasis of learning in a spiritually parched
world yearning to ask the young rulers question what shall I1 do
and they come believing that the faculty and staff here will tell them
what to do not only to learn to think for themselves but what to
do to inherit eternal life wholesightedWhole sighted teaching with both eyes
open we move them from dogmatism through healthy skepticism
toward a balanced maturity that can tolerate ambiguity without
losing the capacity for deep commitment by example as well as
precept we teach how to ask good even searching questions
how to trust how to know of ourselves this universitys vitality is
a continuing witness for the proposition that within the broad gospel
framework robust faith and healthy skepticism are not mutually
exclusive the chosen consecrated men and women of god who
teach and work here live lives that make that clear

the ultimate purpose of our integrated teaching model is to
teach our students how to live As parker palmer put it truth is an
approach to living not just an approach to knowing 19 or as we
have recently described the purpose of the BYU jerusalem center
our purpose is not only to orient our students to a holy land but to
orient them to the holy life how can we do that each teacher
faculty or staff must find his or her own way and some settings are
more natural than others for making connections that help students
see how secular interests fit within the larger sacred sphere

of course we cant pursue excessive digressions that waste
precious time in classrooms offices and work places but many
students such as amy baird miner tell us that BYU students hunger
for life talks as well as grade talks from their teachers joseph K
nicholes used to love teaching moments those unexpected
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openings when a teacher a head resident a job supervisor or a
leader in a student ward senses an opportunity to step back from the
subject at hand and open up the bigger picture of life for example
one student will always remember how a BYU teacher talked
soberly about lifes larger purposes after witnessing a serious
accident on the way to class I1 know a BYU professor who
concluded a rigorous course on logic by telling his students that now
they know the rules of logical analysis but if they build their
testimonies on these rules alone rather than upon the spirit of god
they are built upon the sand

our university courses are not sunday school classes but our
fears about that legitimate concern can inhibit some of us more than
they should As president kimball once said every BYU teacher
should keep his subject matter bathed in the light of the restored
gospel 21201120222020 we must be cautious about both sentimental emotional-
ism at one extreme and stale academic neutrality on the other and
of course we should teach students to respect rigorous standards
of evidence but let us not neglect all anecdotal evidence
every personal testimony is in a sense anecdotal but testimonies of
personal experience are among the most powerful forms of data

another risk of integrating sacred and secular systems espe-
cially in scholarly work is that integrationists sometimes devalue in
some lopsided way either the religious or the professional dimen-
sion I1 have learned first hand about this problem through the
process of writing and publishing articles on family law in scholarly
journals in all of that work my reasoning has implicitly proceeded
from the teachings of the scriptures about marriage and family life
but my interaction with skeptical reviewers and demanding editors
quickly taught me that I1 should avoid the ineffective approaches of
shrill pro family writers who have no idea what it means to observe
rigorous research methodologies and to master the available litera-
ture one could give several examples of meaningful scholarly
integration I1 know ofnone better than the work ofofbyusBYUs alienallenailen bergin
whose work on the place of religious values in psychotherapy
recently earned the distinguished service award from the american
psychological association he has learned to let his work proceed
on a small empirically based scale that reveals its own conclusions
rather than trumpeting in advance a moral framework that implies
a preconceived dogmatism his research speaks for itself when he
uses almas large map rather than korihorsKorihors small one
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following aliensallens example in selected disciplines we should
as clayne pope has urged work within our disciplines with the
additional light of the gospel to inform and direct our work 2121112121 our
audience for this integrated scholarship is not just BYU or the
church but also the entire scholarly world if our work is rigorous
enough to satisfy the highest professional standards adapting a
phrase frornjamesfromjames burtchaell we can contribute to society in unique
and greatly needed ways when our integration is skillful enough to
critique the academy from the standpoint of religion rather than
only critiquing religion from the standpoint of the academy 22

A faculty group in one of our academic areas would like to
bring parker palmer back to the campus to share further his ideas
on the spiritual dimensions of teaching having read professor
palmershalmersPalmers work I1 applaud that interest it is reassuring to see
someone of another faith validate our interest in religious and
professional integration but faculty on our own campus are already
doing the nations finest teaching of that kind they just havent
written about their work as much as palmer has and our reward
system should encourage them it isnt enough just to ask that BYU
personnel avoid damaging students religious faith in the ways
described by our new academic freedom statement when we go
beyond that minimal threshold to ask whether someone has
contributed enough in citizenship teaching and scholarship to
warrant continuing faculty status or other special recognition we
look for extensive fulfillment of BYUs aspirations not merely the
absence of serious harm the universitys new policy on advance-
ment and continuing status describes this approach

it also matters how job applicants see these issues I1 well
remember interviewing two well trained applicants for the same
position one day when I1 asked how each one felt about the church
influence here one said oh the church is no problem for me
ive learned not to let it get to me the other said the church and
the gospel are my whole life that is why coming to work at BYU
is my lifelong dream 112123 the vast attitudinal difference between these
people was and should be a major factor in deciding whom to hire
we arent looking for people who merely tolerate our environment
or who will try not to harm it we seek believing thoughtful people
for whom this is the freest intellectual and spiritual environment in
the world
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let us consider finally the conditions on which our work at
BYU may enjoy full access to the revealed truth and prophetic
guidance that are the source of our sacred systems life and breath
one of parker palmershalmersPalmers favorite stories is about abba felix an early
christian desert teacher in this story some brothers went to
see abba felix and they begged him to say a word to them but the
old man kept silence after they had asked for a long time he said

there are no more words nowadays since the brothers
now ask without doing that which they hear god has withdrawn
the grace of the word from the old men and they do not find anything
to say since there are no longer any who carry their words out
hearing this the brothers groaned saying pray for us abba 1121112424

felixs point says palmer is that truth is evoked from the teacher
by the obedience of those who listen and learn and when that
quality is lacking in students the teachers words are taken away 1125112125

felixs students had only been curious they desired not the words
of life they wanted words that created an illusion of life while
letting them avoid the responsibility of living according to truth

this was the same condition on which ammon taught king
lamoni wilt thou hearken unto my words if I1 tell thee by what
power I1 do these things alma 1822 likewise we must hearken
unto the words of our all comprehending system if we are to learn
its truths and see all else in its bright light the highest liberal arts
tradition teaches a similar concept hubris for the ancient greeks
no sin was greater than the intellectual pride by which the learned
thought themselves wiser than divine sources

for us obedience to divine sources first requires that we live
a gospel worthy lifestyle further because ours is a sacred system
premised on divinely ordered leadership each of us must nourish
a humble willingness to follow prophetic counsel the statement by
the first presidency and the twelve a year ago counseling against
any participation in certain kinds of symposia was most unusual
yet very deliberate 2621 because the statement is for all church
members it is not primarily a BYU matter but it clearly speaks to
BYU people it is written in nondirectivenondirective nonpunitivenonpunitive terms but its

expectations are clear to those with both eyes open
some church members and leaders have wondered in recent

years if BYUs increasing academic stature would develop at the
expense of basic church loyalties I1 dont believe that has happened
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and I1 dont believe it will at todays BYU I1 believe with all my heart
in jeffrey hollands consuming vision that we can be a truly great
university that is absolutely faithful to the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ 1127111727

but that proposition will constantly be tested and how we are
perceived on an issue as elementary as follow the brethren means
more than we might imagine tip oneill used to say that you find
out who your friends are not by seeing whoschos with you when they
agree with you but whoschos with you when they think you might be
wrong and the religious core of a sacred system just might ask its
followers to trust the religious imperative even when it does not
square with their own opinions

the BYU dream will forever elude us if as abba felix said god
withdraws the grace of his words from the elders because the young
people no longer carry out the teachings of the elders 112828 and even
though I1 believe our collective religious commitment is stronger
now than ever before if a few among us create enough reason for
doubt about the rest ofus that can erode our support among church
members and church leaders enough to mortally wound our ability
to pursue freely the dream of a great university in zion somehow
we must sense how much is at stake in how we deal with this issue
pray for us abba 112929 because the dream really is ours to fulfill

almost exactly one hundred years ago when the church
already had several stake academies including brigham young
academy in provo the first presidency released james E talmage
from heading LDS college in salt lake city and assigned him to
create the plans for what talmagesbalmagesTalmages biographer called a genuine
church university 3010 talmage was stirred to the core at the prospect
of founding an institution that would merit recognition by the
established centers of learning throughout the nation and the world
it was a dream he had cherished for many years 113131 the proposed
name was young university

think of it just months after the manifesto of 1890 had been
issued the church barely rescued from the jaws of utter destruction
utah not yet a state already a network ofchurch academies in place
and those saints in their poverty wanted to create a genuine
university this early plan was shattered by the panic of 1893 but
the dream lived on in the 1920s and 1930s the church withdrew
from higher education creating a system of LDS institutes of religion
and offering to state governments all of its academies but our very own
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brigham young academy which the first presidency determined to
keep in order to develop one genuine university 3212 the dream was
still alive

sixty years later the lords church of the twenty first century
is expanding miraculously all across the globe never again will we
see a church wide network ofcolleges or academies but there is still
one genuine church university that has demonstrated its capacity
to bless and be worthy of all the saints every person who pays a
dollar of tithing some voices in todays winds claim that BYU will
never achieve intellectual respectability as long as it is controlled by
the church but in the twenty one years since I1 joined the BYU
faculty I1 have watched the faculty the staff and the students of this
university take an astonishing leap in the quality of their teaching
learning and scholarship I1 can bear firsthand witness that BYUs
recent emergence onto the national and international stage is

winning in many circles the honest and deserved admiration of
a society desperate for educational leadership because of that
societyssocietys moral decay and intellectual confusion and this leadership
role is being thrust upon the university not in spite of its lifeline to
the church but precisely because of it

I1 pay tribute to the thousands of women and men in the BYU
community who match and exceed their rich professional achieve-
ments with lives of uncompromising faithfulness to the gospel
offeringofferdingfing in sacrifice all that they havehavel for the truths sake not even

withholding their lives 33 because they seek to know the mind and
do the will of god

the dream has become a consuming vision a truly great
university that is absolutely faithful to the gospel ofjesus christ 3431

its name is brigham young university pray for us abba for the
dream is ours to fulfill in the name of jesus christ amen
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fahfar
last fall I1 dreamt of that
first autumn in eden
of fig leaves dropping off
into the euphrates
and fruit wrinkling in the grass
there in the field
a lone ox shuddered
beside the serpents track
while crows rattled in the air
and I1 heard your voice walking
in the cold of the day
like a dark woodwind
singing to itself
as if to say
let there be light but just enough
let the dry land appear then disappear
let the man and the woman talk
of seeds and stems
of planting and ripening
words that disallow forgetting

AmichaelichaelmichaeiA hicks



the chimerical desert
john bennion

the sheeprocksteeprockSheeprock mountains curve in the shape of a knife across
the south end of rush valley settled by my people and others in the
1860s blackrock mountain is the butt of the handle the tinticgintic peaks
the top of the hilt main canyon the blade point inside the curve
is vernon a mormon community with willows cottonwoodscottonwoods and
lombardy poplars growing along ditches a brick and adobe
schoolhouse and in my youth a white wooden church with
hardwood floors and folding benches beyond the mountains and
westward along the pony express trail lies deep desert known in
pioneer times as paiute hell frank C robertson describes this
country in through paiute hell from lookout pass you look out
over forbidding deserts of mountains and flats it is hot as the
hinges of hell in summer cold as the polar regions in winter in
winter blizzards block the roads in summer cloudbursts wash them
out 1 since the beginning of this century the male bennionsBenn ions have
left hearth and wife to conduct an affair with that desolate country
As they followed their sheep cattle and horses into the desert
spending more and more time away from churches and town
gatherings they seem to have also drifted from conventional
religion and culture they carried their faith into the wilderness and
their doubt back to town their wandering is my heritage

twice a year since before I1 was born my father drove his cow
herd westward to winter range at thanksgiving time back again at
easter a four day trip each way As a child I1 walked or rode behind
the cattle which each fall scattered through the cedars on lookout
pass if they were hungry for dry grass or lined out on the gravel road
across the prairie when the lead cows remembered the alfalfa fields
on my fathers riverbedriverbeeRiverbed ranch forty miles by road west of our home
in vernon on our way out the flat was covered with yellow and

john bennion is assistant professor of english at brigham young university
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red barbed cheat grass squat shadscaleshadscale brush pear cactus dried
tumbleweed thorny greasewood and the thick green fingers of
halogetanhalogetonhalogetan seven foot sunflowerssunflowers crowded the barrow pits once
when we turned the herd south toward simpson springs we found
the army reserve on maneuvers with their big guns established on the
foot hills shooting over our heads into dugway proving grounds
from simpson a former cavalry pony express and wells fargo
station we could see the white line of road which led down to the
dried river bed below us lay white alkali flats and ancient
mountains looking like dinosaurs half sunk in mire farther out
stood the blue gray bulk of table mountain marked with levels by
lake bonnevillesBonnevilles unsteady retreat at the marker for the riverbedriverbeeRiverbed
pony express station wed turn south for ten miles finally the herd
would flood into my fathers fields which stretched across the dry
river bottom at one time the last link between northern and
southern sections of the ancient lake

on our way the herd passed through or near eight of my
grandfather glynnsglenns former ranches greenjacketGreenjacket hill springs
the sharp place the dry farm near black rock the faust ranch the
james ranch on the far side of lookout pass indian springs and
finally riverbedriverbeeRiverbed each of which he took up in turn and then lost
because of disastrous weather or unfounded trust in bankers and
partners after each loss he moved on motivated by the mirage of
a blossomingblossoming desert

this obsession in my family with exploring westward into the
desert for unsettled but fertile land began with the first bennionsBenn ions in
utah the salt lake city land owned bybyjohnjohn and samuel brothers
who emmigratedmigratedimmigratedem from wales was absorbed by brigham young
when he discovered that grazing land wouldnt regenerate itself as
it had in the east and in england he sent the brothers west across the
jordan river to ranch an act which violated his treaty with
the utes after the bennion sheep and cattle quickly used up the
grazing there my great great grandfather my namesake explored
and claimed land at the north and south ends of rush valley
which was relative wilderness in a letter to his first wifescifes parents
in wales he writes

about one year ago I1 with a few others took a few days journey in a
south west direction beyondthebeyond the settlements in search ofbetterbettergrasinggrasing
bidkidsic country soon after I1 moved my sheep cattle & horses out there
I1 am now well satisfied that it was a move in the right direction our
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live stock wintered well by getting their own living I1 now have a flock
of 1150 sheep about 70 of cattle and about 20 head of horses 2

while his first wife remained at the jordan ranch managing the
livestock and home weaving business there his second and third
wives helped establish operations at mountain home located at the
mouth of an aspen filled canyon at the extreme southern end of
rush valley the foundation of their old place is now choked with
sagebrush and cedars but my ancestorjohnanceancestorstorJohnjohn thinking that the water
there would help make his fortune regularly walked a hundred mile
circuit between his wives and homesteads his herds grew until the
heavy grass around vemonvernon was depleted and then he moved his
herds near castle dale he drove himself and his family using wives
and children as a colonizing and laboring force all in the service of
his desire to build a spiritual and economic empire

for causes of his ambition I1 look not only to brigham youngs
fervor which made the colonizing instinct into a religion but also
to the class system in wales in johns youth he was accused of
poaching on manor lands he escaped shame and perhaps worse by
running away to liverpool where he joined the LDS church A few
decades later in deseret he was a successful and propertied
patriarch and his lust for land was passed from parent to child down
to the fifth generation my own

although my great great grandmother esther ann colonized
with john in rush valley and in the muddy mission near panaca
nevada her ambition was directed more toward writing and
reading well than toward acquiring more land As an indentured
servant in england she practiced reading the newspapers plas-
tered to the walls of the outhouse when her master discovered
why she was taking so long he turned the papers upside down
but that only made her reading more challenging even in the
harsh poverty of the muddy mission she tried to improve her
writing and reading in a letter to george calder who married into
the bennion clan she writes

it is gratifying to me to have the priviledgeprivi ledge ofcorresponding with you
george your style or mode of writing is so superior that I1 hope to be
able to leamlearn something from it I1 do not expect to ever make a good
writer but I1 wish you would keep one of my letters and if we are not
all changed from mortal to immortal compare them five years from
now and see if I1 have profited by corresponding with you 3
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she taught herself well enough that in 1893 she was chosen as one
of utahs three outstanding poets whose work was sent to the
chicago worlds fair more important to me is that by reading to her
children and encouraging them she instilled a love of writing and
literature that has lasted to my generation

because of her influence when her son israel wandered in the
mountains around vernon or in the western desert with the cattle
and sheep herds he carried a bible in one saddlebag and a volume
of shakespeare in the other perhaps this turning toward the
cultivation of self tempered his ambition for wealth whatever the
cause instead of breeding vast herds israel strove to create zion
a utopian mormon village named benmore he developed land
south of vernon and invited new immigrants to join him predicting
that if they shared according to the righteous principles of the united
order that god would bless them by increasing yearly precipitation
which would consequently affect the flow of the streams A severe
drought drove them from their hovels and destroyed their faith in
his prophecy and they complained that israel had misled them with
his foolish visions their complaints caused the authorities inintooeletooelethoeleinTooele
to remove israel as the vemonvernon wards representative on the high
council 1 I have been released from the councils of the mighty he
told his wife jeannette a native of vemonvernon a gentle genteel and
devout woman after the collapse of his dream she remained with
him six miles from vernon in the relative isolation of their
greenjacketGreenjacket ranch near benmore which is now a town of crumbling
foundations and skeletal orchards like john bennionsBenn ions success
israels failure was not simply economic he felt it as a loss of
religious and social status

although my grandfather glynn was even more a wanderer
his visions were similar to those of his father his grandfather and
every other american pioneer who has looked westward for wealth
his specific dream was that he would prove that alfalfa and beef
could grow in the most andaridarndannd country in utah his herds of cattle
would be larger than his grandfathers his property holdings more
extensive As a consequence he believed he would grow in the
eyes of his salt lake relatives who were important in the church

one of his pioneering experiments in making the desert
blossom was homesteadinghomesteading the cedared foothills and dry valleys
below indian springs which he claimed with three of his sons my
father colin who had the same dream of the west desert
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describes the move in his autobiography penned sometime in the
late 1980s

june 21st 1934 my father my brothers owen and george and
I1 set out on an adventure we rented a truck and loaded it with 12
worth ofgroceries lumber and fixtures for a cabin seeds and fruit tree
starts and bedding

we left salt lake city in the morning we traveled over lookout
pass government wash simpson springs and finally arrived at our
destination a hollow six miles south of simpson we got there at
1200 midnight having gone 110 miles

we planted a garden before we did anything else then we
built our cabin my dad wasnt anything special as a builder but I1

thought he was great the thing I1 remember best was that he made a
latchstringlatch string he said when you are away you leave the latchstringlatch string
out wwhichhichaich means everybody is welcome to this house

then we started to work on our ditch shovels and rakes work
that bent backs and gave us aches when we got the water down we
dragged a harrow meant for a horse by 3 boy and one manpower
afterpeafterweafter we had planted the 10 acre field in alfalfa fourdaysfourdaisfour days laterthelatlatererthethe little
cotyledon came up then the true leaves we knew we could grow
it clean the ditch fix it where the wild horses came off the hill and
trampled rocks into the water find better places where the water
could run bring down the coyote water and clean the spring and
above all spread the life giving water on the orchard garden and
field

1934 was the driest year in utah history I1 just remember one rain
all summer I1 hated the place I1 hated the dry earth at one time we
started getting what we called the stomy gurgles wed wake up with
a rotten taste in our mouths then barf for one hour dad finally figured
it was the water from the ditch which was running over old sheep
bedding grounds

he started carrying two buckets of water every morning from
coyote junction a mile away I1 never really appreciated his efforts for
many years

he had planned for this ranch for two years the year before we
came out he had surveyed the ditch and spring at indian and had
brought out two bronco work horses and in april plowed the ten
acres we planted then in june we all came out

in august my father walked across the mountain bringing back
the same bronco team a wagon and a plow and a few staples to eat
he introduced me to the one man plow an acre a day thirty acres
were put under cultivation and planted more irrigation more ditch
work more concern for the growing alfalfa many people search for
the wonder crop of the west search no more it is alfalfa 4

this discovery that a water intensive crop like alfalfa would grow in
the desert opened land for cultivation which previously supported
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only antelope and jack rabbits my father and grandfather felt like
columbus did when he sighted what he thought was the orient
after their first harvest instead of andaridarndannd wilderness my father and his
father saw a green alfalfa eden in their minds romance and
economy mingled strong as testimony

once at riverbedriverbeeRiverbed my father and I1 labored to shore up a low ditch
we dug clay that stuck to our shovels and boots but not to the
ditch bank with the venom only an adolescent can produce I1 asked
my father what possessed him to waste his life on that barren land
he dropped his hands to his sides and wept partly from disappoint-
ment that I1 would ask such a thickheadedthick headed question partly from the
emotion he felt toward the farm he told me that the soil had the right
composition for protein rich alfalfa and that the underground water
was wealth agriculture was the foundation for prosperity in any
country we were engaged in an essential endeavor one ordained
by god love of the desert for my people has been economics
social status religion and romance intermingled

in addition to the indian springs homestead my grandfather
worked the james ranch fifteen or twenty miles closer to vernon
he lost that place after the harsh winter of 194819489499 As the snow
deepened the cattle climbed onto the carcasses of the first dead in
spring he found pyramids of frozen beef soon afterward he
discovered that water lay just below the surface ofthe dry river valley
west of indian springs and he believed that even better alfalfa crops
could be grown there in 1951 because the number of homesteads
he could claim was limited by law he had each of his children and
most of their spouses file for him together they took three and a half
sections of desert land

in a 1962 article in the salt lake tribune my grandfather
glynn praises the homestead act which provided the way for
people with average income to realize the dream of getting and
holding land no rich investor could secure great tracts of land
and operate with tenants or hirelings like european lords 5 he said
to the reporter ironically becoming powerful through gaining
property was probably his primary motive As john bennionsBenn ions
grandson he imbibed his thirst for land and animals with the air he
breathed and the water he drank and in the article he translates
the vision into modemmodern terms

pioneer spirit for homesteadinghomesteading adventure hard work and
realizing ones dreams regardless of age was once an important part
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of our american life people of today just cannot be convinced that
there are thousands ofacres ofunappropriated land in the great valleysvaneys
of the west desert potentially rich and productive with ample
underground water for irrigation

these lands are going to waste because homesteadinghomesteading is generally
considered to be for poor people and then only of necessity to
make a success of a homestead nowadays requires money credit
courage a quality of imagination that can make a mirage actually
become a garden of eden 6

riverbedriverbeeRiverbed was his last farm the pinnacle of his efforts to make
the desert blossom after talking to my grandfather the reporter was
converted to the vision and returned to salt lake to describe
riverbedriverbeeRiverbed as utopia the article reads

roundinghounding the last mountain point the valley before me was unbeliev-
able a rich green spectacle with rows of balled sic hay stretching
into the distance green fields of alfalfa corrals of fine fat livestock a
yard of modem well kept farm machinery and ditches flowing with
clear water 7

As with his father and grandfather the motivation for glynnsglenns
drive westward was more than simple economics his wife had
grown up in salt lake a cannon and earlier in his life my
grandfather had tried city life when he first began work as a
journalist and historian writing for the salt lake tribune the
improvement era and the church historians office the growth he
evidenced pleased my grandmother in a letter to my father on his
mission she writes

your father has just completed a very excellent article on brigham
young andjimand jim bridger it really is very very fine he is all the time
gaining in ability to see to analyse and to express with conviction the
wonderful things he finds in the files of the historians office I1 feel too
that he has gained this winter a new view of brigham youngs work
which will be helpful to him to us and to others who read his findings 81

perhaps her desire was that he grow to be an important man in the
church such as his grandfather john his father israel and his
brothers were but she was sensitive enough to see that there was
a quality in him which allowed him to escape both the good and evil
of such ambition she writes your father is not like many men who
like to exercise their authority but he has all the qualities of a leader
of the first rank and if each of us follows his quiet unassuming
leadership we will have much happiness together 9 unfortunately
for her he finally became unable to bear living in the city primarily
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because the money paid for writing was not enough to support his
family the men who married the other cannon sisters his brother
howard and his brothers in law dave howell and ira sharp were
all becoming millionaires my uncle robert bennion has described
to me his fathers discouragement dad wanted to make it big and
being a writer and a flunky to the church historian was not buying
groceries for his family 10

my grandfather wanted to build a desert empire and return to
salt lake city a man of status but he also left because he had trouble
writing the kind of history his superiors demanded church histo-
rian joseph fielding smith believed our history is solely for the
purpose of building faith of necessity positive my grandfather
disagreed when he uncovered uncomfortable information he
was asked to ignore it he was disturbed mostly by the accounts
of church leaders who used their power to take advantage of
impoverished immigrants once he found that some especially
compromising pages had been cut from a diary he held the church
historian responsible with authority pushing in this manner and
with the desert pulling my grandfather soon returned to the country
of his childhood

As glynnsglenns dreams took him farther and farther west to indian
springs and riverbedriverbeeRiverbed away from the moist air the trees people and
conveniences my grandmother knew she didnt follow him in
another letter to my father she writes that grandpa israel bennion
had his eightieth birthday your father was of course at the ranch
where he has been for nearly 5 weeks the children too had all gone
out saturday afternoon I1 stayed in because of the extreme heat and
dust no rain for nearly a month 911

when I1 was a child my grandmother lived at greenjacketGreenjacket near
vemonvernon but my grandfathers trips away became lengthier and
finally she moved back to salt lake where dust didnt aggravate her
hay fever and where she could more easily further her career as a
painter of pictorial maps according to her son robert she hoped
that her work would help her husband the maps were to make a
pile of money for dad so he could get his pipeline built or get
whatever he wanted so he could be a cattle baron so that he could
be comfortable in the courts of the genteelsgentellsgenteels or should I1 say
gentilesgentiles1212 but as has happened with other sons of pioneers who
spend their days riding outside the boundaries of town and home
the longer he lived in the desert the rougher his habits became he
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washed himself and his dishes less and swore more becoming less
and less accommodating to polite conditions and communal reli-
gion for much of their marriage my grandparents were separate
she a daughter of the city one of the faithful he a son of the desert
a doubter after learning history that disturbed his belief

following her death he recorded his anguish of soul concern-
ing the conditions that separated them

the dreadfulI1 agony is over for her there is now the rest and peace
and joyous reunions of beulah land for me there is self recrimination
and regret and an overpowering aloneness ive never before expe-
rienceddienrienfienced

I1 should have tried harder to make a living in her natural
environment the city but I1 wasnt trained for it hated it couldnt cope
with it I1 wanted to be hauling wheat to the railroad with a four horse
outfit or working cows in the aspensashens and chokecherrieschokecherries there just
isnt anything like the thrill of seeing a stretch of barren land become
a beautiful green field

and all the while I1 was far away pursuing one chimerical venture
after another she was always near at indian springs or some other
outlandish place if I1 got to worrying about things at night and couldnt
sleep id get up and walk over to six mile and back occasionally
scaring myself wide awake by hearing myself talking to her

but now if I1 speak to her she doesnt hear me anymore so ive
been readingrereadingre her letters she was a most faithful letter writer to me
they are the sweetest love letters a man ever got not just because they
are tender and kind she never gave up scolding arguing cajoling
pleading trying her damdest to convince me that some of the
worrisome items I1 encountered during the six years I1 spent in the
church historians office were not important 13

but she had been unable to restore him to a conventional faith the
respect of his city relatives or her own companionship

like my grandfather my father was influenced by opposing
desires he wanted the status and friendship offered by conventional
community as well as the freedom and economic opportunity of the
desert he writes in his autobiography

my boyhood was a mixed experience cannon city associations
in salt lake bennion ranch days near vemonvernon I1 worked for grandfa-
ther cannon doing lawn and shade tree work in forest dale from him
I1 gained a love of trees I1 worked with the bennionsBenn ions in the summers
learning the business of vegetable gardens range cattle horses and
haying I1 also absorbed a love for the desert and mountain ranges that
is so deep a part of me wild animals insects reptiles and birds are
so much a part of my being that I1 guess I1 can accept the words of
kiplingsjunglekiplingskippingsKip lings jungle book we be brothers thee and 1I 14
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like his father he experimented unsuccessfully with living in the city
he tried school at the university of utah where he was unhappy and
lonely he served a mission in texas and then returned to fort worth
for air force navigation school his assignment was with the 397th
bombardment squadron which was sent to panama quite a contrast
to his own dry country we patrolled for german andjapand jap submarines
and shipping 15 he wrote 1I loved the swimming and fishing and
hunting in the bush 16 on his return he tried the university of utah
again and law school in chicago neither ofwhich satisfied him finally
he found his place studying range management in the forestry school
at utah state where he met my mother a city woman like my
grandmother summers he returned to greenjacketGreenjacket and the west desert
building a cowherd of his own in the country of his youth times
change he writes but not the desert 17

1I enjoyed the farm work there in riverbedriverbeeRiverbed and also I1 thought the
setting of mountains and desert were beautiful one of the sights I1

loved best was when summer thunderstorms came as a grey
curtain in a diagonal across the south end ofkeg mountain across our
land and head for bennion canyon in the vemonvernon mountains then
the blessed rain would soak our greenjacketGreenjacket ranch 18

he enjoyed the scenery but again as it was for his fathers the
core of his admiration was for the productive forces of the desert
moisture in the form of rain or well water alfalfa roots and leaves
land made arable

this back and forth movement between two worlds had a
liberalizing and a confusing effect on my father as it did on my
grandfather he had a fierce devotion to both city and country family
his motto was viva la raza meaning his sharp cannon morris
and especially his bennion relations he worked hard for the commu-
nity in vemonvernon as mayor as boy scout and explorer leader for a
decade or more and as teacher ofcountless classes in the church he
understood community and the necessity of hierarchy but at the
same time he had an extreme sensitivity to individual independence
he was one of the most tolerant people I1 have known

in panama during the war he made himself perfect his high
school spanish by moving back and forth between the soldiers and
the natives he told me that once he was on a bus where some
soldiers sat behind an upper class panamanian man and woman
the soldiers were berating the couple but were so ignorant of
spanish that they couldnt imagine anyone else being fluent in two
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languages my father watched the faces of the panamaniansPanaman ians feeling
with them their anger and shame

As I1 grew up he was like a bridge between the mexican
americans and the anglos the activesoctives and the apostates in vemonvernon
he tried to be friends with everyone in addition another kind of
tolerance desert feminism was forced on him by biological fact
I1 was the first and only son followed by five daughters so my sisters
had to leamlearn to work on the ranch they taught my father through
their competence in notes for his remarks at my sister susans
missionary farewell he writes

my girls had to help me on the farm and the cattle range they
trailed cows twice a year out to riverbedriverbeeRiverbed slept on the ground and ate
dirt behind the herd

they drove tractors did castratercastratedcastrated and earmarked the calves at
branding walked miles in the snow and still managed to look
feminine 19

but as it did for my grandfather the desert in my fathers soul
had its down side when he was a child he lay in the next room as
his parents argued about the church he grew up with fragmented
belief he once quoted the mormon author paul bailey saying that
his faith was likejosephslikeilke josephs coat tattered and blood stained but still his
1I know that at the last day my father said my savior will raise
me up for him and for me faith and doubt are not oppositesnotopposites my
father swallowed whole the tension between my grandfather and
the more respectable salt lake relations whom my father also loved
his personality became a paradoxical mixture as he inherited my
grandmothers desire for belief and my grandfathers impulse to
criticize in postpostmodernmodem terms he was marginalized inhabiting the
region between community and desert this confusion when
coupled with a biological propensity for depression and his inability
to talk freely about his feelings helped turn his experimental
drinking as a teenager in salt lake into alcoholism until I1 was eleven
or twelve his drinking was invisible I1 soon learned that when he
was more gregarious more sentimentally affectionate cheerful and
open than usual he had lubricated himself with the cooking sherry
stashed under bales of hay or in the hollow roof of the chicken coop
perhaps his confusion about his own emotions his body his people
and his religion was salvedcalved in some way by his habit I1 now think
of his alcoholism as a symptom of that deeper despair
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once when my father my grandfather and I1 returned from
riverbedriverbeeRiverbed my grandfather quite senile rambled on about brigham
young serving alcoholic beverages to guests in the lion house we
were on the east slope of lookout pass traveling down toward the
lights ofofvernonvernon and my father slammed so hard on the brakes that
the truck loaded with hay slid to a stop he chastised grandpa for
talking to me an unfonundonunformedned adolescent about such matters then he
took me behind the truck and told me that his father had lost his
testimony because of research in the church historians office I1

think my fathers anger was due to a desire to protect me from the
confusion he had felt most of his life but if anything my intelligent
hybrid ancestry had prepared me to ingest such facts without
indigestion of the spirit

like my father I1 am a product of both community and desert
dozens of times a year we crossed lookout pass traveling to the
desert returning again the desert is always white in my memory
either the sun shimmered off the alkali plain or bitter snow blew in
drifts we labored to start the ancient diesel engine that ran the
water pump counted the seconds between drips of oil that
lubricated the spinning shaft chopped ice and fed cattle during
the winter cleaned ditches in the spring irrigated and hauled hay
during the summer after a day or week in the desert we drove the
forty miles back over lookout pass to vernon toward the regular
lines of lombardy poplars and giant cottonwoodscottonwoods the willows
and siberian elms seemed to breathe moisture as we dropped into
town unbelievably sweet after the drought of the desert sunday
mornings we sat on wooden benches with either the breath of the
coal furnace on our faces or with the windows open to the heavy
perfume of russian olives while speakers wove their words in
that white wooden church house I1 began to feel the lift and
movement of the spirit

in town my sisters and I1 were under another civilizing
influence that of my mother who probably more than any other
person has taught me the adaptability necessary for moving
between worlds because of her despite any confusion of doubt and
faith gregariousness and independence ive been able to hold my
skin together like my grandmother my mother was a city woman
but she remained with my moody and driven father all of his life of
their courtship my father writes in his autobiography
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in my senior year I1 met and fell in love with sergene benson daughter
of serge and elizabeth benson who at that time were living in
silver springs md the summer before we were engaged I1 sent
sergene an indian arrowhead and rattles from a snake im sure her
mother was outraged upset and mystified but it must have meant
more to her daughter because the next summer we were married in
the logan temple 20

she lived with him at greenjacketGreenjacket and in vernon overcoming
isolation by turning to books making friends with the bennionsBenn ions and
vemonitesvernonitesVemoVernonites fiercely managing the limited resources that farming
and teaching give a family and urging us toward the finer things of
the world she has a practical respect for the benefits ofproperty but
hasnt been blinded by the romance of my male ancestors while my
grandmother returned to the city my mothers resilience and
flexibility have allowed her to remain in the relative desert of
vernon even after my fathers death

so what is my inheritance I1 am also afflicted in my blood with
the illusion of wealth in a blossomingblossoming desert I1 long to regain the
small herd of angus cattle I1 once had and to stand in my own alfalfa
field as the mist of irrigation sprinklerssprinklers surrounds me I1 want to build
a house at greenjacketGreenjacket and live there competent self sufficient
unperverted by my own wealth the moral opposite of urban
businessmen but I1 also love weaving words with people both
writing for publication and talking with a class as we unravel some
text and there is no college at greenjacketGreenjacket so I1 live as a suburbanite
a teacher at what some call the lords university I1 have inherited
both my grandfathers distrust of ill used power and my
grandmothers love of matters of the spirit like my grandfather im
uncomfortable in a culture which holds both agency and authority
as absolute values I1 feel beset by ironies such as the idea that there
can be an apolitical and benevolent hierarchy of power an honest
history which accommodates its truth to the ends of public relations
equal but different roles for men and women a universal utah
church and by such notions as faith which grows without chal-
lenge or stretching of sexless procreation or of scholarship which
never uncovers anything uncomfortable but because of my grand-
mother I1 claim membership in the culture that I1 question grasping
this opportunity to serve gods children because ofotherher I1 know that
my stillborn daughter is safe because of my grandfather I1 still curse
god for taking her from me
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viewed from the perspective of either desert rats or urban
church members my life is an inconstancy a movement between
desert and town doubt and faith a pluralism received from my
people and I1 want both johns practical industry and esther anns
hunger for the cultivation of the inner state through writing and
reading both israels vision and jeannettesjeannetteaJeannettes gentleness my
grandfathers integrity and critical vision my grandmothers faith
and imagination my fathers sensitivity and tolerance my mothers
adaptability and culture the voice that speaks from this complexity
will be inconsistent fragmented and will explode upward through
the surface of conventionality through the tendency of many to
imagine that all good people are as singlemindedlysinglemindedly pious as they are
it will be marked by what my father calls a wry dry peculiarly
bennion sense of humor bennionsBennions he writes all tend to be a bit
salty and earthy in our jokes and teasing shocking to some more
delicate soulsSOUIS 2121112121

once my grandfather senile and bewildered sat among
sophisticated city folk at a bennion reunion my aunt his daughter
inlawin law played something from mozart or beethoven on the piano
afterward when everyone clapped politely he half stood on his
ruined legs and shouted bravo bravo many looked at him
disapproving I1 only hope I1 can add my raucous voice to his
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white silk winter wedding 1947

the substance of things hopedforhoped forhorbor
the evidence of things not seen

hebrews 1liilil11111

the dress was white its silk a gift
wrapped in brown paper from her quiet bridegroom
then hand sewn by her mother and her aunts as they sat
in a house in antwerp their heads bent low over stitches
invisible in the long afternoon light
stitching as they spoke to her of marriage
the belled sleeves the skirt the bodice blossomed
like light through the prism of their talk

but she had forgotten every word as she stood
waiting behind her veil knew nothing but the sleek
whisk of silk against her arm the faint
sweet scent from wreaths of orange blossom
and so she stood waiting until the unseen
organist sent silver chords swooping
then drawing one last breath
before this leap into nothing
she stepped forward

the man at the end of the aisle turned
and watched her descend smooth and steady down the long
carpet watched her hover on her fathers arm
he would never tell her when he closed his eyes
he saw the belgian night



the pale eyes of an american pilot
who paused at the border between occupied
belgium and free france what can igiveyouI1 giveeive you
cigarettes chocolate I1I1 bauehavebave money
no he had said nothing it is nothing

only at the last would he accept and then
only the pilots parachute
and she never knew not for years
not until she stood small again
and cold in a funeral home
in a new land and an unfamiliar veteran
come to pay his last respects told her
what her husband had not
that the silk of her dress had drifted
from a shot out aeroplane into the underground
that a man blind in the night had jumped
trusting himself to its fabric

suddenly chill at the altar she only knew
she needed every shade of faith
to marry in winter in a war smitten city
dressed in the billows of a silken gown

maryjan gay munger

maryjan gay munger is the winner of the 1992 eisteddfod crown competition



mother dying

I1 have not lost you I1I1 know where you are
gowned in silk and steel gray
watchworkspatchworkspatchworks ofofgrassgrass andlowersandflowersandlomersflowerslowers
frost and mud I1icanleancan visit you

every three hours for 15 minutes
I1 can visit you monitor green lines and tubes
behind your mask the gasping gracious hostess
you welcome all who come to smile to you and cry to me

you cry to me squeeze my hand
hello dont leave keep singing
I1 exhaust my repertoire
I1 cant stand here any more tonight
you wait for morning

I1 wait for morning it wont be long now
your only consciousness is breathing
only breathing only trying to breathe
numbers fall green lines slowly tumble flat
flat as nothing flat as gone
all the crying before was only practice

still I1I1 have not lost you I1I1 know where you are
aptAftafteryouahterafterabtereryoneryouertonyonyou drowned in yourtourtounyourselyourselfyourseoyeoseoyed you woke
took one deep sweet easy breath
and looked upward

lisa bolin hawkins



disclaimer

death old friend
weve met before
I1 see no hostility
in that dour face
your bony beckoning hand
signs to me a brotherhood

but ill remain a while
if youll allow
for roads and tasks
and words not written down
I1 need not have them all
but some are dear

gladly then ill go with you
and feel the cool enfolding
of your robes your gentle dark
and your soft anodyne for pain

john sterling harris



elisha and the children
the question ofaccepting

prophetic succession

fred E woods

the account of elishaseliphasElishas curse of the forty two young people
and their seemingly unjustified fatal end when attacked by two bears
has puzzled latter day saints as well as other students of the bible
an enlightening solution to this unusual incident as I1 argue here
also leads to a clearer view of an important underlying issue the
acceptance or nonacceptance of divinely approved succession
among prophetic personalities in this case elishaseliphasElishas succession to the
prophet elijah

most scholars who have analyzed the problematic passage in
which elisha is called baldy or baldheadedbaldheaded pereavqereavqjrjapqereaV by a group
ofyouths agree that this word should be translated literally 2 kings
223 24 but the issue does not end here philological and
contextual evidence suggests that the word jereahqereahqjrjap is being used
figuratively to denote a person who is a usurper of authority in this
light the question of how jereahqereahqjrjap is to be interpreted on a figurative
level should be approached systematically beginning with an
analysis of the hebrew text that underlies translations of 2 kings
223 24 see my rendition below my analysis is designed first to
identify the ambiguities and other interpretive problems inherent in
this passage next it is important to discuss both the setting of
2 kings chapter 2 and the chiastic structure of 2 kings chapters 1 2
with special attention to the hairy mantle and to the focal point
of the chiasmus which is the ascension of elijah the final act
involving his priesthood authority moreover the striking parallels
between the elisha and korah narratives require examination

fred E woods is director of the LDS institute of religion at the university of
colorado at boulder
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finally I1 will summarize the various strands of evidence and offer
a few observations on the meaning of this account

A representative translation of 2 kings 223 24 reads as follows

23 and he eilElielishaellshashal went up from there to bethel and as he was
going up on the road some young menmeni went out from the city and
mocked him and said to him go up jereahqereahqjrjap go up jereahqereahqjrja9

24 and he elleilElielishaellshashal turned around and looked at them and cursed
them in the name of yahweh and then two female bears went out
from the forest and tore open forty two of the youths

these two verses raise several issues besides the issues ofwho
these young men were and from what city they and elisha came the
major problem of this passage is the word jereahqereahqjrjap the traditional
understanding that it refers to elishaseliphasElis has baldness creates a long
recognized theological problem why would a prophet of god
pronounce a fatal curse simply for being called baldheadedbaldheaded by a
group ofyouths further how could god comply with the prophets
cursecurse2cursed several solutions have been offered even so a deeper study
into the origin and significance of the word jereahqereahqjrjap and the passage
in which it is embedded is warranted 3

the young men

the first problematic phrase in this passage has always been
translated literally to mean little children or small boys nfanmwdifm
qeannfmqtannim A1 if the passage is taken at face value what age would
these youths have been other passages using nanaarar qatanqaanbaan the
singular of nejifmrfdnm qetanmmqeannfm give no hint concerning the intended
age however a clue appears when joseph is called a nanaarar at age
seventeen gen 372 he is referred to again as a naaratnaarpxnaarah least two
years later when he interprets pharaohspharaohs dream gen 4l124112 5 some
clarification is also provided when the writer of the elisha account
selects the plural word children addyelgyelddimyeldydddimzm in the verse following
the passage in question 2 kings 224 rather than again choosing
to use the words rfdnmrfdifm qetanmmqeannim in kings the word ylddfmylddim
children is attested two other times 6 both of these refer to the

young men who were serving as advisors to rehoboam and had
grown up with him 1 kings 1281281010 in any case the term bealimrfdrimrealim
qetanmmqeannim is imprecise with regard to exact age but on the basis of
the context I1 suggest that the age of the youths designated by these
combined words would probably fall slightly under twenty years
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taken in their plain sense these words mean small youths but a
literal interpretation may not be the only valid one

rashi a noted medieval jewish sage speculates that rfdnmrrdiim
qetanmmqeannfm in 2 kings 223 may be interpreted figuratively because of
an earlier incident he draws from the tractate sota in the
babylonian talmud to suggest that these ndnmnfaitm qetanmmqeannfm were
angry about the water miracle that elisha had recently performed in
jericho 2 kings 218 22 elisha had earlier been approached by
men of that city who commented on the favorable location of
jericho but complained of the bad water 2 kings 219 in response
elisha asked for a flask full of salt then he threw the salt into the
bitter water and healed its bitterness 2 kings 220 22 7 rashi
explains that these youths had found employment carrying good
water into the city for the inhabitants ofofjerichojericho 81 with the miraculous
healing of the bitter water they were out of a job rashi also holds
that these water carriers were specifically called rfjifmrfdnm in 2 kings
223 in order to symbolize that they were shaken from the
commandments as the hebrew verbal root n octoreto4rctoto be shaken
suggests in a related vein the well known sage radaqradae speculates
in typical rabbinic fashion that these young men were called nan6nedlienedlimarimdrim
annamqetannq annfmim because as the wise sages said the youths were not only
shaken from the commandments but were also of little faith as the
hebrew root q t n little small implies

the hebrew text of 2 kings 223 states that these youths went
out of the city maseuyasenyaseueadielfieadd min baarhdirbafr from what city did they depart
the answer is not as obvious as most might think both ancient and
modern interpreters state that these youths came out of bethel
however a careful reading of the text indicates that the city was not
bethel but jericho As elisha was going up the road to bethel from
jericho after healing jerichowjerichosJerichos water some young men went out of
the city to mock him the text states that he turned around behind
him wayipenway ipen abarabioarayioararayoaraywarioayio to address these mockers 2 kings 224
since bethel was still ahead of elisha and jericho behind him and
because he had to turn around to address the mocking youths most
logically the young men had followed elisha out ofjericho in this
regard rashis connection between the healed water and baldhead
stories suggests to me an important interpretive direction

A relevant matter concerns whether these young people
aamne lajomlajjmanm were a part of any of the preceding stories about elijah and
elisha because the term ndnmn ai fm is attested in those earlier passages
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one must entertain this possibility another group for example the
sons of the prophets ben&bannebftmbene bannewim from bethel called elijah

master 2 kings 23 these sons of the prophets in fact had their
residence injerichoinjericho 2 kings 2515 and in 2 kings 215 we are told
that they accepted elishaseliphasElishas leadership elsewhere eg in 2 kings 5

we learn further that the prophets had namn serving them it could
be that those nedamnedhmnf aamanm were laborers or servants who associated with
the sons of the prophets still in jerichoinjericho it is also possible to view the
nan8nedamned6maamanm as guards or soldiers which is another meaning for this term
see for example 2 sam 1851851212 1 chron 1229 confirming that

they were probably not mere children perhaps they refused to
accept elisha as the prophetic successor to elijah accusing him of
usurping authority for they appear to be in conflict with the sons
of the prophets who show their allegiance to elisha by bowing to
him and declaring the spirit of elijah does rest upon elisha
2 kings 215 whatever the case it is evident that the location

of the neanmjeanmne ldfm in jericho the locale of the prophets and their
assistants and the home of persons with deep loyalty to elijah
is an important ingredient in the account events would certainly
not have transpired as they did within a town inhabited by sons of
the prophets

the epithet baldy or baldhead

another matter needing clarification is the meaning of the term
baldhead jereahqereahqjrjapqereah which these youths hurl at elisha the hebrew

root q r hb is occasionally associated with ice and frost but most
often refers to baldness as in the case of jereahqereahqjrjap here 9 various
translations of the key sentence in 2 kings 223 24 read something
like go up baldhead or go up baldy perhaps there is more to
the mocking of the young men however than just saying that elisha
was bald what was it in their taunt that provoked elishaseliphasElishas curse

natural baldness is not viewed in the old testament as a
condition of uncleanness in fact leviticus 1340 states and the
man whose hair is fallen off his head he is bald yet he is clean the
deliberate shaving ofany or all ofthe head was forbidden by israelite
law lev 1927 215 deutbeut 141 however the prophets did use
shaving in a figurative way as a term of impending doom and
bondage isa 2212 jer 475 4837 the only instances in which
deliberate shaving of all of the hair of the body is approved occurs
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in the ritual cleansing of a leper lev 148 and the purification of
levites num 87 19 the shaving of the head is approved only in
connection with a nazarite vow initially nazaritesNazarites would vow that
razors would not come upon their heads num 65 but when they
concluded their vows they were to shave their heads and make an
offering of their hair in the sacrificial fire num 618 10

in contrast to the plain meaning of the text rashi and radaqradae
unlike most modern scholars did not take the word jereahqereahqjruap to
mean that elisha was physically baldheadedbaldheaded rather they suggested
that the youths called elisha jereahqereahqjrjap because he had made bald or
destroyed their livelihood as water carriers for the inhabitants of
jericho however this view is not supported by concrete evidence
and should therefore be treated as unsubstantiated speculation
what seems more likely is that the youths were calling elisha jereahqereahqjrjap
to suggest that he was a usurper ofprophetic authority as I1 shall now
demonstrate

literary structure of 2 kings 1 2 and its significance

2 kings 1 2 contains the only detailed biblical account of
prophetic succession these chapters also form a chiastic structure
climaxed by the ascension of elijah in 2 kings 211 T R hobbs has
provided a general outline of this structure 12 which has been
adapted in the following diagram

A severe test of authority destruction of men 19 15

B request for diseased item to be healed 11 8 16 18
C the sons of the prophets admit departure of elijah 22 6

D the sons of the prophets are witnesses 27
E dividing of river jordan with mantlecoatmantlecoat 28

F symbol of succession spiritmantlespirit mantle 29
G witnessing of the event by elisha 210

H the ascension of elijah 211
G witnessing of the event by elisha 212

F symbolfsymbol of succession spiritmantlespirit mantle 213
E dividing of river jordan with mantlecoatmantlecoat 214

dtheatheD the sons of the prophets are witnesses 215
ctheatheC the sons of the prophets admit departure of elijah 216 18

B request for diseased item to be healed 219 22
A severe test of authority destruction of men 223 24
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hobbs notes that this chiasm contains the only physical
description of prophets attested in the entire old testament in
2 kings 18 the characteristic feature of elijah is that he is a hairy
man baal sedrU cir at the opposite end of this structure is the
description of elisha as a jereahqereahqjrjap 2 kings 223 hobbs interprets
these descriptions to mean that elijah was a hairy man and elisha
was bald however hobbs mentions nothing more about this
intriguing set of features

in contrast montgomery explains that scholars have two
interpretations for the words baal ednsearsedr one translates them as a
hairy man the other as a man with a hairy garment 2113111313 this latter
interpretation seems more correct when the word searsedr hairy is
associated with the word mantle cadderetCadderet 1411 which plays a central
role in this account of prophetic succession the word addereiadderetadadderetmvfdererderetwerer may
be translated as either mantle garment or glory in I11 kings 1916
elijah is told by the lord to anoint elisha to take his place as prophet
when elijah found elisha plowing with twelve teams of oxen he
threw his mantle cadderefcadderetCaddeCadderetrefret upon elisha as a symbolic gesture to
designate that he would soon succeed elijah as prophet 15 zechariah
describes the prophetic mantle in more detail zech 134 his
record states that in a future day false prophets will no longer wear
the hairy mantle cadderetsedradderetaddereiaddererderetwerer jureurjarjdr to deceive 16 the combination of
these two words lends strong support to the interpretation in 2 kings
18 that elijah was a man with a hairy mantle or garment rather than
being just a hairy man 17

the new testament also lends support to this understanding
in matthew 34 john the baptist is described as wearing a mantle or
garment greek endyma made of camels hair 18 he also wore a
leather girdle about his loins this description is virtually identical
to that of elijahselijassElijahs apparel in 2 kings 18 later in the sermon on the
mount jesus warned the people to beware of false prophets which
come to you in sheepscheeps clothing endymasinendymasinlendymasin but inwardly are ravening
wolves matt 715 a possible allusion to the wearing of a hairy
garment of skins that implies that such a person comes with authority

in 2 kings 2 the mantle of elijah becomes crucial to the
succession story elijah parted the river jordan with his addereiadderetadderet
2 kings 28 after elijah and elisha had crossed the riverriverjordanjordan on

dry ground elijah asked elisha what he could do for elisha before
departing elisha asked for a double portion of elijahselijassElijahs spirit
2 kings 29 19 although elijah acknowledged this request as
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difficult he told elisha that his desire would be granted provided
that elisha saw him ascend into heaven 2 kings 210 when elijah
ascended into heaven elisha saw the ascent and cried my father
my father the chariot of israel and its horsemen 2 kings 211 12 20

after rending his own garments elisha picked up the prophetic
garment of elijah adderetcadderetaddereiCadeadadderet he too smote the waters of the jordan
and asked where is the lord god of elijah 2 kings 212 14 in
parallel to 2 kings 28 the waters again parted in 2 kings 214 and
elisha walked back across the bed of the river jordan on dry
ground 21 here the hairy garment of elijah is clearly the symbol of
prophetic authority which now had passed to elisha both men
used this object to part the riverjordanriver jordan as evidence that the power
of jehovah was invested in their appointment one walked into
israel to lead her and the other went out 22 the sons of the prophets
were witnesses to this transition of power and saw that the spirit of
the lord that had once rested upon elijah now rested upon his
successor elisha 2 kings 21521 As the chiastic correspondence in 2
kings 272788 implies these witnesses would also have seen elisha
wearing the hairy mantle of elijah representing the internal power
with which elisha had been imbued 23

korah and elisha
I1 began this examination of the structure in 2 kings 1 2 with

a discussion of the term for hair daeardseardsear the latter end of the chiasm
deals with the young men calling elisha a baldhead qereafjqurjap I1

submit that these mocking youths called elisha qereabqjrjap because they
refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the hairy garment that
elisha now wore as a symbol of prophetic authority in a relevant
vein it is important to observe that if the vowels are dropped from
this word we are left with the hebrew root q r h this root is also
the basis for the name of a levite rebel named qoraaora korah 2421 who
was the cousin of moses and aaron num 161 ex 618 korahskoransgorans
reputation for trying to usurp priestly authority was infamous among
the israelites num 1640 the citation of koranskorahsgorans antics in the new
testament underscores the prominence of this narrative as an
illustration of rebellion against divine authority judeude 111 thisibis
point invites us again to ask were the youths simply calling elisha
baldy because he had no hair on his head or were they insinuating
that he was without legitimate right to the prophetic mantle and was
thus spiritually bald or unclothed25unclothed21unclothed2521 could it also be that they were
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alluding to korah the levite rebel suggesting that elisha was a
usurper of authority as korah had sought to be

further suggestive parallels emerge in connection with the
theme of authority when one compares the terminology and the
punishments that are mentioned in the korah and elisha narratives
these similarities lend greater credibility to the idea that the word
qereabqjrjap on the lips of the young men may in fact have had reference
to the infamous rebel korah 2 kings 223 reads and he elleilElielishaellshashal
went up imaylmaywapmapiwayaalwayaalwaynaliwaywayaaiaal then and as he was going up ittwotwoowehfiwttaebneboleh 26

in this same verse the term for go up lebiehleh41ib is used twice when
the youths cry out go up baldhead go up baldhead lebieh alibleh
jereahqereahqjrjab calublalublebiehleh jereahqereahq&uab0qereah this taunt seems to point back to
2 kings 211 in which elijah went up into heaven the mocking
youths may be saying or implying go ahead try to ascend to
heaven as elijah did you usurper ofauthority27authority27 furthermore korah
and his rebels esteemed themselves to be as holy as moses and
aaron and believed themselves to be on the same level of authority
as their leaders num 163163 28 they accused moses and aaron of
exalting themselves above the congregation the youths in the
passage of 2 kings 223 seem to be accusing elisha of like motives
when in fact they are the guilty ones

the punishments pronounced upon both korahskoransgorans group and
the youths are remarkably similar when examined in light of verbal
terminology two punishments fell upon korah and his rebels the
text declares and the ground tore open from b q beneath them
wattibbaqahadamahwattibbdqa1haladamab ashertahetobemsher tahetehem num 1631 the next

verse states the earth opened her mouth and swallowed them and
their households and all the men who were with korah and their
property num 1632 others were consumed by fire and a fire
went out yaayao29yaosensea 29 from the lord and consumed themthern num
1635 these two punishments add significance to the narrative of
the punishment of the forty two mocking youths in 2 kings 224 3010

for the two punishment verbs in the korah story reappear in the
elisha pericope after the youths said go up qereabqjruap go up
qereabqjrjapqereab elisha turned looked at them and cursed them in the name
of the lord 2 kings 223 24 the punishment that followed is
described thus and two female bears went out from the forest and
tore open from b qqa forty two youths of them 2 kings 224 the
root of the hebrew word for went out is yyss in 2 kings 224 the
bears went out just as the fire went out against some of the rebels
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num 1635 the hebrew verb tear open b q 1 also appears in
both stories according to 2 kings 224 the bears tore open the
youths in numbers l6311631 the earth tore open under the feet of
some of korahskoraus fellow rebels and they were swallowed

conclusion

the thematic and terminological evidence suggests that the
mocking youths in the elisha story were not simply calling him a
baldheadedbaldheaded man when they called him jereahqereahqjrjap rather they were
speaking to elisha figuratively whether they were refusing specifi-
cally to acknowledge the transmitted authority ofthe prophetic hairy
mantle that he had received from elijah or whether they were
intimating that he was like korah the rebel in the wilderness or
both 31 is not entirely clear certainly they were not simply teasing
elisha by calling him baldy as some interpreters have suggested
instead they were accusing him of being a usurper of authority an
act that warranted serious consequences for speaking evil against
the lords prophet As a result they incurred the vengeance of god
who had previously warned and if you walk contrary to me
I1 will send wild beasts among you which shall rob you of your
children lev 2621 22 32

NOTES

the hebrew word for young men is rfn1afmarim which may also be translated
as boys lads youths servants or soldiers see francis D brown samuel R driver
and charles A briggs Ahebrezvandenglisbhebrew and english lexicon oftbeoftleof fhethe old testamentj0xfordtestamentoxfordTestament Oxford
clarendon press 1951 654 55 hereafter cited as BDB

2 2otherotherbother incidents are also difficult for readers to understand for instance one
thinks of the man stoned for gathering sticks on the sabbath num 1532 36 the
results of achansachand disobedience loshjosh 7 and the fate of jephthahsJephthahs daughter
judg 113011304040

3seeasee3 see R G messnersMessners study of 2 kings 223 25 for a summation of the
objectionable explanations to this passage elisha and the bears grace theologi-
calcaljournaljournal 3 1962 12 24

4 these4these words are combined in the plural only once in the entire hebrew
bible in this passage 2 kings 223 these same two words appear together in the
singular five times in the hebrew bible as naarqatannaarqeqan three of these references
come from kings in 1 kings 37 solomon refers to himself by this term when he
succeeds his father on the throne and feels inadequate to govern his people hadad
the edomite is also referred to as a naarqatannaarqcqan of the kings seed as well as an
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enemy to solomon 01 kings 11111414 17 the third reference in kings comes from the
story ofnaaman after dipping himself in thejordanthejordan river his leprous skin becomes
like that of a naarqatannaarq5qan 2 kings 514

5 for a complete discussion of the word naar see the article nauenaafnaufnaarnaae by
H F fuhs in 7beologiscbestheologischesTheologisches wdrterbucbworterbuchWorterbuch zum altenalien testament ed G johannes
botterweck and others 6 vols stuttgart kohlhammer 1986 5507 18

6forifor6 for an exhaustive discussion of the usage of the word yeledmeled child youth
and its various forms see the article yeley by J schreiner in theologiscbestheologischesTheologisches
worterbuchw5lerbucbWorterbuch zum altenalien testament 3633563356353635 39 english trans theological7 beologicaldictionarydictionary
oftbeoftleofthe old testament ed gjohannesGJohannes botterweck and others grand rapids mich
eerdmans 1990 676 81

7 7whereaswhereas moses had cast a tree into the bitter waters ofofmarahmarah to heal them
ex 1523 25 elisha cast in the preserving element of salt although the element

that elisha cast into the water was different the jericho waters were also healed
the result ofofelishaselishaseliphasElisellseilshas act may be viewed as evidence that elisha had indeed received
the prophetic authority

8ifbif8 if rashis interpretation is correct then these mearimnearimnearfm were not simply
youths or young men but young servants

9 the root q r hb is used only as a verb meaning to make bald BDB 901 for
all references to verbal usage ofq r Ph see lev 215 deutbeut 14l4ljerlaljerijerajer 166166 ezek 2731
2918 micah 116ilg116ili the noun in our passage is derived from this verbal root

10 for a more detailed discussion on the issue of baldness see W L reeds
treatment of this topic in BDB 1343 444 see also the summary on baldness in the
article sickness and disease ancborbibledictionayanchor bible dictionary ed david N freedman
and others 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 611

11 see radaqradae commentary on kings miqraotMiqra ot gedolot hebrew jerusalem
eshkoleshkon 1976 rashi commentary on kings miqraotMiqra ot gedolot hebrew cerusaqerusajerusa-
lem eshkoleshkon 1976

ITT raymond hobbs 2 kings 1 and 2 their unity and purpose studies in
religion 13 19840984 332

james13james A montgomery A cilticalandexegeticalcritical andexegeticaland Exegetical commentary on tbebookthe book
ofkingsoskingsof kings international critical commentary edinburgh T & T clark 1951 350

14 it is possible to understand that the term addereiadderetadderet refers to an outer cloak
that is worn on the outside of ones clothing but I1 judge that here the text is talking
of the hairy garment of authority compare D M stec who suggests that the mantle
hidden by achan in joshua 721 may have been a mantle of sheepskin or wool
which can be associated with elijasselijahsElijahs mantle of authority see the mantle hidden
by achan vetusvelus testamentum 41 1991 356 59

15thethe fact that there were twelve teams of oxen may suggest another
symbolic feature in this story perhaps the twelve teams of oxen with which elisha
was plowing were thought by the writer of the book of kings to represent the twelve
tribes of israel whom elisha would soon lead as a prophet

16 the hebrew verbal root b g d means to act or deal treacherously the
noun formed from this root is begedbebed which is translated most often as garment or
covering however it also means treachery as evidenced by isaiah 241624 16 and
jeremiah 121 BDB 93 94 note that the septuagint states that the false prophets
willwearwill wear a garment of hair as panpart of their deception zech 134 emphasizing
even more the symbolic significance of the garment

when the first son of isaac and rebekah was bomborn he was described as
looking like an ladderetjdraddereiadderetadderet searsean a hairy mantle gen 2525 perhaps this account
was written in a deliberately figurative way to suggest that on the outside it
appeared as if esau was to have the birthright signified by this hairy mantle
however rebekah secretly knew better she had been told earlier by divine means
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that the older would serve the younger gen 2523 therefore she helped the
younger jacob obtain the authority of the birthright by dressing him in esaus
clothing and putting a goats skin on his neck and hands so that he would appear
to isaac as esau gen 2715 16 isaac followed through in givingjacobgiving jacob the blessing
of the firstbornfirstborn when he felt the hairy covering on jacobs hands and apparently
believed that it was esau it is also intriguing to observe that esau was later referred
to as an vjvssearvs searseanar a hairy man contrasted with jacob who was described as an
Vbalacbalaqishaldq a smooth man or perhaps a bald man gen 2711 perhaps in the
jacob and esau narrative there is more behind the issue of their hair than scholars
have noticed

18 having a lot of hair seems to have been a sign of a consecrated person as
evidenced by the nazarite vow to abstain from cutting ones hair the prophet
samuel was a nazarite 01 sam 1iiiill11111 john the baptist also appears to have lived
something of a nazaritesNazarites life see luke 115 the question naturallyarisesnaturally arises whether
elijah or elisha ever made a nazarite vow

1911 some may interpret this doubling to mean that elisha performed greater and
more miracles than did elijah A better explanation would be that elisha was
probably alluding to the prerogative of the firstbornfirstborn in which he is entitled to a
double portion of the inheritance beutdeut 2117 perhaps elisha was asking elijah
for one portion of the spirit for himselfand one portion ofthe spirit in order to guide
the people I1 interpret the spirit that later rests on elisha as the spirit of the lord
this contradicts zeev weismansweismannWeismans interpretation he views this imparting of spirit
as the literal spirit of elijah see the personal spirit as imparting authority
zeitschriftfurdiealttestamentlichezeitschiftfeirdiealitestamentliche wissenschaft95wizenschq193 19840984 225 34

201 it is interesting to note that this exact phrase is used bybyjoashjoash king of israel
when elisha departed from him atatelishaselishaseliphasElisellseilshas death 2 kings 1314 this reoccurrence
lends further credence to the idea that the editor of the book of kings is trying to
tie together the prophetic characteristics of elijah and elisha

2111 it is difficult to read this narrative without comparing the transitions of
authority from moses to joshua and from aaron to eleazar num 20 to the
succession of prophetic authority from elijah to elisha moses parted the red sea
ex 14 and healed the waters ofmarah ex 1523 25 elisha also parted thejordanthe jordan

river and healed the bitter water of jericho 2 kings 214 22 joshua and elisha
parted the river jordan and both walked across the river bed on dry ground
cormcommcomparecornpare josh 3 with 2 kings 2 further examples could be multiplied

22 it is intriguing to note that elijah after parting the water with his garment
crossed over the riverjordanriver jordan into the transjordanTransjordan area with elisha he left elisha
standing on the bank then disappeared much as his prototype moses did see
josephus antiquities of tbejetvsthejemsjews 484848.484848948484848948.489499 M 320 3311 and 92.2922922 S 28 forforaa late
detailed discussion ofthe disappearance of these two prophets elisha on the other
hand crossed from the transjordanian side back to the west side of the jordan in
the way thatjoshuathatjoshua did shortly after he assumed the leadership of israel from moses

2313 As mentioned the word addereiadderetladdemtaddererderetdener can be translated as either mantle garment
or glory in this instance we can see both meanings of this word literal as well as
figurative elisha literally was now wearing the garment of elijah in a symbolic way
he was also clothed in or glorified by the spiritual mantle of his new prophetic
calling it is also interesting to note that the hebrew verbal root 1 bsb s means to put
on a garment or to be clothed it is used specifically to refer to being clothed with
the spirit in injudgesjudges 634654163411 chronicles 1218 and 2 chronicles 2420 BDB 527 28

2412112 I1 have scoured the literature and to my knowledge no one else has made
a connection between our passage and the korah account

15j25J glenn gray I1 and II11 kingshkingsakings A commentary philadelphia westminster
1970 48 suggests that this reference could not possibly refer to natural baldness
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his argument is based on the dubious idea that the oriental traveler would never
expose his head while on his journey

26 in a parallel passage two squadrons of soldiers went up to see elijah and
were destroyed by fire 2 kings 19 14 this parallel further reinforces the point
that the young men who confronted elisha may have been soldiers

7thissamerootthis same root lhibl to go up ascend is employed five times in the korah
story num 16

2 perhaps this attitude stemmed from their general misunderstanding of the
words of moses in the wilderness of sinai As jehovahsasjehovahsJehovahs representative moses had
said to israel you are a kingdom of priests and an holy nation ex 196 korah
and his followers may have assumed that they were just as holy as moses and aaron
and therefore should have received the office of priest which appears to be the
central issue in the korah story see numbers 169 10 where moses tells the
levites that they have been given much and still seek the office of priest

I291 according to passages such as 1 samuel 11111lil1 the hebrew verb to go out
can be linked with military ventures whose purpose is to punish others the aspect
of punishment is clearly an integral part of the accounts of the fire and the bears

30 Is this term to be taken literally or figuratively the fact that the number is
forty two and not forty as often appears seems to add realism to the story
montgomery A critical and exegetical commentary on the book ofkingsoskingsof Kings 356

it is also of interest to note that in this same book jehu is said to have slain forty
two of the brothers ofofahaziahahaziahjahaziah who appear to be baal worshippersworshippers 2 kings 10101313
14 perhaps a later editor reasoned that the young men servants in 2 kings 224
were also baal worshippersworshippers and thus explicitly mentioned the number forty two

31 for a discussion of wordplayswordplays in the old testament see alfred guillaume
paranomasiaparonomasiaParanomasia in the old testatestamentment journal ofsemiticof semitic studies 9 1964 282 90

and edward L greenstein wordplaysWordplays hebrew in anchor bible dictionary
6968 71

32 for further information see generally P budd the rebellion of korah
dathan and abiram 2 kings word biblical commentary ed J D W watts
waco tex word books 1984 5179 91 robert P carroll the elijah elisha

sagas some remarks on prophetic succession in ancient israel vetus
testamentumTestamenturn 19 1969 400 15 george W coats rebellion in the wilderness
nashville abingdon 1968 mordechai cogan and hayim tadmor II11il kings

anchor bible garden city NY doubleday 1988 Avraavrahamharn even shoshan A
new concordance of the bible hebrew jerusalem kiryetkihyet 1981 GB gray A
critical and exegetical commentary on numbers international critical commen-
tary edinburgh T & T clark 1976 T raymond hobbs the ascension of elijah
2 kings word biblical commentary ededaedjJ D W watts waco tex word books
1985 1313 28 ibn ezra commentary on numbers miqraotMiqra ot gedolot hebrew
jerusalem eschol 1976 carl keilkellkeli thetbebookbook ofkingsoskingsofkings trans james martin grand
rapids eerdmans 1976 jack lundbom elijahselijassElijahs chariot ride journal ofJewish
studiesstudiestaStu diesTA24 1973 39 50 jacob milgrom and Y avishurAvishur eds encyclopedic world
of the bible sv numbers hebrew jerusalem revivimrevivisRevivim 1985 james A
montgomery ascetic strains in early judaism journal ofbiblicalof Biblical literature 51

19321831932 183185 213 martin noth numbers A commentary old testament Ilbralibralibraryry ed
george E wright and others philadelphia westminster 1968 W L reed
baldness interpreters dictionary oftbebibleofthe biblebibie ed george A buttrick and others
nashville abingdon 1982 1343 44 alexander rofe the classification of the

prophets journaltournai ofofbiblicalbiblical literature 89 1970 427 40



introducing mormon americana

david J whittaker

in 1987 a special session of the annual meeting of the pacific
coast branch of the american historical association met at the
henry E huntington library in san marino california this session
provided a forum for several archivists to survey and assess the
manuscripts and rare book collections in their respective reposito-
ries relating to mormonism following these meetings the four
individuals who had presented papers agreed to submit them for
publication in byustudiesBYU studies and the editors of byustudiesBYU studies invited
other librarians and archivists to submit similar essays on their
mormon collections the offer was accepted and the original four
essays expanded to twenty one giving broad coverage to almost all
the major repositories holding mormon materials in the united
states in addition to such repositories as yale harvard princeton
the state historical society of wisconsin bancroft and huntington
all the major libraries in utah are represented by essays that survey
their mormon holdings there are also essays on folklore and
photoarchivephotoarchive collections throughout the country

such a project gradually took on a life of its own having grown
far beyond the original session it expanded even beyond the size
appropriate for a single issue oiof byustudiesBYU studies therefore the decision
was made to publish the whole collection of essays as the first
volume in a monograph series to be issued by byustudiesBYU studies entitled
mormon americana A guide to collections in the united states it
will be available in 1993

in this issue of byustudiesBYU studies appear two of the essays that will
be included in mormon amerlAmeilameiramericanacana both essays were presented
at the huntington library session the first by george miles
examines the mormon material at the beinecke library at yale

david J whittaker is the editor of mormon americana A guide to collections in
the unitedunitedstatesstates he also is senior librarian and curator of the archives of mormon
experience harold B lee library brigham young university

BYUbyustudiesbyustudies52Studies 32 no 3 1992
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university the second by peter blodgett surveys the mormon
collections at the henry E huntington library As a demonstration
of the value of the materials found in non utah repositories this
issues historians corner includes a brigham young letter located
at the beinecke library two additional essays from mormonmonnon
americana will appear in the next issue of studies prior to the release
of the whole collection

we feel confident that mormonmonnon americana will make an
important contribution to mormon studies and that people with
varied interests will enjoy reading these informative articles general
readers will discover in these essays many interesting episodes in the
history of mormon historiography including how why and under
whose auspices the main archival collections of LDS materials have
been assembled academic researchers will undoubtedly become
aware of many additional sources of significant information and will
learn how and where to gain access to these collections we invite
all who are interested to place an advance order for mormonmonnon
Ametiamericanacana with BYUbyustudiesstudies for further information see study
and eaithfaith the newsletter inserted in this issue



mormon americana at yale

george miles

yales interest in mormonmonnon americana began in 1942 when
william robertson coe presented the university with his personal
collection ofwestern americana between 1942 and 1949 coe gave
the sterling memorial library over seven thousand items concerning
the exploration settlement and development of the american west
among the books pamphlets broadsidesbroadsides manuscripts and art in
coes collection were more than nine hundred pieces concerning
the early history of the latter day saints since 1949 the yale
collection ofwestern americana using endowment funds provided
by coe and other generous benefactors has built an extensive
collection documenting the origins and growth ofofmormonismmormonism in the
nineteenth century

yales collection of mormon americana has grown rapidly
since coes gift but a discussion of his collection as a means of
introducing yales seems appropriate for several reasons its cre-
ation represents a major chapter in the history of americas social
and cultural response to mormonism that coe and other collectors
of his generation who were not members of the LDS church found
the documents and papers of early mormonism interesting is in
itself significant second the recent profusion of forgeries and
facsimile reproductions not only in mormon americana but also
texana and early americana demonstrates the value ofestablishing
the provenance of rare documents even well known ones finally
although coe imposed no restrictions on yales future acquisitions
ofmormon americana the composition ofhis collection has exerted
important influences on them

coe began to collect western americana after his purchase in
1910 ofwilliam buffalo billcodysbill codysclodys wyoming ranch from the early
1920s through the 1930s1950s he relied heavily upon the assistance of

george miles is the william robertson coe curator of western americana
beinecke library yale university
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the beinecke library at yale university the yale law school appears in the
distance courtesy of david J whittaker
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noted new york city antiquarian bookman edward eberstadt to
build his collection the origins of western communities and insti-
tutionstutions the first exploration of an area its initial settlement and its
earliest imprints intrigued coe he had less interest in tracking the
development of frontier regions and none in documenting the post
frontier era consequently his mormon collection focused almost
exclusively on the years between 1830 and 1870 from joseph
smiths organization of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints through the utah war and its aftermath

coes collection is especially distinguished in its coverage of
mormon history before the saints immigration to utah the collection
contains first and later editions of major doctrinal works including
the book of commandments independence mo 1833 and the
doctrine and covenants ofthe church of latter day saints kirtland
ohio 1835 as well as numerous editions of the book of mormon
also well represented are pro and antiantl mormonmonnon polemical writings
including alexander campbells delusions an analysis oftbeoftleof the book
ofmormonof mormon boston 1832 charles thompsonsThompsons evidences inproofofproofof
the book ofmormonof mormon batavia 1841 and oliver cowderysCowderys letters
on the origin of the book ofofmormonmormon liverpool 1844

mormon efforts to establish a settlement in missouri and the
resistance mormonscormons encountered are thoroughly documented
william S westsbests A few interesting facts respecting the rise and
pretensions 0offthemormonsthe mormonscormons warren 1837 parley P pratts A voice
ofWarningmurnwarnkarn ing and instruction new york 1837 nauvoo 1844 john
greenes expulsion of the mormonsmor7nonscormons from the state of missouri
cincinnati 1839 john corrillscorrallsCorcon illsrillslilsliis A brief history of the church of
christ of latter day saints saint louis 1839 and heber C

kmbsKmambskimballsjournalnauvoobs journal nauvoo 1840 are a few of the many contempo-
raneous accounts in the collection they are well complemented by
lengthy runs of such important mormon periodicals as the evening
and the morning star independence mo 1832 33 and kirtland
ohio 1834 35 the latter dadayy saints messenger and advocate
kirtland 1834 37 and the eldersjournalElders Journal odtheoftheof the church oflatter
day saints kirtland ohio and far west mo 1837 38

As the preceding discussion suggests coe was especially
interested in printed accounts of mormon history but his collection
also includes several valuable manuscripts describing mormon life
in missouri and illinois charles coulson richs daybook describes
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his journey from tazewell county illinois to mormon camp at salt
river missouri in june 1834 william laws daybook records his
business accounts in nauvoo in 1841 and 1842 james monroesmonroenMonroes
diary and journal describe his conversion to mormonism and his
service as tutor to the children ofjosephofjoseph smith and brigham young
in 1845 the collections most extensive manuscripts concerning
nauvoo are the oliver olney papers olney became a mormon in
1831 but was denounced by joseph smith in 1842 after the
denunciation from april 6 1842 through january 23 1843 olney
kept a virtual chronicle of life in nauvoo the perspective ofa gentile
trader familiar with nauvoo is provided in injamesjamesinjates M sharpes journal
written principally in 1843 and in september and october 1844

the dramatic rise and fall of the mormon community at nauvoo
is thoroughly recounted in complete sets of the times and seasons
commerce and nauvoo ill111111.ililiiiii 1839 46 and of the latter day saints

millennial star manchester and liverpool 1841 1905 numerous
contemporary accounts document the assassination of joseph and
hyrum smith as well as the tumult which ensued between the
mormonscormons and their neighbors newspapers like the nauvoo neigh-
bor nauvoo ill111111.iliiiilii 1843 444 the prophet new york 1844 45 and
the messenger new york 1845 provide valuable coverage of the
events which by the spring of 1845 convinced brigham young and
the church elders to abandon nauvoo in the coe collection is a
manuscript letter dated april 25 1845 written by a committee in
behalf of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to massa-
chusettschusetts governor george briggs which appeals for help and protec-
tion against the abuses the mormonscormons had suffered in missouri and
illinois and for assistance in establishing an unmolested asylum in
the far west the letter copies of which were simultaneously sent
to the president and to the governors of every state except missouri
and illinois was the first public declaration of the mormon hierarchyshierarchys
intention to relocate beyond the settled regions of the united states

the initial exodus of mormonscormons from nauvoo to winter
quarters now florence nebraska and then to salt lake city is

recorded in howard egans journals A major in the nauvoo legion
and captain of the ninth group of ten during the trip from winter
quarters to salt lake city in 1847 egan returned east to repeat the
trip with his family in 1848 his first journal covers the period from
april 8 to july 27 1847 when brigham young led the so called
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pioneer band from winter quarters to the great salt lake egan
describes the trip in detail lists the members of the party quotes
brigham youngs sermons gives an inventory of provisions and
provides a table of distances egans second journal describes life at
salt lake from july 28 through august 26 and then recounts his
return journey to winter quarters as far as pacific springs egans
later journals as well as considerable material written by his son
william monroe egan are also part of coes collection

on december 2523 1847 after completing the initial trip to
salt lake brigham young released the first general epistlefromepistle from
the council of the twelve apostles to the church ofofjesusjesus christ of
latter day saints throughout the earth in which he described the
enlistment of the mormon battalion the establishment of winter
quarters the experiences of the pioneer band and the founding of
salt lake city coe was fortunate to acquire both the saint louis and
liverpool editions of this pivotal document of mormon history as
well as copies ofwilliam claytonsclaytonaClaytons the7 belatterbebatterlarterlatter day saintsemigrantsdaysaintsemigrantsSaints Emigrants
guide being a table of distances from council bluffs to the
valley of the great salt lake st louis 1848 the collection also
features a complete set of orson hydes frontier guardian
kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa ie council bluffs 1849 52 published at an

important jumping offoffsitesite on the overland trail the paper was filled
with information for and about monmormonmonnonnon emigrants

coes collection documents in detail the early history of the
salt lake community the constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret was
printed in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville as no local press suitable for the job had been
established on october 202018491849 however the first major publica-
tion from a press in utah was issued brigham youngs second
general epistle of the presidency of the7thebe church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints from the great salt lake valley to the saints
scattered throughout the earthmarked the inauguration of full scale
printing within the new settlement coes collection features forty
five of the territorysterritorys earliest imprints including the ordinances
passed by the legislative council of great salt lake city great salt
lake city 1850 brigham youngs thindthirdbird7 general epistle great
salt lake city april 121218501850 the governors message to tbesenatorsfhethe senators
and representatives of the state ofdeseretofdeseret great salt lake city
1850 and the finstafirstafirst annualnnualnalnaiualmessagemessage oftbeoftleof the governor to the legislative
assembly of utah territory great salt lake city 1851 although
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government related printing predominated through the early 1850s
utah presses soon began publishing on a broader range of topics
brigham youngs A revelation on celestialmamagegretcelestialmar7lagegreat salt lake
city 1852 a series of issues of W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss deseret almanac
beginning with 1852 and belinda pratts defense Polygamyofpolygamyof salt
lake city 1854 are examples found in coes collection in addition
to utah imprints and other materials published by the mormonscormons
themselves 1 coes collection contains numerous diaries guide
books and memoirs by men and women who traveled through salt
lake city on their way to oregon california or other western
destinations their observations provide important information not
only about the social and economic development of utah but also
about the continuing tension between the latter day saints and
other americans

even as mormon leaders struggled to establish a stable
permanent community in the united states they began an aggres-
sive foreign missionary campaign the worldwideworld wide scope of their
efforts is reflected in coes collection in such pieces as parley P
pratts proclamation to the people of the coasts and islands of the
pacific sydney new south wales ca 1851 his proclamation
extraordinarytoExtraordinaryto tbespanisbthe spanish americans san francisco 1852 and
lorenzo snows nethe voice of josepajosephjosepb malta 1852 as well as
numerous nineteenth century translations of the book of mormon
on a more prosaic level the collection features an extensive set of
liverpool mission imprints among the most spectacular is james
linforth and frederick piercyspiercyePiercys pictorial work roulefromrouteRoulroutefromfrom liverpool
to great salt lake valley liverpool 1855

the mormonscormons enjoyed great success in attracting converts but
the church itself was rent by various schismsschismaschi sms some dissenters split
from joseph smith before his assassination but after his death
arguments about who should succeed to the leadership of the church
created further divisions james brewstersBrewsters the words ofrighteousof righteous-
ness springfield ill111111.lillii 1845 A warning to the latter day saints
springfield ill111111.ililil 1842 and an address to the church oflatterof lafterlatter day
saints springfield ill111111.ililiiiii 1848 as well as sidney rigdonsRigdons disunion
and disfellowship hithwith the Adberentsadherents of the twelve nauvoo 111.111illlillii

1844 andjasonandrasonandjason briggs Awordofofconsolationconsolation to tbescatteredsaintsthe scattered saints
janesville wis 1853 are among the important schismatic tracts

in coes collection one of the most charismatic and outspoken of
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brigham youngs opponents was james jesse strang who claimed
to have received a secret appointment by joseph smith as his
successor coe acquired copies of most ofofstrangsstrangsstrandsStrangs published works
as well as some two thousand pages of his correspondence and
diaries including the purported letter of appointment on which
strang based his claim

brigham young had hoped to establish the mormon zion in an
area sufficiently isolated from the principal settlements of the united
states to insure its domestic tranquility the discovery of gold in
california shattered those hopes by the mid 1850s disputes between
mormon and gentile residents of utah and between the mormon
hierarchy and the federal government escalated to the brink of war
As for the various topics discussed above coes collection is replete
with printed documents and accounts of the test of wills between
president buchanan and governor young present are brigham
youngs proclamation by the governor great salt lake city
september 15 1857 declaring martial law his governors message
to the legislative assembly december 15 18571857greatgreat salt lake
city and one of the only two known copies of his A series of
instructions and remarks at special council great salt lake city
1858 in which he suggests that the saints prepare to flee rather than
conduct open war against the federal government documenting the
federal side are a complete file of the war departments general
orders of the army new york 1856 58 general orders of the
department of utah fort leavenworth camp scott and camp
floyd 1857 59 and a series of pamphlets concerning overland
freighting service supplied to the army by the firm of majors russell
and waddell

printed sources about the utah war are complemented by
several important manuscripts mormon preparations for war are
described in the record of orders returns & courts martial &cac
of 2ndand brigade ist division nauvoo legion joseph hegerscegers
portfolio of original pencil sketches of scenes in utah provides a
pictorial record of one federal cavalrymanscavalrymans experiences in the
campaign most important however are thomas L kanes papers
and correspondence colonel kane had become acquainted with
mormon leaders as early as 1846 in 1858 president buchanan sent
kane to utah as his special representative kane mediated a
compromise between presidents buchanan and young and helped
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prevent a major war his papers provide an invaluable perspective
on the crisis and the mormonscormonsMormons response to it

coe had relatively little interest in mormon history after the
utah war he did however acquire two important manuscript
collections which document monmormonmonnonnon affairs in the 1860s william
claytonsclaytonaClaytons letter press copy book for february 1860 through
april 1869 contains documents he executed as notary public of
great salt lake county auditor of public accounts and territorial
recorder of marks and brands one of the premier items in coes
entire collection is a file of sixty letters from brigham young to
william hooper utahs territorial delegate to congress the letters
written between november 1859 and january 1869 describe
events and conditions in salt lake city gentile attitudes towards
utah gold discoveries and indian affairs as well as give family
and church news

concluding this discussion of coes collection I1 need to
mention that it includes numerous mormon periodicals from around
the world including a complete file of the first twenty six volumes
of the deseretdeseretnewsnemsNews great salt lake city 1850 76

since 1949 yale has added significantly to coes collection
sterling memorial library the universitys central research collec-
tion has assumed responsibility for acquiring modem scholarly
studies documentary editions and other secondary material the
collection of western americana housed in the beinecke rare
book and manuscript library acquires primary sources in their
original format in its acquisitions the western americana collection
has followed coes general interests building upon the strengths of
his gift As did coe it has emphasized printed works rather than
manuscripts it has however broadened the chronological range of
interest to include events and imprints of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century thus acquisitions reflect yales continuing
interest in early mormon imprints from ohio missouri illinois and
utah in the social and economic development of utah in doctrinal
developments in missionary activity in britain scandinavia and the
far east and in the literature of the various schismatic sects the
collection has also continued to collect mormon and anti mormon
polemical tracts and periodical literature in forty years it has
acquired more than fifteen hundred additional titles on virtually
every aspect of early mormon history
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to complement coes initial collection yale has sought to
identify and acquire printed material concerning the doctrine prac-
tice and controversy of polygamy as well as to develop holdings
of privately printed reminiscences memoirs and local histories
yale has been fortunate to acquire some great rarities in all areas
but its principal concern has been to build a comprehensive research
collection in which scholars can investigate nearly any aspect of the
mormon experience in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
to this end considerable attention has been devoted to adding
important albeit commonplace works

for more information about yales collection of mormon
americana readers may consult mary withington A catalog of
manuscripts in the collection of western americana formed by
william robertson coe yale university library new haven 1952
edward eberstadt the william robertsonrobenson coe collection of western
amenAmeramericanacana new haven 1948 or the G K hall companyscompanasComp anys
reproduction of the collections catalogue boston 1974 since
1981 additions to the collection have been cataloguedcataloguercatalogued on the
research libraries information network RLINRUN inquiries about the
collection its hours and photoduplicationphotoduplication policies may be directed
to the yale collection of western americana box 1603a yale
station new haven connecticut 06520160306520 1603

NOTE

seeee the brief sketch byjeffreybyjeffrey R holland A note on mormon americana
at yale byustudiesBYU studies 10 spring 1970 38688386 88



emma smith speaks her piece

I1 asked you not to go
but someone got there first
with other words
As they so often do
so now I1 speak my piece

please forgive
A wifescifes proclivity for last words
and fond distrust of those
who dream
without sleeping

please know
of all my pains
none is more exquisite than
that inflicted by
this understanding the only
reward god gives a true prophet
Is the vision

in the end
nothing of this world
was yours to keep
not even the mantle

and please know too
that I1 was less jealous
of other handmaidenshandmaidens
than I1 was of
other voices

thomasthornas asplund

thomas asplund formerly a member of the faculty of law queens university
kingston ontario canada has passed away final preparation of this poem for
publication was made by the editors



studying the saints
resources for research in

mormon history at the
huntington library

peter J blodgett

when henry edwards huntington retired in 1910 from a
successful career in railroading and land development he turned
both his great fortune and his vast experience to the advancement
of his fondest personal avocation the collecting of rare books and
manuscripts already well known for his accomplishments as a
collector he now applied himself with greater effort to this pursuit
by the time of his death in 1927 he had assembled one of the finest
private holdings then in existence relating to anglo american
history and literature the research library established by hunting-
ton on the foundation of that private collection has remained one
of the preeminent resources for scholarship in america to this day
from the beginning it has numbered significant documents of
mormon history among its many treasures

the earliest mormon acquisitions by huntington resulted
primarily from his enthusiasm for printed americana and his
decision to buy several large collections in their entirety first and
second editions of the book of mormon for example came to his
library with the purchases of the E dwight church and augustin
macdonald collections in 1911 and 1916 the purchase in 1922 of
henry R wagnerswagnermagnersWagners5 magnificent library of western americana
capped this trend adding seventy eight volumes concerning mor-
monism alone such as a first edition of william claytonsclaytonaClaytons renowned
the latter day saintsemigrantsguidesaints emigrants guide by 1925 huntington had
already gathered a fine collection of printed mormon titles particu-
larly focused upon the era of immigration to and settlement of utah

peter J blodgett is curator of western historical manuscripts at the henry E

huntington library
byustudiesBYU studies 32 no 3 1992



henryedwardshenry edwards huntington 1850 1927 the develdeveloperanddeveloperoperandand book collector
who devoted much of the last years of his life to gathering and preserving
an extensive collection of manuscripts and rare books emphasizing
american and english literature in time his collecting embraced western
americana which included mormonscormons in thewest to house these collections
he built and endowed the library that bears his name courtesy of the
huntington library
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in subsequent years that original collection of printed works
grew enormously in breadth and depth carefully nurtured by leslie E

bliss throughout his lengthy tenure as huntington librarian during
the 1920s under blisssblissa administration the library began to expand
into the field of unpublished mormon materials that pursuit of
original sources reinforced huntingtonsHuntingtons own interest in collecting
the background materials necessary for scholarly research how-
ever pedestrian such materials might seem to rare book collectors
the background materials obtained for the field of western ameri-
cana included letters diaries journals and reminiscences written by
latter day saints both famous and anonymous as well as by other
observant commentators

As early as 1929 the library added significant groups of
mormon manuscripts to its collections of original historical docu-
ments although not pursued initially with the vigor seen in later
years the acquisition of mormon manuscripts began with several
notable triumphs in 1929 for instance the huntington obtained a
series of six original diaries kept byjohnby john D lee spanning a period
from 1846 to 1876 as well as assorted lee correspondence and an
original diary from rachel woolsey lee for the years 1856 60 the
papers ofjacobofjacob S boreman prominent opponent ofthe LDS church
and presiding judge at the two trials ofjohn D lee were acquired
in 1934 1 and in 1942 as the new deals works progress adminis-
tration was winding down its operations the huntington secured
carbon copies ofvarious pioneer reminiscences and histories as well
as original historical ephemera brought together by hugh oneil an
editor with the WPA historic records survey in utah

measured merely by these three acquisitions the library had
thus gathered a small but important collection of mormon manu-
scripts that touched upon the end of the crucial nauvoo period the
transcontinental flight to utah the colonization of the great basin
and the bitter conflict between gentiles and mormonscormons in late
nineteenth century utah

by 1942 of course the united states had joined world war II11

and most of the nations energies were absorbed by the escalating
war effort at the time it must have seemed that the preservation of
the past would have to give way to the urgent demands of the
present yet at that very moment a series of coincidental events
were about to occur that would thrust the huntington library into the
forefront of those institutions collecting mormon historical materials
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the first link in that chain of events was forged in 1943 when
robert glass cleland professor of history at occidental college
became affiliated with the huntingtonsHuntingtons research staff cleland a
renowned expert in the history of california and the southwest
sought ways to promote further research in southwestern history at
the library aware of the financial support being given to the study
of regional history by the rockefeller foundation cleland prodded
the library into applying for a foundation grant the foundations
humanities program responded in august 1944 with the offer of an
annual award of 10000 a year for a five year term to support
fellowships research grants and the acquisition of both original
documents and reproductions of those materials not available for
purchase under the direction of an advisory committee headed
by cleland a southwest studies program took shape at the hunting-
ton and began to attract a distinguished community of scholars to
san marino

cleland and the rockefeller grant gave the library the impetus
and the wherewithal to collect original source materials of south-
western history the huntingtonsHunting tons librarian leslie bliss faced the
challenge of insuring that the funds devoted each year to acquisi-
tions were well spent bliss himself had a well deserved reputation
as an able collector and an intelligent student ofwestern americana
but collecting on the scale envisioned by the grant suggested the
need for a full time field representative thus did the rockefeller
grant serve its most important ifunintended function by triggering
the long and fruitful collaboration between the huntington library
andandjuanitajuanita brooks

levi petersons recent biography ofofjuanitajuanita brooks tells us
much about this relationship 2 the basic details however can be
recounted quickly brooks had first come into contact with the
huntington in 1944 when she had learned of the libraryslibrarys john D
lee diaries she visited the library at the invitation of robert cleland
to consult them for her book on the mountain meadows massacre
after the huntington had received the rockefeller grant brooks
received one of the research fellowships in southwestern history to
continue her work apparently impressed with the caliber of her
research and with her personal contacts in the southwest bliss also
hired her under the auspices of the grant as a field agent to collect
manuscript material on the regions history through the remainder
of the 1940s and into the 1950s brooks scoured utah and northern



juanita brooks 1898 1989 the diligent field agent for the huntington
library during the 1940s and early 1950s brooks was instrumental in
bringing many southern utah and northern arizona mormon collections to
the library
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arizona for diaries journals letters and reminiscences that would
illuminate the settlement and the growth of the great basin area in
particular she focused upon the southern portions of utah known
as dixie and during her labors harvested an enonenormousnous crop of
original records that were either acquired outright by the library
or copied and then returned to the owners the grants renewal in
1951 and brookss personal friendship with leslie bliss kept her
active as a field agent well into the 1950s

juanita brookss notable success as a field agent made the post-
war decade a golden era for the acquisition of mormon historical
documents at the huntington the accomplishments of the next two
decades under blisssblissa direction in that field although somewhat
more modest in scope maintained the momentum of previous
years besides a continuing influx of individual diaries journals and
autobiographies received from brooks and other sources in utah
several large and significant individual collections were added to the
libraryslibrarys holdings the 1959 acquisition of the papers of frederic E

lockley jr oregon historian editor and rare book dealer in-
cluded various letters written by his father the editor of the salt lake
city tribune from 18731875 to 1875 the senior lockleyslocklessLock leys correspon-
dence commented on many aspects of mormonism as well as on
the 1875 trial of john D lee which lockley attended in 1965 the
huntington received another collection dealing with a controversial
phase of mormon history when it obtained the original transcripts
ofofkimballkimball youngs interviews for his examination ofpolygamy isntisncisn t
one wife enough A year later the huntington purchased a group
of letters and documents concerning the business affairs of lewis C

bidamon illinois businessman and second husband of emma hale
smith widow of the mormon prophet joseph smith inspection of
that collection revealed that it contained papers of emma smith
bidamon and her son joseph smith eventual leader of the reorga-
nized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints finally in the field
of printed matter bliss achieved his greatest coup with his successful
pursuit of the loughran collection in 1962 the 15000 books
pamphlets and periodicals that comprised it represented an enor-
mous treasure trove of rare mormon documents that vastly ex-
panded the libraryslibrarys holdings

As the 1960s closed the huntington could look back on three
extraordinarily productive decades of collecting historical mormon
materials since then the pace has slowed but the library continues
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to make significant additions to both the printed and manuscript
collections the purchase or reproduction ofmormon family diaries
and journals has continued sometimes with the assistance of brooks
or other mormon scholars while fugitive copies of important printed
texts have been tracked down through dealers and private collec-
tors in recent years the library has acquired several valuable new
pieces A very rare 1845 broadside printed in nauvoo announces the
imminent departure of the mormonscormons from that beleagueredbeleaguerbeleaguerered city A
run of zions watchman sydney australia from its inauguration
in 1853 through may 1856 includes the announcement to the
australian saints of the doctrine of plural marriage and from a later
period ofmormonmonnon history the manuscript autobiography ofalmedaaimeda
perry brown captures in detail the life story of a twentieth century
mormon woman who overcame great obstacles to become a
prominent member of utah state universitys faculty at an important
stage in its development

such a brief sketch can hardly do justice to the intricate history
behind the huntington librarysLibrarys mormon collection it may convey
however some sense of the great breadth of resources assembled
over the last sixty years but if the mere size of this collection
commands our attention do its contents merit the scholars interest

in the field of printed works alone the libraryslibrarys accumulated
holdings represent an exceptionally useful resource for scholars in
many fields among the foundation texts of the mormon faith the
huntingtonsHuntingtons rare books department possesses over 100 english
language editions of the book of mormon another 40 editions in
eighteen separate languages and examples of editions produced by
other groups such as the brooksitesBrooksites and whitmeritesWhit merites supplement-
ing those many texts are first editions of the doctrine and covenants
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints kirtland ohio
1835 the pearl of great price liverpool 1851 and parley P pratts
A voice ofwarning andandinstructionInstruction to AllaliailallpeopleallpeoplenewPeople new york 1837
as well as many subsequent printingspaintingsprintings in the united states and in the
case of A voice of warning from overseas as well other volumes
in the collection include most of the salient writings authored by
early church leaders 3

over time the libraryslibrarys collecting also brought together an
extensive file of newspapers and periodicals documenting the
churchschurche first half century especially of note are complete runs of
the evening and the morning star in both its original publication
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between 1832 and 1834 and its 1835 1836 kirtland ohio reissue
the latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland ohio
1834 37 and the eldersjournalElders Journal of the church ofjesusof fesusjesus christ of
latter day saints kirtland ohio and far west mo 1837 38
other publications inform readers about events during the nauvoo
years times and seasons vols 1 6 1839 46 about the course of
the churchschurche foreign mission endeavors latter day saints
millennialstarmillennial star liverpool 1840 98 and about the initial settlement
of the great basin deseret news vols 1 121218501850 63 and scattered
issues from later periods the huntingtonsHuntingtons microfilm collection
reinforces our holdings of the deseretnewsDeseret News in particular with a copy
of the weekly paper from 1850 through 1898 and the daily paper
from volume 1 no 1 through volume 4 no 124 november 211867
through april 15 1871

lastly in its holdings the huntington also numbers a great
many of the major printed works about the church since
huntingtonsHuntingtons time the library has acquired a great assortment of
volumes attacking defending or merely commenting upon mor-
monism readers may discover the reminiscences of faithful church
members and bitter apostates doctrinal works elaborating upon the
structures of belief within the church the observations of such
fascinated travelers as sir richard burton and the vast popular
literature including dramas and dime novels that used mormonism
as the backdrop to adventure

equally close study of the huntingtonsHuntingtons mormon manuscript
holdings reveals similarly impressive breadth and depth the
separate collections previously mentioned such as the bidamon
the boreman and the lee papers and such individual treasures as
an 1834 38 oliver cowdery letterbookletterbook and two volumes of diaries
kept by eliza roxcy snow for the years 1846 to 1849 constitute
by themselves a splendid array of original documents on the
mormon experience

the heart of the matter however remains the mormon file a
synthetic arrangement ofmanuscripts containing approximately 120
reels of microfilm 160igo bound photostatsphotostats and typescriptstypescripts and over
1200 discrete letters and documents assembled in large part under
the sponsorship of the rockefeller foundation forty years ago
taken in toto this file now encompasses every phase of mormon
history from the era of the prophet through the exodus and the
gathering of zion to the colonization of the intermountain region
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and the evolution of modern utah while it would be impossible to
comment here upon the contents of every manuscript let me offer
several examples of the collections strengths mormonismsMormonisms early
evolution and the churchschurche combative relations with its gentile
neighbors for instance especially in the state of missouri can be
followed through a number of sources besides oliver cowderysCowderys
letterbookletterbook the huntington possesses original transcripts of the court
suits filed in 1833 by edward partridge and william W phelps in
jackson county missouri against the men who tarred and feathered
partridge and looted phelpssPhelpphelphsss home in independence a microfilm
copy of david lewiss account of the hauns mill massacre and reed
pecks 1839 manuscript sketch of mormonismsMormonisms missouri period

with the sesquicentennial of the british mission in mind it

should be noted that the mormon file includes over thirty five
diaries and journals of mormon missionaries in foreign lands most
of course portray mission work in the british isles or scandinavia
but a few describe the search for converts in such distant locations
as south africa india new zealand samoa and the sandwich
islands even those diaries kept by missionaries in the united
kingdom although concentrating upon the same general subject
reproduce the experiences of many dedicated saints over a five
decade span

other documents in the mormon file capture all the steps in
the process of gathering the faithful including the drafts of converts
raised by the foreign missions and then dispersing them across the
great basin zion to hold it for gods chosen people we can follow
many emigrants through their diaries and autobiographies on their
difficult passage from european ports or the eastern states to utah
and realize that despite the helping hand extended by the church
through such mechanisms as the perpetual emigrating fund PEF
such a journey required great reserves of strength and courage the
papers of one PEF agent in missouri william young empey outline
the funds operations for the 1854 travel season capturing with
unintended pathos the tribulations that might befall the emigrants
in a letter of april 24 1854 written from the port of liverpool
samuel W richards head of the british mission chided empey for
failing to notify him of those emigrants in the parties richards had
sent out who had died in passage the lack of news he sternly
reminded empey leaves their friends in this country in terrible
suspense and among empeysempens papers are several notebooks
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containing lists ofofpefPEF and 13s13 co passengers that record the names
of those who succumbed

at the end of that long voyage to the promised land many of
the saints soon found themselves called upon to abandon their new
homes and lay the cornerstones ofnew settlements in many different
parts of the great basin within the mormon file researchers can
find many diaries journals and other papers that picture the
mormon colonization of the southwest there are over twenty
journals diaries and autobiographies as well as several collections
of personal papers that describe colony building in nevada
arizona and the southern reaches of utah the edwin bunker
collection includes many personal and business papers that high-
light efforts to establish the united order in bunkervilleBunkerville nevada
between 1877 and 1879 as well as bunkers many responsibilities as
a mormon bishop in bunkervilleBun kerville during the 1880s responsibilities
which ranged from collecting tithes and making distributions to the
poor to laying down rules that governed the conduct of dancing
parties the united order is also the subject of emma seegmiller
higbeesHigbees account of life at ordervilledervilleOr voices from within efforts
to advance the economic development of the region can be followed
through the huntingtonsHuntingtons frederick kesler collection which in-
cludes nearly sixty volumes of daybooksdaybooks and account books
discussing the various mills that kesler a skilled practical engineer
built or operated all over the territory between 1857 and 1894

on these and many other topics mormon collections at the
huntington offer considerable scope for scholarly investigation
the complex phenomenon that is mormonism however did not
live in a vacuum and should not be studied in one the huntington
also offers scholars access to a uniquely rich array ofcollateral materials
that establishes the essential context of mormonismsMormonisms place in
western history the libraryslibrarys superb collection ofoverland journals
for example furnishes a massive amount of information about the
trans mississippi west and about westward migration especially
during the height of the california gold rush some of these
manuscripts record the passage of their authors through the new
mormon commonwealth as a group they describe the hopes and
aspirations ofwestern immigrants as well as the experience of over-
land migration the huntingtonsHuntingtons recent acquisition of professor
ralph P biebers research archive deepens its resources concerning
western migration and settlement bieber accumulated an enormous
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collection of newspaper transcriptions in the course ofa long career
spent studying the great rush to california in 1849 50 and the
development ofthe american southwest thousands ofhandwritten
notecardsnotecards or photostaticphotostatic copies were made from hundreds of
newspapers in every state and many territories documenting
the overland trek to california the opening of the santa fe trail the
mexican war the organization of the western range cattle industry
and the establishment of overland trade and communications with
california after statehood another set of newspaper transcriptions
compiled by another leading western historian gathers together
information on the topic mormonscormonsMormons and the far west dale morgan
drew upon newspapers in every state between 1809 and 1857 to
reproduce hundreds of articles that might be useful to historians of
mormonism his assiduous research like that ofofbieberbieber saved from
near permanent obscurity hundreds of sources residing in private
hands or in anonymous local historical collections lastly the
huntington has acquired for its reference collection hundreds of
biographical dictionaries state and county histories city directories
and microfilm copies of territorial records from the federal govern-
ment pertaining to utah and several of its neighbors these
references help provide the substratum of facts necessary for much
historical research

without attempting therefore to produce a detailed handlisthandlist
that enumerates every item in the huntingtonshuntingdonsHuntingtonsdonstons collections this essay
has sought to describe the general contours of the collection and to
highlight some of its particular strengths the individual pieces and
specific collections cited here represent only a small portion of
the whole confronted by this vast assortment of materials what
can contemporary students of mormonism and ofwestern american
history learn from it as they conduct their research and how
can access to it at the huntington be improved

clearly the importance of the huntingtonsHuntingtons mormon holdings
especially its numerous diaries journals and autobiographies is as
great if not greater to western history than ever before the
growing sophistication of many regional historians influenced by
new techniques of social and cultural analysis have encouraged a
mounting interest in the documentary records kept by the relatively
anonymous desirous of portraying society from the bottom up
many historians now seek to understand how individuals shaped
and in turn were shaped by the systems of belief or the social
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organizations of their times for mormon history these manuscripts
provide a great reservoir of details about all aspects of daily life in
many mormon communities from the perspectives of men and
women immigrants and old stock americans farmers and town
dwellers recent converts and second generation believers for the
social history of the american west these manuscripts chronicle
the settlement and development ofa large portion of the great basin
zone often in minute detail scholars researching questions in these
fields should find a number ofproductive sources at hand they may
even have the opportunity to delve into some of the diaries joujournalsmalsmais
autobiographies or life sketches that escaped inclusion in davis
bittonsbittensBittons splendid guide to mormon diariesdiarfes and autobiographies

bittonsbittensBittons guide remains an absolutely essential road map with
which to plot the course of ones research in mormon diaries and
autobiographies over time however as cataloguingcataloguing of the
huntingtonsHuntingtons monmormonmonnonnon manuscripts has continued a number of
original and facsimile items not known to bitton have surfaced
among these manuscripts are various accounts of foreign missions
including the holograph missionary journals of andrew henry in
ireland during 1842 and 1843 ira hinckley in new zealand during
1882 and 1883 and edwin T wooley in england during 1884 as well
as microfilm copies ofwilliam fotheringhams mission journals from
india china and south africa in 1854 55 and 1861 62 other
original or reproduced manuscripts that were not listed in bitton
include life sketches of sariah louisa chamberlain margaret miller
watson de witt lorin farrfairfart george elmer gardner silas harris
heber jarvis zadoc judd mons larson james richey george
thomas rogers george H rothrock august maria outzangutzan smith
janet maurettamaurettajohnsonjohnson smith and barry wride autobiographies of
asahel woodruff burk joan walker fotheringham john addison
hunt james W le sueur Sophrania moore martin samuel miles
lemuel harrison redd and william henry streeper and reminis-
cences of thomas day anna maria hafen and mary minerva judd
also worthy of note in the mormon file are journals kept by elias H
blackburn 1904 1905 harriet bunting 1885 90 prime thornton
coleman 1879 1930 joab collier 1874 75 and 1889 william
farrer 1849 54 james holt 1841 53 sarah sturdevant leavitt
1874 75 knud swensen 1857 1902 dana 0 walton 1890

1901 and edwin thomas wooley 1884 86 and 1900 1906 as well
as diaries written by james G bleak 1873 J R bodhambadham 1886
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orville S cox 1852671852 67 moses H farnsworth 1862 64 osmer
dennis flake 189649381896 193849380938 A H hill 1865 george W mccune
1896 98 emma W neilson 1887 1916 george pectol 1871 98

ethan pettit 1855 91 john H richards 1876 92 and william
wride 1898 1901

unfortunately the substantial number of relatively untapped
sources within our collection points up the existence of certain
problems that have hampered efficient use of our mormon manu-
scripts in the past stemming in large part from the sheer bulk of the
mormon file and from the manner in which it was gathered during
the late 1940s and early 1950s as original and facsimile copies of
mormon manuscripts poured into the library through the efforts
of juanita brooks and others the number of acquisitions taxed
the resources of the institution to accession and organize them
rapidly enough to remain current with new acquisitions at a time
when large additions were being made to the holdings in other
fields although no detailed records exist discussing the libraryslibrarys
plans for the mormon file it seems likely that the file was created
as a temporary expedient to absorb all the mormon manuscripts in
a common grouping

the author card file established to inventory all these manu-
scripts served for a number of years with some success as the
primary finding aid for the monmormonmonnonnon file the card files structure
however has always imposed intractable limits upon its utility the
only bibliographic data common to each card has been the authors
name if the initial precataloguing examination failed to reveal the
inclusive dates or descriptive information about the subjects dis-
cussed in the manuscript then such infoninconinformationnation was omitted under
the assumption that the collection would soon be receiving more
systematic attention for the same reason almost no subject
indexing was done on these texts many items were not even
assigned call numbers since it was expected that the entire file would
be reorganized today the lack of call numbers slows down the
process of locating and retrieving these manuscripts for readers and
for photo reproduction orders the lack of chronological detail
and ofsubject indexing makes it very difficult for researchers to identify
sources containing information on specific topics unless they have
prepared a list of relevant individuals whose names can be cross
checked against our card index under some circumstances there-
fore the mormon file can be a cumbersome tool to use
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despite all these difficulties many historians have drawn upon
the rich resources of the huntingtonsHunting tons collections we expect that
this trend will only increase therefore the library has embarked on
a longtermlong term project to remedy the existing problems with the
mormon file an item by item review of its contents will produce
necessary bibliographic information about each piece including in
the case of reproductions details about the original manuscript
that will enable scholars through comparison with guides such as
bittonsbittensBittons to verify whether they are reading an exact copy of an
original or a variation standardized cataloguingcataloguing will be accompa-
nied by indexing of the most significant subjects in the card
catalogue under library of congress subject headings eventually
this review will result in a full printed inventory of all mormon items
and perhaps a computerized data base for the monmormonmonnonnon file that
could be updated routinely

the huntingtonsHuntingtons relationship with the history ofmormonscormons and
mormonism has been a long and successful one since its founding
the library has assembled a collection of mormon materials with
few parallels outside of utah it has hosted several generations of
scholars who have authored many fine historical or biographical
studies the projected reorganization of the mormon file now in the
preliminary stages will enhance the files accessibility to readers at
the huntington and improve the libraryslibrarys ability to assist serious
advanced research in mormon history for many years to come

researchers seeking more information about manuscripts
mentioned in this essay or about other portions of the libraryslibrarys
mormon holdings are encouraged to inquire of the department of
manuscripts the department of rare books or the reader services
department huntington library 1151 oxford road san marino
california 91108 41 since the library is not a public institution
researchers should also contact the department of reader services
for further information about guidelines for admission and applica-
tions for reading privileges
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ronald W walker and david J whittaker

this historians corner deals with brigham young the man
who dominated mormonism fromjosephfrom joseph smiths death in 1844 until
his own demise thirty three years later he was a complex man and
biographers have struggled to capture his variety

the two brigham young documents printed here for the first
time in their entirety emphasize this point the first is a three and a
half page letter that young wrote to his wife mary ann angel just
months before the portentous events ofjune 1844 the letter is full
ofyoungs interests and activity he frets about his never too robust
health he mentions his religious feeling and expresses concern
about his home and friends there is no place like home to me
while an ardent and devoted missionary elder youngs preaching
zeal clearly did not supplant his tenderness for hearth and companions

brigham young wrote this letter while he was in the east raising
money for nauvoosNauvoos public buildings and trying to encourage
emigration to what was then the LDS churchschurche capital his letter
conveys these goals as well as his larger mormonmonnon faith but what
seems especially interesting are the kinds of things that delight him
bathing in a discrete place on the coney island beach spending a
few days fraternizing with mormon sympathizer james arlington
bennet preaching to the saints inin novel ways to make them
understand the will of the lord or observing with his typical
enthusiasm for detail philadelphiasphiladelphianPhiladelphias fairmountfailfallfali mount waterworksWaterworks he was
an animated physical man who liked useful things

he was more the second letter tells of youngs spiritual
dimension it is addressed to elder hiram mckee a methodist lay

ronald W walker is professor of history and senior research historian of the
joseph fielding smith institute of church history research david J whittaker is

senior librarian and curator of the archives of mormon experience harold B lee
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editorial assistance ofofmelindamelindaormelinda evansevansjeffressjeffress
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minister who was then living in fond du lac county wisconsin
thirty years earlier young and mckee were neighbors in oswego
new york where the two were close spiritual allies as each searched
for a satisfying faith how sweet was our communion in old
oswego mckee remembered how encourageingencourage ing our prayers
and enlivening our songs when we used to sing the future
mormon leader gave mckee advise counsel and prayers and
showed deep piety and faith 1

the intervening years separated the two men not only by time
and miles but also by religious profession young moved to
mendon new york and converted to mormonism during one of
his first missions for his new church he sought out and attempted
to convert mckee who by this time was living in sacketsjackets harbor
new york youngs preaching left mckee unconvinced and the two
parted firmly disagreeing

now after the lapse of so many years mckee wondered about
youngs spiritual state the methodist had followed his former
friends career in the national press and what he read deeply
disturbed him disclosure after disclosure seemed to indicate
youngs need for repentance As brigham young had once helped
mckee in his dark hour of sin perhaps he mckee could now help
his old friend 2 in april 1860 mckee wrote young inviting him to do
penance

mckees letter summoned the response from president young
that is reproduced here in his reply the mormon leader not only
defended his character and career but spoke revealingly about how
he as a mormonmonnon convert of almost thirty years had come to see
himself he remained a sincere believing christian he assured
mckee whose religious faith had grown not ebbed with the
passing years indeed president young believed that mormonism
had given him the strength to endure the slander that swirled so
violently around him

the matter did not end here additional letters passed between
the two men that suggest mckee probably accepted youngs
invitation to visit salt lake city 3 while their religious disagreements
likely continued we can hope the two old religious seekers
renewed and even strengthened the ties of their youth



brigham young to mary ann young
august 17 18431845

pheledelpha august 17the 184341843

my dear mary ann 5 I1 am thankful to have the oppertunyoppertuny to
wright once more to you yesterday I1 posted a letter to you and
shal continue this till I1 fil it and then post it for nauvoo I1 have
ben verry sick with my old complaint feelebeele some better to day
I1 have ben out to the fairmountfallfailmount waterworkswaterworks that waters the citty
of pheletiseletispheletusPhphelebhele tis a butifuldutiful place 6 tis elevated about 95 feet a bove
the school chil rived out of which the water is taken br hese
was with me I1 think it is about as good apiece ofwork as I1 have
seene in all my travels the little yard that is atachedattached to the house
where the keeper lives is verry nisley laid out and fild with
srubery we went on to the wire bridge which is a bout 360 feet
from one butmandbutland to the other it is all suportedportedsupportedsu by small wires
put together it is about 221212 9rar 3 miles out to morrow we shall
goe to mount holly and so on to new york we have ben here
a most 2 weaks the saints feelebeele perty well and a good meny
think they will goe to the west this season 9 as soon as the water
rises in the ohio river when I1 was so sick I1 thought if I1 could
only be at home I1 should be thankful there is no place like
home to me I1 due not value leveinglaveing home and all that is deare
to me for the sake of the gospel if I1 could onley enjoyinjoy my helth
you and I1 must take som masurslasurs to re recover cut our helth
or we shall not last a grate meny years and I1 want that we shou
idld live meny years yet and due much good on the earth 10 we

leftleff pheledelpha last friday on the steam boat came to
burlington 28 miles took stage for mount holly12 br H C

kimball13kimball13 and B winchester14winchester14 was with me we sloped with
judge richards15Richards15 we ordained him an elder gave him charge of
the church in that place had meeting fridayidalyfr and saterdaysaterdalSaterday
nights with the Bretherin left suday morning came to a place
cold rising sun a bout 10 miles to a woods meeting here we
found br wm smith 16 br page 17 preachdpreache in the morning
br kimball and my self in the afternoon 18 we had a perty good
congrationcongration and a good meeting I1 saw a good meny that I1 knew
sted all night with br athinson19athinson9 came on monday morning to
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bordon towntown2020 2 miles took the rales cares for new york aridedarived
a 6 P M it commencdcommencedcommence raining in the after noon we had a grate
flood in this place my teth commencdcommenced aking about the time it

commenced raining 21211I1 was sick and destresed about 4 day &

nights hardley got enny sleep I1 sufferdbufferd much
page 212

new york august 29 this morning I1 set down to finish my letter
and post it for nauvoo to retumereaume to my helth I1 took som pill

was anointed had hands laid on me thursday night my destress
continued till a bout 12 oc I1 laid down went to sleep had a good
nights rest have ben perty well ever since our confrenceconferenceconfrence
commenced on saterdaysaterdalsaterday 12 past 10 in the morning 22 I1 laid
before the Bretherin the object of our mision we had a good
meeting but did no buisnessguisnessbuisness there no man to take a share of
nauvoo stock so all we could due was to invite the Bretherin
to goe to nauvoo and assist in building the houses and building
up the place we felt allmostellmost like strang men in a strang place
we could hardly teach the church enny thing they seamed to
know all a bout it they have had such grate men amoungamlung them
here from nauvoo that br fosterfoster2323 could not teach them much
and it was hard for us to teach them only by pariblesparablesparibles and we
had a good menny of them som of the brsars thought it was
courousyourous teaching and I1 thought jest so to and I1 find that the
churches need courious teaching to make them understand
what the lord wants of them the saints seemebeeme to have som faith

here a bout going up to nauvoo we leave the saints yesterday
with the best of feelings they are benerlyjenerly verry poore and it is

hard for us to get expenceextence monny to carey us from place to
place tel doctdoat willard I1 recivedreceived his letter and I1 thankechanke him for
it I1 expect to goe over to the arlington house to day with br
foster I1 hope to see the general 2421 give my warm respects to
brsars L and W and sisters rhoda andjennettand jennett tel br W I1 herd his
salut saw the token when I1 past by on the steam boat I1 have
not herd a word direct from you sence I1 left home I1 was in hops
to have recivedreceived a letter from you at this citty I1 still look for one
it would be a grate satisfaction to me to have a line from you
if you see enny ofofbrofarbr fars famely tel them br lorin is here is well
and in good spirits will go on to new london in connectticut
to morrow I1 think I1 shal make my way home home as soon as

convenentconvenientconven ent after the boston Conconfrenceconfrence25conferencefrence21 for all the saints that
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have faith and means to goe west or build up the kingdom is

going emeditlyemeditly and it is of no use for us to stay here that is if
and if I1 can get means to goe home with
page 313
sept 2 1I now set down to finish my letter to you br foster and
my selfwent to the arlington house on L island on tusdaygusday 2616 we
had a good visit with generel bennet we staed all night the next
day we went over his farm vuedaued his fine felds took a veu from
the top of his house could see out on to the oslon sandy hook
straton island &cac a bout 5 oc P M the gan took his wife
daughter and little son in to his caredgecarenge with my self finishedfimishedfimished
a hors for elder foster to ride on hors back we all wen down
to cony island 2 or 3 miles the hansomisthansomist beach I1 ever saw we
drove to where we could get out ofsight bathed in the salt water
and returned home to his house the next day in the after noon
he took us in to his caredgecarenge brought us to new york the ganeralgameral

wished to be remembered to ganeralgameral smith and famelytamely mrsMO &

miss bennet with the gan join in sending there warrnwarmwarin respects
to doci richards27Richards27 and wife I1 never injoid a visit better in my
life let doctdoat willard see this this day the Bretherin leve for
L pool viz R headlock john cams james slone & wife james
houston and armond all well 288 sale thebriarmondBribrjarmondtheythey are they on ship
columbus br stone wish me to say to his famelytamelygamely as he could
not wrightweight that br foster from N york would soon be there and
would bord with page torn br lurishburish pj you to get edmond
to convay word to the famelis of the elders br kimball has a
savere a tact of the corley morbusborbus but is better the rest of the
brethembeethem are well we shall goe to boston on monday net if all
is well my heth is good at present I1 hope you and the children
are well I1 have herd that 4 of the children have ben severley
atacted with the canker but was better I1 pray the lord to keep
you and the children in good helth29 I1 think to see you in the
corse ofof6weaks6 weaks or 2 months I1 understandjudyunderstand judy adamsadams30 is did
died with the colerycalery I1 was sorey to here that it was sickley in
and about nauvoo I1 expect to wright one letter more before I1

reach home I1 have not recivedreceived one line from you you know
how anxious you are to here from me when I1 am gon you ifyou
was here and the children with me in nauvoo you could ges
how much I1 want to here from you give my love to edman
A& elizabeth vlatealate joseph brigham mary ann rocksey emma
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alas and especelypecelyes to U carolina to brjbaj young L young &

famely sister laney susand br deckers famely31famely31 and finely all

that you have an opertunityopertunity may the lord bles you and the
children and I1 bless you take the first share of my love to your
self and then to the rest 3212

to M A young ssl brigham young
page 414

this is the six letter I1 have written to you I1 think you will not
complaneconplanecomplane of my not wrighting to you give my love to sister
harittharitt33earitt if she is there br james muntoss mother sister and
daughter came down from utica on a visit she is a fine
wooman I1 shall wright from boston I1 expect we have not don
enny thing for the houses as yet I1 due not think we shall

brigham young to hiram mckee
may 3 i8601860

gt S L city may 3 1860

elder hiram mckeemckee3431

brandon fond du lac county wisconsin
dear brother

your very friendly frank and interesting letter of april 4

came safe to hand I1 was highly gratified with its perusal and
will endeavor to reply with at least an equal degree of kindness
and frankness

As you state I1 could hardly expect that you would so
distinctly bear in mind the long past scenes in our acquaintance
in oswego and our last interview at sacketsjacketsSackets harbor especially
since our views of scripture and consequent courses have cast
our lines so differently and have at present located so remote
from each other I1 also vividly remember the scenes feelings
and experience of the times to which you kindly allude when
we were fellow seekers after the truths revealed from heaven
for the salvation of the human family you state that in oswego
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you deemed me sincere in my efforts to secure salvation and
exemplary in my conduct and conversation I1 daily examine my
desires efforts and views by the best light I1 can obtain which
I1 most confidently trust is the light sent from above for our
guidance and so far as I1 am able to determine I1 feel that I1 am
and ever since have been as honest a seeker after truth as I1 was
during our acquaintance in oswego and as my information and
experience increase I1 feel constrained at times to exclaim
what is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man

that thou visitestvisitest hinLhim35hinl11351135

through the mercies of our god my hope of heaven and
knowledge of truth and heavenly things has increased in a

manifold degree since I1 last saw you and like yourself and the
ancient prophets and apostles I1 esteem this world with all its

wealth and power but a poor exchange for the gift of eternal
life or the loss of ones soul could a person even secure it by
so inconceivable a sacrifice and I1 have striven and am striving
through the help of israels god to ever keep my gaze
steadfastly fixed upon salvationsSalvat ions port and to steer my bark
safely to anchor in heavens broad bay As to ambition love
of fame and property could we both be thoroughly under-
stood I1 am of the opinion that you think more of a dollar than
I1 do and facing the storm of villification slander abuse and
persecution of the most vile and cruel character from the
period of my joining the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints until this moment is very strong proof that I1 do not trim
my sails to catch the popular breezes of this worlds cliques and
circles whether they be blown by individuals communities or
nations no br mckee I1 do not put my trust in man realizing
how frail we are but endeavor to so order my ways as to meet
the approbation of heaven knowing that by so doing the
author of our existence will temper to my weaknesses the trials
I1 am called to pass through and enable me to overcome the
allurementsallure ments of the adversary

As you truly mention our communion in oswego was
sweet our prayers were encouraging our songs enlivening
according to the belief obedience and understanding we then
had but I1 am not able to express to you in writing short of
volumes the increase of faith and understanding that I1 now feel
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that I1 am blessed with nor to now explain the steps taken to
obtain so great blessings further than to briefly state that they
have been vouchsafed to me upon conditions of faithfulness
and obedience to the commandments revealed from heaven
for our salvation and are equally free to all upon like
conditions without money and without price I1 am pleased
to leamlearn that you still recognize the all seeing eye of god and
under its searching glance I1 can truly answer that my hope of
heaven is not simply as good now as it was then but is as
much better as the gospel plan is better than the prevailing and
popular man made plans under that all seeing eye I1 can also
truthfully inform you that I1 have ever aimed to so order my ways
as to enjoy a conscience void of offenceoffense toward god angels
and all men especially since making a profession of religion
and I1 take the liberty to further inform you that most of the
crimes you mention as being charged to me were never before
so much as heard of by me and I1 can hardly persuade myself
that you need my assurance which you may implicitly reply
upon that I1 am strongly of the opinion that I1 abhor such crimes
far more than you possibly can at present and that I1 am as
innocent as a nursing babe of committing counseling in any
way having anything to do with such deeds they are most
excruciating and horrifying to all my feelings and natural
organization

can you now judge of my astonishment at reading in your
letter of the murder of a daughter of mine by danitescanitesDanites as you
term them on her way to california all the daughters I1 have
been blest with except one who when a child died a natural
and peaceful death by disease are now living in this territory
and in the enjoyment of the faith I1 profess and strive so far as
they have arrived at years of accountability your story of a
murdered man found in N V jones meat market was also
entirely new to me and also the murder of one dr roberts 366

to my great regret indians and wicked men have cruelly and
wantonly killed human beings within our borders 37 but not to
the number indicated in your letter and certainly far more
repugnant to my feelings than I1 suppose it can be to yours

the disclosures you mention so far as they have come
under my notice are a tissue of gross death designed lies
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larded here and there with a little truth when telling that truth
does not militate against the effect of those lies concocted with
the well known and express design to exterminate us from the
earth but the lord god of israel overrules and will continue to
overrule the results of the acts of the children of men to
accomplish his purposes and no power can hinder in that
being I1 put my trust and him I1 strive to serve

in regard to plurality of wives I1 will merely ask you how
you expect to reach abrahams bosom except you do the
works of abraham

Is the gospel the same as it was in the days of the apostles
Is baptism instituted for the remission ofsins was the laying on
of hands instituted for the reception of the holy ghostghost9ghosto Is god
a personage of tabernacle has heaven a location

on the 26th instdinst I1 took the liberty to give capt gibson a
friend of mine a letter of introduction to you 388 he has traveled
extensively in different climes and among many people is a
gentleman of a good share of intelligence and general informa-
tion and in his travels has sojosojoumedsojournedsojournsojourneyumeded a few months in this city
he started for the states on the 27th instdinst and thought he would
be able in his round to pay you a visit I1 trust he will and
should he do so you will have an excellent opportunity to
derive from him much reliable information concerning myself
utah and our affairs and modes of managing them especially
should you wish him to lecture upon his travels other topics of
general interest and what he has seen and experienced 39

I1 have cheerfully complied with your request for an answer
to your very welcome letter but in a manner by no means so
minute and satisfactory as I1 could had I1 the opportunity to see
you face to face where I1 at liberty as I1 presume you are I1

would gladly visit you and many other friends in the states but
numerous and important home duties prevent ifyou will come
here you can have the privilege of seeing and knowing for
yourself the journey is not so long tedious nor expensive as
to preclude your being an eye witness ofour sayings and doings
in utah where you can have an opportunity for learningleaming our
faith conduct and conversation as they really are

this fall will be an excellent time for you to journey across
the plains having so arranged your business as toadmit ofyour
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tarrying here during the winter should you do so I1 will gladly
give you opportunity to preach to the assemblies in the
tabernacle in this city and will guarantee you the candid
careful attention of your audiences

I1 shall be much gratified if you will accept of my now kindly
proffered invitation to pay me a visit at your earliest conve-
nience to see and hear for yourself and trust you will rest
assured that you will meet a hospitable welcome and kind
entertainment in my house by

truly your friend and the friend of all
who love the truth

brigham young

P S I1 shall be pleased to have you write to me again at your
earliest convenience

I1 have seen and heard of several anti mormon publi-
cationscations the spaulding story E D howes book written by
one D P hurlbert dr J C bennets book the publication of
john hyde jr female life among the mormons40 and the
saying ofone or two women professing to have been my wives
that I1 have heard have been lecturing against us in different
parts of the states &cac &cac all written at the instigation of the
spirits of the devil but the statement in your letter mentioned
in my reply as entirely new to me I1 had never before heard of
and they are utterly and maliciously false like the other
exceedingly numerous lies that have been so widely and
zealously circulated against us one thing is a consolation the
lord will overrule all these things for the good of those who
love and serve him and the enemy of all righteousness cannot
help it
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NOTESNOM

hiram mckee to brigham young april 418604 1860 incoming correspondence
brigham young papers the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints archives
salt lake city hereafter cited as brigham young papers

2 mckee to young april 4 1860 brigham young papers
3 for example david mckenzie to hiram mckee july 18 1871 brigham

young papers mckee was then living in arcata humboldt county california
mckenzie one of brigham youngs secretaries wrote with a familiarity that implied
he had made mckees acquaintance

I41 this letter is reproduced here with the kind permission of the western
americana collection beinecke rare book and manuscript library yale univer-
sity the owner of the original it was written on various dates although the
manuscript itself only mentions three different dates august 171718431843 in philadel-
phia and august 29 and september 21843 in new york the letter is postmarked
new york september 4 1843 and is addressed mrs mary A young nauvoo
hancock co III111111ililii the original spelling is retained at this time brigham young
1801 1877 was serving a short term mission to the east coast to collect funds for

the building of the temple and nauvoo house see times and seasons 4 may 1

184318083184318083 for an account of the april 6 1843 special conference in nauvoo
assigning the apostles this mission elder young with several others left nauvoo on
july 7 and returned on october 221843 he arrived in philadelphia on the morning
of august 5 in addition to doing missionary work he visited a variety of local sites
in the area including independence hall and peels museum prior to his departure
on august 18 the most detailed account of his experiences is in Eldeideldenjayeldeneidenenjayjay watson
comp manuscript history of brighamofbrigham young 1801 1844 salt lake city smith
secretarial service 1968 130 54 see also leonard J arrington brigham young
american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 105 8

5 mary ann angell young 1803 1882 was the second wife of brigham
young they were married on february 18 1834 brighamsBrighams first wife miriam
works died on september 81832 leaving him with two daughters to care for mary
ann bore brigham six more children five of which were born by 1843

6 originally6originally called morris hill by the time brigham young visited there in
1843 it was called fairmountfailfallfali mount the waterworkswaterworks he describes in his letter had been
completed in 1822 and they were one of the principal attractions of the city an
engraving of the fairmountfallfailfali mount waterworksWaterworks is reproduced in russell F weighley ed
philadelphia A 300 year history new york W W norton 1982 229

7 schuylkill river
8 peter8peterlpeter hess had been appointed president of the philadelphia branch on

october 15 1842
9 in may 1843 the quorum of the twelve apostles had directed the

philadelphia saints to gather to nauvoo see the public notice in timestimesandseasonsand seasons
4 june 15 1843 232

10 while it is not generally known brigham young struggled with health
problems all of his life he refers to these problems throughout this letter see also
lestere bushjrbusharBush Jr brigham young in life and death A medical overview journal
ofmormonof mormon history 5 19780978 79 103

1 on august 18
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12 mt holley new jersey
13 heber C kimball 1801 1868 an apostle and close friend of

brigham young
14 benjamin winchester 1817 1901 an early leader of the church in the

philadelphia area
15judge william richards ofofmtofftmt holley new jersey
11 william smith 1811 1894 an apostle and the youngest brother of

joseph smith jr
17john E page 1799 1867 an apostle

august 19192020 1843
19 probably thomas atkinson 1810 1863 it was while george A smith and

brigham young were staying with brother atkinson in a house that was over 150
years old that brigham described a night with bedbugs the house was so infested
with bed bugs that we could not sleep brother george A smith gave it as his legal
opinion that there were bedbugsbed bugs there which had danced to the music at the battle
of trenton as their heads were perfectly grey we took our blankets and retreated
to the further end of the room and as the bugs followed us I1 lit a candle and as
they approached caught them and burnt them in the candle and thus spent the
night watson manuscript history 146

20 bordentownBordentown new jersey
221 brigham young had tooth problems until 1862 when his last permanent

teeth were removed and replaced with dentures see the comments in arringtonarlington
brigham young 312 13

12 the conference was held in columbian hall on grand street new york
city saturday and sunday august 26 and 27 1843

23 lucien R foster 1806 was made the president of the new york city
branch in april 1841 it was at fosters request and expense that brigham young
visited the phrenologist orson S fowler on september 20 1843 young was not
impressed with fowler he is just as nigh being an idiot as a man can be and have
any sense left to pass through the world decently and it appeared to me that the
cause of his success was the amount of impudence and self importance he
possesses and the high opinion he entertained of his own abilities watson
manuscript history 150 51 early mormon interest in phrenology is discussed in
davis bitton and gary L bunker phrenology among the mormonscormonsMormons dialogue A

journal ofmormonof mormon thought 9 spring 1974 436143 61
241 general james arlington bennet 1785 1865 bennet proved to be an

opportunist in his relationships with the mormonscormonsMormons his friend john C bennett had
him appointed as the inspector general of the nauvoo legion in april 1842 and
in 1844 he was chosen as joseph smiths vice presidential running mate he was
the proprietor and principal of the arlington house an educational institution on
long island when young visited him for more detail see lyndon W cook james
arlington bennet and the mormonscormonsMormons byustudiesBYU studies 19 winter 1979 2472474949

25 the conference was held in boylston hall boston september 9 111118431843
while in the boston area from september 4 29 brigham young also visited local
sites such as the bunker hill monument the state house and boston harbor

26 august 29 1843 on august 30 brigham young baptized bennet in the
atlantic ocean just off coney island bennet wrote to josephtojoseph smith on october 24

1843 of youngs visit see times and seasons A4 november 1 1843 373715711
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willard richards 1804180418541854 an apostle
reuben hedlockbedlock 1801 john cairns 1808 james sloan 1792 1886

james houston 1817 1863 and a brotherjarmine these men had been appointed
to missions to the british isles most of them are mentioned in the notice of the
mission published in the times anuandandseasons4seasons 4 june 151518431843 232 their arrival in
the british isles on the ship columbus is noted in the latter day saintsmillennialSaints Millennial
star 4 october 1843941843 94 hedlockbedlock had been appointed the president of the english
mission the details of which are given in the millennial star 4 november
18431081843 108 9

while29while brigham young was away on this mission his six year old daughter
mary ann died of dropsy and canker she was the twin of brigham young jr see
arrington brigham young 108

30 probably the wife of george J adams a church leader in the boston area
31 isaac decker 1800 1873 was a native of the netherlands and later a

member of the first pioneer company in 1847 two of his daughters became plural
wives ofbrigham young lucy ann decker 1822 1890 became his first plural wife
in 1842 clarissa decker 1828 1889 married him in 1844

32 although brigham young protected his familysfamilys privacy throughout his
life even instructing the church historians to ignore these more private
concerns youngs correspondence leaves little doubt about his role as a devoted
husband and father for information on his family during this period see dean C

jessee brigham youngs family part 1I 1824 1845 BYU studies 18 spring
19783111978 311 27

33 harriett E cook 1824 1894 she married brigham young in 1843
14thisthis letter is published courtesy of LDS church historical department used

by permission two copies of youngs letter are found in his correspondence the
first is a rough but complete early draft the second is a letterpress facsimile of
the actual letter sent to mckee that the clerks in youngs office failed to copy
completely into the office letterbooksletterbooks so far as comparison is possible the two
versions are identical in content see youngs draft letterbookLetterbook and volume 5 of his
letterpress copy book

biographical data on mckee is sketchy censuses show a hiram mckee at
the following places and dates 1830 oswego county new york 1840 sacketsjackets
harbor jefferson county new york 1855 lake millsjeffersonmills jefferson county wisconsin
1860 fond du lac county wisconsin 1870 racine ist ward racine county
wisconsin his name does not appear on the 1850 census for either wisconsin or
new york mckenziesMcKenzies 1871 letter was directed to arcata humboldt county
california according to mckees letter to young mckee was the father of six
children and began his methodist preaching in 1833 three years after the sacketsjackets
harbor interview between the two men

psalms 86 hebrews 26
366 nathaniel6nathaniel varyjonesvary jones 1822 1863 was bishop of salt lake cityscites fifteenth

ward and later a latter day saint missionary to india and the british isles where
he briefly presided over the british mission the allusion to the alleged murder at
his meat market and to the atrocity involving mr roberts are uncertain

37the37the reference apparently is to the mountain meadows massacre september
1857 mckees letter ambiguously speaks of the killing of hundreds of others in
utah territory which likely had reference to the southern utah disaster
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38 walter murray gibson 1822 1887 was a world traveler romantic and
briefly an LDS convert he later distinguished himself as a hawaiian adventurer
and politician gibson was unable to meet mckee during his 1860 mission to the
east receiving youngs instructions gibson was first prostate sick and then
waylaid and injured while going to a mormon meeting in new york city walter
murray gibson to brigham young october 15186015 1860 incoming correspondence
brigham young papers

3919 young hoped that gibsonsgibbonsGibsons lectures on the east indies would provide
the means for also discussing utah mormonism thus helping the churchschurche image
in the east

40 president young lists several anti mormon books current at the time that
mckee apparently had reference to in his letter including eber D howe
mormonism unavailedunvailed or A faithful account of that singular imposition and
delusion from its rise to the present time painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio the author 1834
john cook bennett the history of the saints or an exposeexposi ofofjoejoe smith and
mormonism boston leland&whitingleland & whiting 1842john1842 john hyde mormonism its leadersitsleadersleadens
anddesignsand designs new york W P fetridge 1857 and maria N ward pseudpseudo female
life among the mormonscormons london C H clarke 1185511855d



henri robert Brebresilsbresitspresitssilsslis
alma baptizing in the

waters of mormon

richard G oman

the exuberant painting on this issues cover alma baptizing
in the waters of mormon is by one the earliest latter day saint
haitian converts henri robert bresil 1 colorful and dynamic paint-
ings such as those by bresil have become haitisbaitis most acclaimed
cultural expression as well as one of the most widely recognized
styles of contemporary art haitian art is a mixture of folk art and
early modem european art as practiced by artists like henri
rousseau landscapes cityscapes and genre subjects of haiti are
the favored themes in haitian painting detail is subordinated to
bold brush strokes resulting in highly stylized forms emphasis is on
rhythm and energy because atmospheric perspective is ignored
objects in the distance have the same crisp outlines as objects in the
foreground the picture plane is flattened heightening the decora-
tive effect of the surface the joyous vitality of this art shows the
resilience of the haitian people to decades of crushing poverty and
political oppression

the artist was born in 1952 in the northern haitian city of
gonaivesgonalvesgoncalvesGonaivesalvesatves in 1973 bresil moved to the capital port au prince and
began his career in art 2 recognition came in 1981 when he won the
ispan unesco prize of honor at the museum of haitian art at
st pierres college since then he has exhibited in the top galleries
in haiti as well as galleries in puerto rico the united states france
italy and switzerland his work has been lauded in such
publications as the new york times and the miami herald bresil is
best known for his dynamic rhythmical landscapes of which this
painting is a fine example he is also a poet and jazz singer 3

richard G oman is senior curator at the museum of church history and art in
salt lake city

byusiudiesBYU studies 32 no 3 1992
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this 1988 work draws upon the book of mormon account
which states that the waters of mormon were on the borders of
the land with a fountain of pure water and a thicket mosiah
184 5 bresil has placed these features in a lush tropical carib
bean like paradise paintings like this piece by henri robert bresil
remind latter day saints that shared faith rather than national origin
or edmiethnicitycity bonds them together as a people

NOTES

personal communication with rosalie king wife of haitian mission
president david king see also a note in the artists file museum ofchurch history
and art the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the history
of the church in haiti begins in 1977 with the baptism of alexandre mourra a
haitian of lebanesepalestinianLebanese Palestinian extraction in july 1978 about a month after the
revelation on blacks and the priesthood see dac official declaration 2 mourra
asked the ft lauderdale mission to send missionaries to baptize some new
converts among those baptized were five presbyterian ministers A short time later
alexander paul the haitian consul general to the bahamas contacted church
headquarters in salt lake city requesting missionaries for haiti in the spring of
1980 the first permanent missionaries were sent to haiti from the ft lauderdale
mission today there are over five thousand members of the church in haiti a
haitian mission and about eighteen native haitian missionaries personal commu-
nicationni with richard millet church missionary department october 1 1992
over two thirds ofall new LDS converts now come from haiti and other developing
nations see 1991 1992 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1990

2 the2theathe franciscus family foundation haiti voodoo kingdom to modem
riviera san juan puerto rico the franciscus family foundation 1980 100

3 gerald bloncourt la peinturePein ture haitienneHaitienne a clipping in the artists file
museum of church history and art salt lake city
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HUGH NIBLEY the ancient state the rulers and the ruled
edited by donald W parry and stephen D ricks vol 10 of the
collected works of hugh nibley salt lake city deseret book
and FARMS 1991 xi 51515 ppap illus index 219521.952195

reviewed by david B honey assistant professor of asian and near eastern
languages brigham young university with an interest in inner asian
languages and history

this book may be the most important product of hugh
Nibleys enormous scholarly output at the very least it should
be considered the most useful if not the most appreciated or
cherished As such it is unfortunate that this was not the first
volume in the7 be collected works of hugbhughhuehhuab nibley after all the
articles reprinted here do not culminate his lifetime of schol-
arship rather they initiated it

the ancient stateisstatestatesis made up almost entirely of what we
may term hugh nibleysbleysNi secular studies among them are his
first six professional publications in academic journals they
comprise Nibleys most sophisticated and successful work on
the secular side of his lifelonglife long concern to contrast the ephemeral
gaudsbauds and gewgawsgewgawy of human artifice with the eternal glories
of the heavenly kingdom subtitled the rulers and the ruled
the interrelated works in this singular volume develop three
major themes 1 the hierocentrichierocentric nature of the ancient state
and its remnants of rituals that distantly reflect an ultimate but
now broken divine connection 2 the nomadic provenance of
the institutions and ideological underpinnings of the ancient
state and 3 the policies of rulership and techniques of
political rhetoric that either represent desperate attempts to
retaprecap the divine source or to reject and replace it with man
made goods these articles established nibleysbleysNi credentials in
the world of scholarship and either forced or allowed his
audience whether critic or partisan to take him seriously
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reprinting these materials at the head of the collected
worksworkswouldwould have provided the entire set with an entree to
nibleysbleysNi investigative methodology a window on the working
principles that have guided the course of his research for
five decades but more importantly virtually every entry
included in the first nine volumes already published in
the collected works either follows up or expands on the
themes first introduced and discussed by nibley in the secular
settings treated by the works in the ancient state this
volume therefore forms a thematic encapsulation of his entire
oeuvrefeuvre and contains concise epitomes of the principles
that ground Nibleys vision of the cosmic order and mankindsmankinds
vain attempts throughout history to duplicate it on earth in
short what nibley has tried to learn all his life and how he has
learned it are most clearly presented with this volume hence
its importance

why then is the ancient state only volume ten in the
series apparently not for any lack of effort or enthusiasm
indeed in planning meetings in 1984 and 1985 in which the
entire collection was mapped out it was agreed that this book
should be published as soon as possible but the unblemished
printed text as it appears now with a minimum of readjusting
and the addition of extensive illustrations by michael lyon
belies the great effort that went into checking each footnote for
accuracy and completeness over a score of workers have
labored since 1985 to track down and verify the sources that
nibley used to produce these pioneering pieces they also
worked to supplement bibliographic information their ef-
forts then deserve more than the understated acknowledg-
ment in the preface now that this book has finally appeared
it does celebrate an anniversary of a sort 1992 marks fifty years
since the date of Nibleys first published article

taking a lead frornjosephfrom joseph scaliger the master of ancient
chronology as preserved in classical and oriental sources and
also the subject of nibleysbleysNi very first article let us review the
publication dates of Nibleys strictly secular studies in chrono-
logical order 1942 1945 1949 1951 1953 1956 1959
1961 1963196319631963 1965 1966 1966 1967 1969 1972 1

the dates in parentheses represent studies not reprinted in this
volume we see that no more than four years passed during
the thirty year interval between 1942 and 1972 without a piece
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being published in non mormon journals or on non mormon
related themes this despite the fact that pioneering seminal
and still crucial studies on a variety of religious topics for the
home audience were continually produced on average every
two or three years nibley paid his dues to his profession and
renewed his contact with the sources to keep both current and
credible in his field after thirty years at age 62 nibley may
have felt that he had discharged his professional debt in full
because he then turned virtually all of his attention to his
private calling of defending the faith debunking the false and
dethroning the ephemeral fads and fashions in mormon belief
and society 2 neither wobbly tradition nor mercenary oppor-
tunism has ever stood much of a chance against either nibleysbleysNi
erudite offensives or the devastating logic of his defenses

his earliest article new light on scaliger 303 10 3 is
thematically unrelated but entirely appropriate as a method-
ological gem illustrative of his skill as a philologist by
consulting an original edition of one of scaligersscaligeriScal igers works to
examine existing scholia and by scrutinizing a contemporary
portrait of the great man nibley was able to supply hitherto
unknown data on various aspects of joseph justus scaliger
154016091540 1609 one of nibleysbleysNi personal heroes to judge from

nibleysbleysNi method of study4 for example nibley determined
the correct pronunciation of scaligersscaligeriScal igers surname hard g after
an arabic reading his education not exclusively self taught
and reputation the penultimate point was noted by rudolf
pfeiffer who in his magisterial survey of the development of
classical studies cited nibleysbleysNi article and appreciated the
uniqueness of the source 5

nibleysbleysNi next professional contribution sparsionesSpars iones
148 94 introduces theme one the hierocentrichierocentric nature of the

ancient state it treats the roman practice of bestowing
public donativesdonatives by throwing things among the multitude to be
scrambled for in scenes of wild disorder 148 with evidence
based on chapter four the cult of hospitality at rome of his
1938 dissertation 6 nibley demonstrated that the provenance of
this and related gift giving ceremonies lay in the kingly rite
of dispensing gifts as part of the new year cult and that
the ceremony was symbolic of both the largess of the giver and
his blessed or divine nature the restless nibley curiosity
was not content to detail the practice in its roman guise but
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ranged the whole of the ancient world in seeking to follow
the complicated and often barely perceptible course of the
thread that led to an entire nexus of related rituals preserved
in other cultures and striving to approach its origins 7 this
concern for origins dictated the methodology employed for
this and most of his later works the comparative approach
and impelled him to master as many relevant ancient languages
as possible no one has ever rightly accused nibley of being
narrow of vision or daunted in the face of temporarily
inaccessible language sources

theme two a nomadic provenance for political institu-
tions and ideology commences with the first republished piece
in the ancient state the arrow the hunter and the state 1

32 appearing first in 1949 811 this piece actually expands on a
short comment in sparsionesSparsiones and the extended footnote that
supported it 162 189 n 152 the study examines the function
of the marked arrow in enabling nomadic hunters to identify
game exploit the sedentary peasant populace who lacked
such advanced weaponry and through ritual extension claim
all that an arrow could overflyover fly its use in taking the census and
in symbolizing the authority of the suzerain paralleled the use
of the written word in recording and enforcing the imperial
will 9 the marked arrow is thus seen as an important element
in the formation of the earliest empires 10

with his next professional article nibley combined both
themes one and two in highlighting another nomadic contri-
bution to political organization one that reflects a distant
divine origin in the hierocentricHierocentric state 99 147 11 nibley sets
the nomadic custom of the quriltaiorqutiltaior election cum elevation
ceremony in the framework of worldwideworld wide royal newyearnew year
assemblies after surveying the identifying elements in ancient
cultures that reveal the existence of an underlying conception
of universal kingship and the hierocentrichierocentric role played by the
king and his ritual hunts progressions and mobile palaces
nibley traced the source of this concept and these rituals to
central asiatic origins even byzantine and european court
ceremonies are seen as imitations ofbarbarian pageantry only
recently has the same provenance for ideology not actual
institutions by way of the aryans been tentatively posited as
a working hypothesis by a historian of the steppes the late
joseph fletcher 12
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nibley again uncovers the steppe origin of widespread
religiobeligio political practices in his 1966 offering tenting toll
and taxing 33 98 13 we see vast movements of nomadic
hordes across the expanse of the steppes with the tent as holy
center and the royal progression on center stage the interre-
lationshiplationship between political tolls and taxes on the one hand
and religious rights of passage and ritual combats on the other
is ingeniously and convincingly portrayed all in all nibleysbleysNi
work on the divine origin and organization of the state retains
its relevance today in both broad outlines and most minor
details as borne out by an increasing amount of modem
scholarship that unfortunately takes no notice of these pioneer-
ing studies 14 of course it is impossible to read all relevant
works nibley himself missed an early treatment on arrow
divination that covered much of the same ground albeit in a
much less deliberate detailed and documented manner 15 but
by missing Nibleys contributions these recent works in failing
to see that the institutions rites or religious thought they treat
form part of a worldwideworld wide complex that can be traced back to
earliest times regard them instead as isolated phenomena of
their respective cultures at most taking in other asian ana
loguesbogues and hence misconstrue their value as indigenous
elements in those cultures 16

the remaining works in this volume treat theme three
political policies and refined rhetoric are second best replace-
ments of divine originals these essays are all about decline
decline from loyalty to deserving individual leaders to a
diffused abstract civic loyalty easily manipulated for the
wrong reasons and further decline from that public loyalty to
private selfishness devoid of responsibility treated in the
unsolved loyalty problem ourwestern heritage 195 2422421717

decline in true wisdom to slickly sold sophistry in vittoriosavictoriosaVicto riosa
loquacitasLoquacitas the rise of kherhetorickhetorictoric and the decline of everything
else 243 8618 and decline from education for learning and
self cultivation to education for monetary and social success
in how to have a quiet campus antique style 287302287 302 19

when first published these essays must have seemed imme-
diately and uncomfortably relevant even though they ad-
dressed contemporary problems from the indirect and there-
fore usually less threatening perspective of the past these
three essays then complement Nibleys many contributions
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to current issues made from the perspective of a deeply
concerned participant who strikingly enough practices what
he preaches

two concluding efforts are three shrines sophicsophiesophle mantic
and sophistic 311 79 a series of lectures delivered at yale
university may 1 3319631963 and paths that stray some notes on
sophicsophiesophle and mantic 380 479 compiled as aides to research also
around 1963 they both form a natural bridge between this
volume and his more overtly religious works 20 because they take
the theme of the opposition between honorable applied learningleaming
and cheap rhetorical huckstering adroitly sursummingriming up the
conclusions along these lines already reached in this volume and
elsewhere and contrasting them both to revealed knowledge

in conclusion this volume consists of a set of interlocking
essays each indebted to the former and launching the next
that exemplify Nibleys scholarship at its best these essays
undergird virtually all of Nibleys works time and time again
his writings have revisited the central themes of the temple
the human condition and the ways of the world in contrast to the
ways of god As is well stated in the foreword to this volume
despite the books title these essays are in fact often highly

pertinent to our own time astute readers will recognize in
these essays many now familiar themes of Nibleys trenchant
social commentaries the foibles of our age are nothing new
repeating what has been done in other eras ix no wonder
nibley personally considers this volume the most important for
understanding his lifetime scholarly contributions

these essays further illustrate the practical use nibley has
always made of his scholarly gifts in serving society by laying
the lessons of the past at the feet of the present while treating
these three fundamental nibley themes the conclusions we
may draw from this work are many but can again be grouped
under three major points first nomadic institutions in their
very mobility are symbolic of fallen humankindshumankinds wandering
in the wilderness in search of the divine center and to the
extent that ancient states drew their political models from
nomadic exemplars all political institutions and their
underlying ideologies are but temporary stopgapstop gap measures at
social organization and improvement to be discarded as soon
as the gospel can fully flourish second political polarization
whether east against west paxpaxromanaromana against the barbarian
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periphery or party against party is thus another reflection of
the original dichotomy between the sacred kingdom of god
and the secular kingdoms of this world that unhappily
quickly degenerated into a vain competition between the
unrighteous they group and the equally unrighteous we
group whatever their transient membership categories
finally rhetoric is itself seen as an unsuccessful attempt at
reclaiming the inspiration and wisdom that was lost due to the
degeneration of the crucial qualities of personal virtue and
responsibility it is at this personal level that we may begin to
make the political process work

these messages are not only timely messages from
timeless scholarship they are the key to understandunderstandinging aandnd
applying all that nibley has been trying to tell us through the
years no student who appreciates the uniqueness of nibley
therefore can be without this book it teaches us the ruled just
whom we should choose for our rulers and that we should go
beyond the tents of the ancient and modern states to what they
dimly and vainly reflect the temple of the kingdom of god

NOTES

see louis midgley hugh winder nibley bibliography and register
in by study andalloandalsoand atsoalso by faith essays in honorhonorofhughHonorofofhugbhuehHugh nibley edsed johnsJohn M

lundquist and stephen D ricks 2 vols salt lake city deseret book and
FARMS 1990 lxv1xvlav lxxxviilxucvii for a complete listing with annotations of
nibleysbleysNi works

2oneaone2 one piece published in 1983 but based in part on a conference paper
read in 1941 does return to a secular setting and was published outside of
deseret acclamation never cry mob in toward a humanistic science
of politics essays in honor of francis dunham wormuth ed dalmas H
nelson and richard L sklarsklarlanhamlanham md university press ofamerica 1983
11 22 also partaking of the themes of this volume but not included is the
essay beyond politics byustudiesBYU Studies 15 autumn 1974 3 28 the mainly
mormon sources it draws on would have made it the odd piece out in this
volume devoted to secular studies

3 originally published in classicaljournalrclassicallourJourjournelljournallnailnall february 1942 291 95
4 see Nibleys depiction of his undergraduate study habits as scaligersscaligeriScal igers

method or the method of the renaissance scholars in nibliographybibliography
centurycenturytwotwo A byustudentjournalbyustudentjournal11 october 1976 54 55

1rudolf pfeiffer history of classical scholarship from 1300 to 1850
oxford clarendon 1976 114 n 1 the greatness ofofscaligerscaliger and thereby

the splash this article must have made when the neophyte nibley contributed
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something new on this much studied man can be best appreciated by
reading ulrich von wilamowitz moellendorff history of classical scholar-
ship trans alan harris ed hugh lloydjoneslloyd jones baltimore john hopkins
university press 1982 scholars ranging from politianpolatianPoli tian to otto jahn are
constantly compared either implicitly or explicitly with scaliger and his
erudition and methods

6 hugh nibley the roman games as a survival of an archaic year
cult phd diss university of california 1938

7hahthisls formed the basis for Nibleys work on old world ritual in king
benjamins speech see an approachanapproacb to tbebookthe book ofmormonofmormonmMormonmormonein the7 be collected
works of hugh nibley satsaitsaltsal lake city deseret book and FARMS 1988
6295 310

8 it was nibleysbleysNi third professionally published article first appearing
in western political quarterly 2 september 1949 328432844328 444

nibley would in due course see connections here with ezekiels sticks
and the liahonasLiahonas spindles see materials in two other volumes in the
collected works ofhugbofhugh nibley nanamelynameiymely the7 be Propprogpropheticbericbetic book ofmohofmoof mormonrm0n 8811
48 and since cumorah 7255 60

the present consensus on state formation is that it took place first in
the ancient agricultural societies ofmesopotamia thus while not a currently
viable theory on state formation if ever intended as such the use of the
terms state and empire is I1 suspect more general than technical Nibleys
views on the use of the arrow to enable nomadic hunters to overpower
farmers and then to impose their will on them over long distances is
reasonable in terms of positing an actual mechanism first for conquest and
social control and then for organization for exploitation in empires of
conquest Nibleys great empires this scenario is supported by john H
kautsky thepoliticsofaristocraticempireschapelybepolitics ofaaristocraticristocraticristocratic empires chapel hill university of north
carolina press 1982 A recent anthropological work posits the reverse of
Nibleys theory and claims instead that sedentary states expanded by
exploiting nomadic populacespopulatespopulaces see pierre briant iffatiftatefat et pastuersetpastuerspas tuenstuers au moyen
orient ancien cambridge cambridge university press 1982 this view
has however been shot down in the reviews for the most accurate
marksmanship see henripaulhenri paul francfort in bulletin de necolepecole francaise
dextremedextrime orient73orient75 1984 369 84 who incidently grants to the nomadsnovads the
primary role in the fonformationnation of empires if not states

originally published in western political quarterly 4 june 1951
226 53

12joseph12joseph fletcher the mongolsmongelsMon gols ecological and social perspectives
harvardjournalharvandharvardjournal ofasiaticof asiatic studies 46 june 1980 30

1311 originally published in western political quarterly 19 december
19665991966 599 630

14 the following are just a few works from the asian sphere that
underscore the importance of the hierocentrichierocentric view the main contribution
is paul wheatley the pivot oftbeoftleof fhethe fourquarterfourbour quarter A preliminary enquiry into
the origins and character of the ancient chinese city edinburgh
edinburgh university press 1971 rolf stein the world in miniature
container gardens and dwellings in far eastern religious thought trans
phyllis brooks stanford stanford university press 1990 reprints in english
translation three seminal monographs on prehistoric dwellings historical
palaces magical mountains grotto heavens trees and other numinous
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nodes miniature gardens and other microcosmic models that reflect
macrocosmic reality in asian thought for individual motifs see further paul
pelliotbelliotPel liot dry lone tree in notes on marco polo 3 vols paris Imprimerie
nationalenationalsNationale 1959 73262773 2627 37 and michael sullivan the magic mountain
asian review 51 no 188 19550955 300 10 for hunting preserves as symbols
of universal suzerainty over both animal and spirit worlds see edward H
schafer hunting parks and animal enclosures in ancient china journal
oftbeoftleof the economic and social history ofineofibeof the orient 11 no 3 1968 318 43

A W buckland rhabdomancy and belomancy or divination by
the rod and by the arrow journal oftbeoftleof fhethe Aanthropological institute 5 no 4
april 1876 436435043 50

16 for instance only william boltz philological footnotes to the han
new year rites journal of the american oriental society 99 oyjuly
september 1979 423 38 attempts to set the chinese practice within the
middle eastern complex as outlined in theodore H gasterscasters thessisthespis7bespisThespis ritual
myth anddramaand drama in theancienttbeancientneareast1950the Ancient neareast1950 reprint new york WW
norton 1977 gasters book could have itselfbenefited from Nibleys work
which it ignores

17 originally published in western political quarterly 6 december
1953 631 57

18 originally published in western speecbspeechspeece 20 spring 1956 57 82
19 originally published in byustudiesBYU studies 9 summer 1969 440 52
20 see for example approaching zion vol 9 of nethe collected works

ofhugbof hugh nibley saitsahsaltsab lake city deseret book and FARMS 1989



GARY JAMES BERGERA ed the autobiography of B H
roberts salt lake city signature books 1990 xvii 266 ppap
index paperback 129512.951295

reviewed by davis bitton professor of history at the university of utah

mormonscormons now have a first person narrative ofa significant
leader a narrative that stands on the same level as the auto-
biography of parley P pratt not just anyone who writes an
account of his or her life will attract interest beyond the
builtinbuilt in audience of the immediate family but when you
combine a varied life extending over the turbulent decades of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with a colorful
personality and a vigorous writing style the result makes for
a good read

although roberts never became president of the church
or a member of the quorum of twelve apostles he touched
the mormon experience at so many points that his life provides
a valuable vantage point for understanding the larger history
here are some of the rubricsrubrica of his life family conversion and
immigration growing up in a frontier environment missionary
work and defending mormonism polygamy politics the writing
and editing of church history and tensions within the growing
church organization in each of these areas roberts was a
central sometimes a noisy figure

like the pratt autobiography this one followed a tortuous
path before achieving publication written in the third person
a somewhat fashionable style since the success of the
education of henry adams the manuscript was dictated in
1933 to his secretary elsa cook during the closing months
of robertss life that typescript was retyped by daughter
georgia roberts livingston it was the happy idea of garyjamesgaryjames
bergera to do the necessary comparison and collation of these
two typescriptstypescripts change the third person narrative to first
person and make corrections and some deletions as fully
explained in the editors introduction

an appreciative foreword has been written by sterling M

mcmurrin who has long been interested in roberts there is

some nostalgia for the good old days here

where once he roberts was easily the most interesting and
exciting and stimulating person in its the LDS churchschurche
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leadership its most prolific writer its chief theologian and
historian and its most capable defender today his name is
scarcely known to large segments of the membership of the
church he has been eclipsed by a deluge of writers of varying
but lesser talent many of whom lack even the grace to
acknowledge their indebtedness to him vii

mcmurrin gives a judicious evaluation of robertss strengths
and weaknesses as a historian and as a religious thinker
with the intelligence and analytical powers to be always
informative mcmurrin like roberts is sufficiently opinion-
ated to be provocative

like all autobiographies this one is selective roberts
narrates his life from the time of his childhood in england the
father and mother separated but were not divorced then
the mother and an older sister migrated to utah leaving the boy
behind to live with a couple who were church members but
scarcely ideal people for honesty and right living 10 at one

point he ran away a waif in london reminiscent of the novels
of charles dickens

in 1866 young roberts age nine was sent with his sister
mary to rejoin their mother in utah his later memories of the
ocean voyage and crossing the plains remind us of how far
from idyllic the journey with its human interactions could be
in utah the boy continued his insecure existence and growing
up came close to abandoning the standards of his faith all
these experiences are interesting even inspiring as he over-
came extraordinary obstacles to survive and excel

As we follow roberts through his year at the university of
deseret his service as a missionary and then a mission leader
in the southern states a mission to england a term in the utah
penitentiary for polygamy and participation in utah politics
there is an abundance of detail if he ran for the US congress
in 1895 losing a close election and then finding himself in hot
water with church authorities he explains he ran partly
because the impression had been given during the constitu-
tional convention of that year that to prohibit general authori-
ties from running for office would deprive the state of some of
its best minds if he argued in the convention against female
suffrage he explains he did so originally and primarily on the
grounds that such an inclusion might lead to a veto by the
president the extension ofsuffrage he argued could easily be
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taken care ofby legislative enactment after statehood in telling
of his election to congress in 1898 and subsequent exclusion
on grounds ofpolygamy he explains why at the time it seemed
not at all implausible that he might be allowed to serve it is
good fun to follow our hero through these stormy times
especially as he quotes from various editorials praising him and
from some of his own speeches

there are a few statements that might lead to misunder-
standing his description of the history of joseph smith
eventually published as the so called documentary history as
merely the publication of the daily journal he joseph kept

during his lifetime 221 may reflect robertss own assump-
tion but as deanjesseeDean jessee has carefully demonstrated it is by no
means an accurate portrayal of the original work when
roberts describes his triumphant verbal victory over oppo-
nents such as orson F whitney he may of course be the soul
ofdisinterested evaluation but that is not very likely through-
out one discerns an assertive personality detenaetendeterminednineddined to put
the best face on the life and labors of one B H roberts like
all autobiography to a greater or lesser degree this is an
apologia pro vita sua

roberts did not lack confidence he explains how he
came to write the six volume comprehensive history of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latter daysaintsday saints 1 recognizing that he
may have been a little strong in praise of his own achievement
he manages a feeble disclaimer this may seem like much
vaunting of praise for the work but undoubtedly it is the master-
piece of historical writings in the first century of the churchechurchs
history 229 while smiling we should probably admit that he
was right

but the biggest problem is that of omission for practical
purposes there is nothing here about robertss family life his
wives and children some of the controversies in which he
became embroiled are passed over briefly or simply ignored
editor bergerasbergerisBergeras three page afterward briefly and selectively
summarizes the circumstances under which roberts prepared
two manuscripts regarding difficulties of the book of mor-
mon for private discussion by the quorum of the twelve in the
same afterward we get a brief narrative about the writing of the
still unpublished the truth the way the life 1122 its review by
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a reading committee of the twelve and subsequent discussion
regarding the age of the earth both of these encounters require
and have received much more lengthy treatment for ad-

equate understanding it is not bergerasbergerisBergeras fault if roberts failed
to include something on these and many other topics in the
manuscript of course but one wonders what roberts might
have done with his autobiography had he lived longer

the final two chapters are concerned with his presidency
of the eastern states mission 1922 27 remembered with
loyalty and fondness by his missionaries to the ends of their
lives and his effort to defend what he considered the proper
role and authority of the first council of the seventy

forforaa more comprehensive life of roberts one still needs
to read truman G madsen defender of the falthfaith the B H
roberts story 5 which even with its adulation and omission
of some controversial detail remains the standard treatment
for some topics of interest articles are the best resource other
facets of robertss life still deserve study

suffering severely with diabetes and other afflictions
increasingly morose and incapacitated continuing to feel a
kind of persecution or lack of appreciation from his brethren
roberts did not much enjoy his last two or three years on earth
it is to his credit that he managed to avoid a spirit of bitterness
As it stands his autobiography with all its deficiencies is a
sprightly personal account that touches many bases of mor-
mon history B H roberts was a grand old warrior and as
brigham young would have said had the grit in him right to
the end

NOTES

davis bitton B H roberts as historian dialogue A journal of
mormon thought7 3 winter 1968 25 44

2seetrumangsee truman G madsen the meaning ofchrist thene truth the way
the life an analysis ofofblofbB H robertsunpublishedroberts unpublished masterwork byustudiesBYUStudies
15 spring 1975 259 92

truman3trurnan G madsen defenderoftbefaitbdefenderdepender ofthe raithfaithbaith theb H roberisstorysaltroberts storysatStory Sat
lake city bookcraft 1980



JEAN BICKMORE WHITE ed church state andpoliticsand politics the
diaries ofjobnof tohnjohn henry smith salt lake city signature books
and smith research associates 1990 xxxaxx 700 ppap index 750075.007500

reviewed by paul H peterson associate professor of church history and
doctrine brigham young university

apostle and counselor in the first presidency prominent
politician and foundercofounderco of the republican party in utah
consummate businessman and community activist john henry
smith 08481848 1911 was an influential latter day saint church-
man in a turbulent and transitory era in volume 4 of the
signature press diaries series jean bickmore white has edited
smiths extensive diaries into one albeit weighty volume smith
left over thirty six volumes of personal journals as well as
extensive papers and letters making whites selection responsi-
bility both delightful and difficult

john henry a son of sarah ann libby and george A
smith an apostle and counselor to brigham young was a
candid chronicler told by president joseph F smith that 1 I

must keep an accurate history of facts as they occur 33
john henry surely did not disappoint his church leader
cousin from the mundane and superficial to the gut wrench
ing john henry described events with frankness and candor
I1 found myself alternately amused and saddened by his frank
disclosures I1 was amused and empatheticpatheticem with missionary
smiths observation that dinner at a brother cardwellsCardwells featured
the dirtiestdirtyestdirtyest table and meal 10 he ever saw and interested

in his contrasting of the homliesthomliest women and hardly
average men 40 of berlin with their handsome counterparts
in paris 43 1I was saddened to read of the comparatively few
but highly unfortunate sexual indiscretions of certain elders
and the resultant regret and anguish they experienced

but a journal must be more than candid to be a great
journal this is a good journal but certainly not vintage
abraham cannon or wilford woodruff john henry smith was
seldom reflective and not particularly literary his seeming
modesty and reserve make it difficult for the reader to get inside
the man seldom did john henry reveal himself even when
recording events that would seemingly evoke passion and
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feeling thus it was that he noted the deaths of loved ones
wrote of his elevation to the apostleship and first presidency
and even recorded seeing the savior with a dispassionate
detachment that I1 found baffling surely he must have felt
keenly about each of these events but rarely could I1 discern
any overt sentiment in his journals apparently john henry
restrained and modest by nature and writing under the
conventions of his day was inclined to bridle his emotions

having said that I1 would still maintain there is much to
reward the reader who can thrash through the hundreds of
ordinary and routine entries and finish the book both knowl-
edgeableedgeable historians and novices will come away with a deeper
understanding of the workings and challenges of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century church they will
readily note that the church truly had both a temporal and
spiritual dimension they will realize perhaps more fully than
before that the brethren were human and reflected their
environment as often as they transcended it some readers will
be taken aback by the occasional accounts of internal disagree-
ment among general authorities certainly john henry was
not hesitant to record his concern and oftentimes the concern
of other quorum members with what he perceived to be
the authoritarian tendencies of president john taylor and the
determined leadership and economic direction of president
george Q cannon but balanced readers will also observe
perhaps even be impressed by the ability of capable strong
minded men to disagree sharply then resolve their differences
without rancor or bitterness in the end with few exceptions
their united devotion to the kingdom transcended their per-
sonal differences

and what of john henry the man though reluctant to
talk about himself the sheer number of his recordings affords
us some glimpses into his character diary entries reveal that
he was a highly literate but not especially literary man A
voracious reader he apparently spent every free day reading
while interested in many subjects he seemed to be singularly
fond of history and biography he also enjoyed theater and
attended performances whenever he could but john henrys
greatest loves were reserved for his wives family and church
his devotion to his wives and children and his dedication to his
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church set him apart as a man of strong loyalties he was also
endowed with a remarkable ability to relate to the broad
spectrum of humanity As white notes in her prefatory bio-
graphical sketch the salt lake tribune was not in the habit of
lavishing praise on mormon leaders in the early twentieth
century but was unabashed in its praise of this particular
mormon apostle I1 was also impressed with how often john
henry was able to solve internal squabbles in the various stakes
and wards of zion clearly elder smith was a peacemaker

editor white did not take her editorial duties lightly in
addition to an introduction she included a chronology bio-
graphical tables and an extremely helpful listing of all promi-
nent characters mentioned in the journal rather than suc-
cumbing to the temptation of many editors to limit annotation
because it displays pedantry or self promotion a lame excuse
in many instances for failure to do ones homework white has
provided explanatory notes that are comprehensive and I1

would add essential for most readers certainly this fine
volume is one of the most professional and polished ofany that
signature books has produced



mormon bibliography 1991

ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography 1991 is a selective bibliography of

publications about mormonscormons and mormonism it is selective
because although every attempt was made to include all aspects of
mormonism we have excluded some types of items specifically
we excluded all newspaper articles and articles published in the
official magazines of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
these are well indexed by the church itself we have however
retained and listed in the arts and literature section of the
bibliography the individual poems short stories etc from these
official magazines

in the arts and literature section we have included every item
pertaining to this category except critical essays which is written by
a mormon author regardless of the content the other sections
include only articles and books written by mormon authors with a
specific mormon focus and theme

As with any bibliography of course we constantly fear not
knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out if readers
know of publications that should have been included in this
mormon bibliography please contact ellen copley or scott duvall
in the department ofspecial collections of the harold B lee library
at BYUBYTJbyis we will include those publications in the 1992 mormon
bibliography

this bibliography is broadly organized into the following
sections list of abbreviations arts and literature bibliography
biography and autobiography contemporary issues doctrine and
scripture history and inspiration the works are listed alphabeti-
cally by author within each section

ellen M copley is special collections and manuscripts department assistant
harold B lee library brigham young university ellen gratefully acknowledges
the assistance of scott duvall and the byustudiesBYUStudies staff

byustudiesabyustudiesBYU Studies 32 no 3 1992
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LIST OF abbreviations
the following abbreviations are used for mormon content periodicals and

anthologies that have been analyzed by chapters

mormon content periodicals

BH

beehive history 17 iggi19911991 published annually by the utah state historical society
salt lake city this issue was dedicated to twentieth century utahnsutahna of achieve-
ment we included the works ofthose authors whose descriptions clearly indicated
they were latter day saints

byustudiesBYU Studies
byustudiesBYU Studies 31 1991 published quarterly by brigham young university provo utah

BBYUYU today
BYUbyutodaytoday 45 1991 published six times a year by brigham young university
provo utah includes feature articles news items and columns

CMSA

CMSA canadian mormon studies association newsletteracemnewsletterlacfm bulletin de
LAsassociationlassociationsociation Canadienne deludesdetudesDEtudes mormoneshormonesMormones edited by clyde R forsberg
vol 1 no I11 in august 1991 frequency not listed published by CMSAACEM an
organization which promotes the study of the mormon experience in canada

dialogue
dialogue A journal of mormon boughtthought7 24 1991 published quarterly by the
dialogue foundation logan utah

ensign
ensign 21 1991 published monthly by the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints

ExponeexponentntHII11

exponent 11II 16 1991 published quarterly by exponent 11II inc arlington
massachusetts no official connection with the LDS church issue no 4 not available
at time of compilation

inscape
inscape1991wcape1991 A forum for student fiction published semiannually by the brigham

young university english department and college of humanities provo utah

insight

insightsinsight6insight6 1991199iggi1 A forum for nonfiction writing published once each semester by
the brigham young university honors program provo utah

insights

insights an ancient window nos 1 6 1991 published six times a year by the
foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS provo utah
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JMH

journal ofmormonof mormon history 17 1991 published annually by the mormon history
association provo utah

JWHAJ

7bejobnthejohn whitmerwlbitmerhistolcalassociationjoumaihistorical association journal 11 19911991 published annually by
the association lamoni iowa deals with latter day saint history

labl&b
literature and belief 11 1991 published annually by the brigham young
university college of humanities provo utah

LE

the leading edge nos 23 24 1991 A forum for science fiction and fantasy
published triannually by brigham young university english department and
college of humanities provo utah only two issues appeared in 1991

MHAN

atjettje7bemorinonhistoryassociationneivslettermormon history association newsletter nos 79 82 1991 published quarterly
by the mormon history association provo utah

mormon issues
mormon issues 1 2 1991 published monthly by mormon miscellaneous sandy
utah only issues 1 and 2 were available at time of compilation

nauvoojournalNauvooJournal
nauvoojournalnauvoo tournaijournal 3 1991 published quarterly by the early mormon research
institute hyrum utah contains a continuing article entitled early branches 1830
1850 also includes other miscellaneous articles about nauvoo

new era
new era 21 1991 official monthly publication for youth of the church ofjesus
christ of latter day saints

pioneer

pioneer38pioneer58Pioneer5838 1991 published bimonthly by the national society of the sons of utah
pioneers salt lake city

RV

restoration voice 75 80 1991 published six times a year by cumorah books
independence missouri no official connection with the RLDS church included
in this bibliography are only articles of a historical nature relating to the period of
time before the separation

RBBM

review ofbooksofbooks on mormonism53 1991 published annually by the foundation for
ancient research and mormon studies FARMS provo utah
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saintsheraldsaintsSaint sHeraldherald
saints herald 138 1991 the monthly family magazine published by the
reorganized church ofjesus christ of latter day saints with headquarters in the
auditorium independence missouri

SRE

snake riverecboeseiverriver echoes 20 1991199iggi1 published annually by the upper snake river valley
historical society rexburgredburgRexburg idaho this issue is entitled A focus on medicine
we included the works of those authors whose descriptions clearly indicated they
were latter day saints

sunstone

sunstone 15 1991 published monthly by the sunstone foundation salt lake city

this7bab is people

this people 12 1991 published quarterly by utah alliance publishing salt lake
city contains feature articles and columns

UHQ

utah histodcalquarferly59historical quarterly 1991 published quarterly by the utah state historical
society salt lake city

witness
theoheobenhewitness nos 72 75 iggi19911991 published quarterly by the foundation for research
on ancient america independence missouri

ZA

zions advocate 68 1991 published monthly the official publication of the
church of christ with headquarters on the temple lot independence missouri

ZR

zanahZarahZarabzarabemlazarahemlaemla record nos 53 58 1991 published bimonthly by the zarahemlaZarahemla
research foundation independence missouri

anthologies analyzed by chapter
cw
taylor curtis and stan zenk eds cbristmasjorthechristmas forhorbor the world A gift to the Cbchildrenildren
salt lake city aspen books 1991

DLLS 1990

deseret language and linguistic society selected papersfrompapers from the proceedings of
the Sixteensixteenthtb annual symposium22symposium22 2523 february 1990 ed melvinjmelvinaMelvinJ luthy provo

utah brigham young university 1990

DLLS 1991

DLLS proceedings 1991 proceedings of the deseret language and linguistics
society 1991 symposium provo utah brigham young university 1991
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DS

brigham young university 19909119901911990 91 devotional speecbesspeeches provo utah university
publications 1991

FG

feeling great doing right hanging tough favorite talustalkstalksfromaromfrom especiallyorespeciallyforEspeciallyporforor
youth salt lake city bookcraft 1991

GBKR

alexander thomas G ed greatbasingreat basin kingdom revisited conternporaryperspeccontemporary perspec-
tives logan utah utah state university press 1991

KT

clark carol L and others knit together in love A focuserfocusforfocusorFocusporforyoror LDS women in the
1990s salt lake city deseret book 1991

LOG

van orden bruce A and brent L top eds thetbelordofthelord ofthe gospels the 199osperry1990sperry1990 Sperry
symposium on the new testament salt lake city deseret book 1991

MS

nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the book of mormon mosiah
salvation only through christ provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1991

PP

schow ron wayne schow and marybeth raynes eds peculiarpecullar people mormonscormons
and same sex orientation salt lake city signature books 19911991

RBOM

sorenson john L and melvinMelvimelvlnmeivinmelvinjmelvinanJJ thomethorne eds rediscovering the bookofmormonof mormon
salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1991

RG

the restored gospelgospelandappliedandapplied christianity student essays inhonorofpresidentHonorofhonorof president
david 0 mckay 1991 provo utah center for the study of christian values in
literature and the religious studies center brigham young university 1991

TS

Shurnshumwayway eric B ed and trans tongan saints legacy of faitafaithfaitb laie hawaii
institute for polynesian studies 1991

WOF

sillito john ed the wilderness of raithfaithsaith essays on contemporary mormon
thought salt lake city signature books 1991

WPW

anderson dawn hall and marie cornwall eds women andtbepowerand the power withinwilbin to
see life steadily and see it whoiewhole salt lake city deseret book 1991
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ARTS AND literatureHTERATURE

novels short stories plays poetry critical essays personal essays music and
articles about the arts written by or about mormonscormonsMormons

ahtartaxtarhatt
dant D R gary ernest smith invitation totheto the viewer byustudies3lbyustudiesBYU Studies fall 1991199d

29 5030
J roman andrus extending the senses byustudies3lbyustudiesBYU Studies summer 1991128199d 128
max D weaver BYU studies 5131 winter 1991199diggi 101
nancy wiest nay calligrapher byustudiesBYU studies 5131 spring 1991199d 192

swanson mem G MormmormonmormonartonArtart and belief movement soutbwestah21southwestart2 december
199166199d 66 70
robert S olpin and william C seifrit UtutahabArtantartarf layton utah peregrine smith
books 1991

critical essays
austin mike hero sings the blues inscapeInscape 1991 no 255 67
chandler neal book of mormon stories that my teachers kept from me

dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991iggi 13 30
claussen kim the structure ofdiscourse in hymns in latter day saint hymnalsHymn als

inindzz1990DLLS 1990 160 69
cracroft richard H A profound sense of community monnonmormon values in wallace

stegnerssteggersSteg ners recapitulation dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991199diggi 101 13
england eugene mormon poetry mormon fiction this people 12 autumn

199143199d 43743 477
whiteside shannon foster yeats as a book of Monnon prophet inschinscainscapeInscapepe 1991

no 219 30

drama
debenham patrick and W hyrum conrad tamristabris pioneers promised valley

encycliaencyclicEncyclia 68 iggi1991199d 3273274545
paxton robert Ccjrajr jr A sense of things inscapeInscape 1991 no 2109 18
rogers thomas F huebnerandhuebnerHuebne andrand otherotherplaysplaysprovoPlays provo utah poor roberts publica-

tions 1991

music
wolford darwin comp selectionsfromselections aromfrom the writingsWItings ofalexanderof alexanderalaxander schreiner on

music and the gospel orem utah cedar fort 1991

novels
barber phyllis and the desert shall blossom salt lake city university of utah

press 1991

barrus emery the7 be other wife santa barbara calif fithian press 1991
bell M shayne nicqfinicojinicoli new york baen books 1991
black nancy allenalienailen gert frumfromframerom A kidsbookforkids Bookforboobbookporfor grownupsgrown ups greensboro N C

hatrack river 1991
card orson scott genocidexenocideXenocide new york tom doherty associates 1991
duncan lisa the image trap salt lake city bookcraft 1991
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duncan thomthornthomm moroni smith in thethelandofzarahemlaland ofzarabemla bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1991

durrant george D neveralonenedernever alone salt lake city bookcraft 1991
erickson karlakariakadiakadda callmercallmeajcallmea salt lake city bookcraft 1991
gordon leo V and richard vetterli powderkegPowderkeg novatocovato calif presidio press

1991
halladay wilford meeks and lee nelson long sbadowsshadows orem utah cedar

fort 1991
heimerdinger chris gadiantonsGadiantons and the silver sword american fork utah

covenant communications 1991
hiltonHiltohiltonjoninjonijoni As the ward turns american fork utah covenant communications

1991
hughes dean lucky fights back salt lake city deseret book 1991199iggi1

buckysluckys mud festival salt lake city deseret book 1991
jeppson roxcy mary behold thy son A Motmotbersmothersmottersbers story american fork utah

covenant communications 1991
kirby robert brighamsbrigbamsBrigbumshamsbams bees A novel orem utah cedar fort 1991

darkangeldarkangeloDarkAngel orem utah cedar fort 1991
lund gerald N like a fire Is burning vol 2 of the workworkandtbeand the glory salt lake

city bookcraft 1991
marcum robert dominion of the gadiantonGadianton salt lake city bookcraft 1991
marshall richard J the burning bush patrol salt lake city bookcraft 1991
mccloud susan evans abide thetbedarkdark dawn salt lake city aspen books 1991
mouritsen laurel Aseasonforstrengtbseason forjorbor strength american fork utah covenant commu-

nications 1991
parry jay A the burning salt lake city deseret book 1991
plummer louise my name Is sus5ansushan smith the 5 is silent new york delacorte

press 1991
searle don L light in the harbor salt lake city deseret book 1991
terry keith C out ofofdarknessdarkness npapnpjbmJBM international 1991
tiltontikontihon lynn and jan tilton night pilot salt lake city deseret book 1991
williams lance and tillman S boxell promised valley the7benoveznouelnovel seaford NY

paramount books 1991
wolverton dave serpent catch new york bantam books 1991
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason prayers on the wind salt lake city

bookcraft 1991
young margaret blair house without wallswalkwails salt lake city deseret book 1991

personal essays
anderson becky my blessing day inscapeInscape 1991 no 2105 9
armstrong john M nietzsche freud and the genealogy of god insightsinsight6Insight6 fall

1991121991iggi 12 18

bates irene M another kind of faith in woeWOFWOR 117 23
bell elouise when nice aint nice BYUbyutodaytoday 45 january 19901991iggi 2 4

yet all experience Is an arch sunstone 15 november 1991iggi 16 20
bell jim my summer vacation BYUbyutodaytoday 45 january 1991199d 28 32
britsch R lanier charles chuck J woodworth fighting for salvation in 75

173 77
brooks joanna still leaping in RG 85 90
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brown john the dangerous art of husbandry in RG 91 100
brown karen one view of a troubled relationship in PP 96 102
burgess jean and then there was light in PP 82 90
burrows russell confessions of a utah gambler dialogue 24 summer 1991

110 17
buschebuschejuttajutta baum the unknown treasure in WPW 21 28
cahoon ada layne with god nothing shall be impossible in Ys75 73 78
campbell marni asplund rhythms dialogue24dialogue24 summer 1991 106 9 first

published in inscapeInscape 1991 no 125 29129
cattani dana haight being faithful without being told things dialogue24Dialogue24 fall

19911051991iggi 105 9
chandler rebecca readers response exponenti116exponent 116716lillii7l6 no 2 199191991iggi 9 abortion
christensen kirsten M the breath of life on becoming a living soul in RG

101 9
clark dennis bess and marden walking in the garden exponent 1116lilg no 3

1991121991iggi 12
conley jim A letter to a church authority in PP 107 13
conley lynn A wifescifes story in PP 10310510366
coombs joan winegar his spirit and his breath in 75 1451456466
cracroft richard the patterns of my faith surprises of the spirit sunstone 15

october 1991 23 27
curtiscurtisjuliejuliejullejuile giving blood jnscapeinscapeJnInscape 1991 no 299 103
dalton lela jesperson in vision a temple in these islands in 75 165 66
davidson rebecca piatt when first thou didst entice to thee my heart some

thoughts on nurturanceNurturance and conversion in RG 21 34
davis kira pratt god for aiesalesaieale exponent iiloiil61116 no 1 1991 8
draper maurice L prophets are human too JWHAJywhlll11 1991 3 16

england eugene later night thoughts at the end of a war Diadialogue24dialoguenDialoguedialogueslogueN24 summer
1991 7 9

falletti alex catfish inscapeInscape 1991 no 197 101
fehlberg cory of quiet inscapeInscape 1991 no 29 14

feinga sela throw the baby in 75 229 32 having the faith to do as told
fillible kent why I1 am not a mormon RLDS free inquiry 11 spring 1991

42 45
fineanganofo sione moala the fast that I1 have chosen in 75 2434524545243245 45
fisiiahi viliami the prayer that Is made in this place in 75 298 300
fogg brianBriabrlanbrianabrianjbrna njJ letter from BYU sunstone 15 qune 1991 47478488

sand dollars gracing a shore within reach dialogue 24 spring 1991
134 41

writing goldas history in RG 59 66
fonua moleni tanginoa returning good for evil in 75 270 71
fox russell arben last night in suwon insightsinsight6Insight6 winter 1991 34 38
frogley kent salting the truth sunstone 15 september 1991 47 488
groberggrobergjohnjohn H there Is the light in 75 155 57
haight angela B fatherless child dialoguedialogue2424 winter 1991 123 27
harper dan alive and single in a decade of self inscapeInscape 1991 no 287 97
harryman don D with all thy getting get understanding in PP 23 35
havili salesi falefoou ask in faith nothing alaWiVlawaveringwiveringvlaveringveningvering in 75 267 69
hicks michael to the souls of those who drink of it sunstone 15 september

1991199iggi1 600o 6161
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hopoateHopoate pita foliaki 1I will be on your right hand and on your left in TS
274 81

hormanherman hermine briggs heart stringsfromstrings from the book of bormanhermanhormanbokman essays on a
mormon mothers memories salt lake city distinctive publishing 1991

hurston anna suffering into truth in PP 14 22
iloa samuela and hath compassion on thee in TS 235 36

johannson albin Alipini the lord Is good to all in TS 93 94
johnston gerry finding people who care A mothers experience in PP

130 34
johnston gordon to thine own self be true in PP 41 46
jones G kevin my liberty jail dialogue24dialogue24 fall 1991 89 104
kaili tevita when the spirit moves in TS 272 73
kenney scott at home at sea confessions of a cultural mormon in WOF

103 15
kinikini melino out of the mouths of little children in 75 290 91
kinikini tevitamuliTevita Muli whatsoeveriwhatsoeverlWhatsoeverIeverl shall commandtheethoucommand thee thou shalt speak in 75

106106log 12

kioa filipe one heart and one faith in 75 90 92
kongaika isileliisireliIsileli caring for the servants of god in 75 158 59
kongaika luisa palaunipalaungPalauni speaking the truth in love in 75 1411414444
langi taukolotautoloTaukolo god honors those who honor his servants in 75 160160igo 61

there shall not an hair of your head perish in 75 162 64
larkin webber cecilia forgive and forget exponent UK1116 no 1 1991 6
latu sifaaukasifa auka and feleti kusitafuKusi tafu havea cry unto him over the crops of your

fields in TS75 296 97
latu sione tualaufualauTualau 1I go to do his bidding in TS75 264 66
layton steven cell five in RG 67 74
lisala muli behold your little ones in 75 286 89
luddington barbara G are you my mother exponentii16exponent ilg716116illili7l6 no 2 1991141991 14 19
lutui VaikmaikmalkVaimaimalvaikalanvaikalafikalanalafi and mele tafuna lutui out of our wilderness in 75 221 25
lythgoe marti S and others equal partners two versions in WPWWIPW 93 117
mahuingaMahu inga tevita folau promptings promises and priesthood blessings in TS75

192 95
maile pi feleti the faith of my father in 75 57 59
malanmaianmalanjaynejayne B learning points of faith in WPW 14141al4l 46
malohifoou tonga potekimoteki and ana toki malohifoou he arose and rebuked

the winds in 75 226 28
manwaring enoch lavell the saviors bleeding hands in TS75 178 80
mataele elenoa me the lord gave and the lord hath taken away in 75

60 62
mayhew deborah the smile exponent illilg16 no 1 1991 18
miller gordon after marriage what in PP 91 95
moli alofangaalofaagaAlofanga he ran to meet him and embraced him in YS75 301 4
moniz catherine J sisters speaksistersSpeak Sisters help exponent hig7716 no 2 1991 10

eating disorders
morton ermelermeljcermeljJ the gift and power of translation in 75 10101loi1 5

murri ina mae lesbian and mormon in PP 36 40
muti mosese lui faithful over many things in 75 167 72
nau manase whether by mine own voice or the voice of my servants in 775S

150 54
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naeata mosese richness in poverty in 75 184 91

naeata tonu fled from the presence of the lord in TS 240 42
nelson john alexander jr the gifts of the holy spirit in TS 43 47
one mormonscormonsMormons lesbian experiences in PP 47 49

palatuapaletuaPaletua tonga toutai these I1 will make my rulers in 75 209 15
palmer sally B ill see you in the morning in RG 1 9
paongo saia take no thought for your life in 75 233 34
pauni tevita pita the pestilence that walkethwalseth in darkness in TS 51 54
paxman D B the bishops dream A story sunstone 15 april 1991199d 50
paxton aryntryn A tree grows in her memory in RG 35 46
pearson carol lynn goodbye I1 love you an excerpt in pp59PP 59 73
peck elbert eugene casting out the spell sunstone 15 september 1991199diggi

12 15

exploring the river sunstone 15 november 1991iggi 10
gifts of prophecy sunstone 15 october 1991iggi 10

11 peacemakersPeacemakers on earth sunstone 15 april 199d1991iggi 10
peterson esther the world beyond the valley sunstone 15 november 1991199diggi

21 25
peterson levi S A christian by yearning in WOF 125 34

my mothers house dialogue24dialogue24 fall 1991 79798888
peterson linda may 1 I love my mormon family in PP 50 56
plummer louise fear I1 embrace you in WPWWIPW 147 54
poll richard D truth facts and personal anecdotes sunstone 15 september

199154199d 54 55
pomeecomee tevita brought forth by prayer and fasting in 75 282 85
powley william H fitting grandma in a family of nine in RG 47 58
prager dennis how can a religious person tolerate other religionsdialoguereligions dialogue

24 summer 1991199d 11 23
pulsipher david crossing the I beam in RG 11 19

mountain meadows A descendants perspective insightsinsight6Insight6 winter 199199d1
1 7

rawlins paul cometarycemetary day inscapeInscape 1991 no 185 91
rees robert A on death and dying sunstone 15 december 1991199d 52 54

on time and eternity sunstone 15 september 1991iggi 58 59
rosenbaum karen for meg with doubt and faith dialogue24Dialogue24 summer 1991199diggi

83 92
rytting marvin 1I am not a good egg in PP 163 67
schow wayne homosexuality mormon doctrine and christianity A fathers

perspective in PP 117 29
siporin steve A jew among mormonscormonsMormons dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991199d 113 22
smith nyle protection inscapeInscape 1991 no 157 63
solus in PP 5 13

stapley linda someonesSomeones mother someonesSomeones daughter exponent 1116II11 16 no 1

199116199d 16 17
stark helen candland my hands are marthas hands in WPW 155 63
taber susan B tnin jeopardy every hour in WOF 155 69
tafisi sifa and sela tafisi though I1 walk through the valley of the shadow of

death in 75 216 20
taimani tevita he will protect his servants in 75 294 95
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tanner anita counting the cost dialogue 24 fall 1991iggi 117 19
taylor gay why am I1 here dialogue 24 summer 199d1991iggi 9393103103
taylor samuel W aultyaunty mormon I1 aint nor ante mormon neither sunstone 15

september 1991199d 16 19
thayer donluconlu dewitt respite for a heretic jesus christ and the language of

desire in WOF 135 44
thayne emma lou on balance exponent 1116 no 3 iggi1991199d 16 17

thomas M catherine when our reaching reaches his in WPWWITW 186 90
tonga semisi nukumovahainukumovahat A refineryrefinersRefiners fire in 75 124 27
tuaone epalahame and lilevai tuaone no greater cause in 757 113 17
tuiaki isileliisireliIsileli lolo1010loio he shall prepare a way for them in 75 1471474949
tuihalangingie leni the trial of your faith in TS 259 63
tuikolovatu uihaciha and seniviagenivia tuikolovatu receive your blessing in YS75

181 83
tukuafuTukuafu irene clare holmes and sent his servant in YS75 237 39
tupou sione olelialeli piutau the heart of the children in 75 292 93
turner lisa ray two mothers one dream this people 12 holiday 1991199d

13 14

uasilaa talitaufaTali taufa vaha death where Is thy sting in 75 55 56
ulrich laurel abigail exponent 1116 no 1 1991iggi 14 15
uluave solomone and salomeuluavesalome uluave seeds of faith and fruits of courage

in 75 118 23
vandagriff david P the thoughtful patriot 1991 dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991

1331330400
vandagriff G G my ghosts dialoguedialogue2424 winter 1991199diggi 161igligi 64
vanisi salesi A legacy of prayer in 75 79 81
williams terry tempest refuge an excerpt this people 12 autumn 1991iggi 51

wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell BYU todaytodaY 45 may
1991199d 14 163848163816 38 48

winn frank laying the foundation of a great work in 75 48 50
wolfgramm charles sialeataongosiale ataongoAtaongo the work of the carpenter in as7s759595 100
wolfgramm lohaniiohanidohanilohani and salote wolfgramm and I1 will give you power to heal

all manner of sickness in 75 82 89
wood angela G hallelujah dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991iggi 128 30
zimmer eileene my brother Is gay in PP 135 36

poetry
alienallenailen penelope moody light after dacd&c 887 13 ensign 21 julyouly 1991199diggi 56
anderson paris 1I considerconsiderjonahsjonahsjonass whale dialogue24Dialogue24 summer 199d1991144144 45
andrus R blain the will ofoflydialydia wilson exponent 1116 no 1 199199d1 11

andrus sam half full inscapeInscape 1991 no 245
ashworth kathryn R bethany sunstone 15 june 1991199diggi 46
asplund russell an astronaut discusses a black hole binary system LE no 24

september 1991199diggi 29
the revelations of the binary astronaut LE no 23 april 1991199diggi 111

bahr mary lynn the comforter new era 21 august 1991199diggi 20
electricity Nnewew era 21 august 1991199d 23
gennesaretGennesaret new era 21 august 1991199diggi 28

baker virginia sphinx LE no 24 september 1991iggi 101
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barton merrijanemarrijanemenMerr ijane willing spirit new era 21 august 1991 27
beer paul C peach benediction ensign 21 july 1991 56
bennion karla good friends sunstone 15 april 1991 50

the hero woman dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991 112
losing lucy dialogue 24 winter 1991199iggi1 11

bergeson jo anne 1 I never cared much for my grandmother exponent 1116II11 16
no 1 1991 10
needle points exponent 11167116 no 3 1991 10

black dianna 1 I come first to the ruins sunstone 15 april 1991 51

two worlds sunstone 15 november 1991 20
black jerrilyn sisters dialogue24dialogue24 summer 1991 104 5

transformation dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991 114
blanchard mary bereft sunstone 15 june 1991 11

bradshaw linda interior designing new era 21 august 1991 23
brooks patricia A funerary lamp exponentexponential1116 no 2 1991 11

brown sean brendan pass sunstone 15 november 1991 53
bullinger cara M the bells of boston sunstone 15 april 1991 46
burgess gary pondbirdsPondbirds sunstone 15 april 1991 52
calhoun scott elgin angel hair streams down for deirdre inscapeInscape 1991

no 1111
descending a ten percent grade on a bicycle at midnight sundance utah
inscapeInscape 1991 no 135 36
falling into the sea in bits and pieces san diego 1989 for millie inscapeInscape
1991 no 121 22

campbell marni asplund confirmation inscapeInscape 1991 no 183
carlisle charlie moonspiderMoonSpider LE no 24 september 1991 145
cheney D the wedding quilt sunstone 15 november 1991 38
christmas R A conversation with a cancer sunstone 15 june 1991 46

heartbreak hill dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991 142
collings michael R after thirty years as ward organist sunstone 15 december

1991iggi 61

baptism As light as snow dialoguedialogue2424 fall 1991 143
the gospel in the latter days sunstone 15 september 1991 61

on becoming a high priest sunstone 15 november 1991 46
on the first outdoor testing ofa man made bacterium in a strawberry patch
in california LE no 24 september 1991 125
on the grounds of the manti temple sunstone 15 october 1991 22
patchwork dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991 97
quantum memories notes toward an anti definition of science fiction

poetry LE no 24 september 1991 102 11

warren remembers the chicken coop sunstonesunstonel515 december 1991 57
writha sunstone 15 december 1991 18

cook helen mar tea time at hotel utah exponent 1116illgiligII11 16 no 1 1991 10
davenport T S M easy answers new era 21 october 1991 51

england eugene it hurts to think of you sunstone 15 june 1991 13
epperson steven tangled woods and parisian light sunstone 15 april 1990411991iggi 41
evans kathy combing her hair sunstone 15 september 1991 27
fortney nicki lynn dream of autumn exponent H171616 no 1 1991199iggi1 10

fuhriman ingrid T lady of light sunstone 15 october 1991 22
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gray michael cure dialogue24dialogue24 fall 1991 58
hamblin laura how could we have known dialogue24dialogue24 fall 1991 7

the next weird sister builds a dog run dialoguedialogue2424 spring 1991 132
33

harper daniel house of milk and honey inscapeInscape 1991 no 1103
harris john S desert tarriverpoetrytar river poetry 31 fall 1991 39

fallow in prose andpoetryand poetry oftbeamefcanof the american west ed james C work 662
omaha university of nebraska press 1991
the gate in proseandpoetryoftbeamericanprose and poetry offhethe american west edjameseljamesed james C work 664
omaha university of nebraska press 1991
hay derrick in prose andpoetryand poetry oftbeamericanof the american west ed james C work

661 omaha university of nebraska press 1991
1I find green tarriverpoetrytar riderriver poetry 31 fall 1991 40
ml carbine in interactions A thematic reader ed elizabeth harric

boston houghton mifflin 1991
soldiers of the legion tar river poetry 31 fall 1991 4411

the unhobbledhobbledUn mare in prose andpoetryand poetry oftbeamerfcanoffhethe american west ed james
C work 666 omaha university of nebraska press 1991

hawkins lisa bolin garden tomb sunstone 15 november 1991 25
ICU waiting room sunstone 15 september 1991 61

helps louise for rachel ensign 21 july 1991 57
hemming jill at geology lab in idaho with my lab partner kerry inscapeInscape

1991 no 149 50
between here and verdi nevada inscapeInscape 1991 no 117 18
blues at Vacaville fair inscapeInscape 1991 no 285
call before the obituary dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991 99
for flannery oconnor inscapeInscape 1991 no 193
wide living sunstone 15 november 1991 25

heywood mary chastenedchasteneyChastened chaste exponent 1116illgilig7716 no 3 1991 11

hicks michael the lords supper sunstone 15 october 1991 15
hiltonHiltohiltonjoninJonijoni quietly on snowy bank ensign 21 july 1991 57
howe susan elizabeth the girl with the mandolin utah holiday2holiday2lHolidayholidays2 december

1991411991 41

mantis southwest reviewreview7676 autumn 1991 550
mountain psalm sunstone 15 april 1991 13
night jogging in the city BBYUYUStudies 31 summer 1991 30
telephoning china river styx 5434 1991 26
to a marathon runner utah holiday 221 december 1991 46

hurd louise customer of the day new era 21 june 1991 67
intermittency falling into grace exponent 1116illgII11 16 no 3 1991 17

jackson janet durham love of trees new era 21 november 1991 51

jensen david D porcupine days and nights inscapeInscape 1991 no 165
johnston jerry blessing sunstone 15 september 1991 63
jole douglas prydwenPrydwen upon the sea LE no 24 september 1991 170 71
jorgensen margaret brown offering ensign 21 april 1991 5
kammeyer virginia maughan prayer ensign 21 april 1991 5
kartchner ellen bum ward dialogue24dialogue24 summer 1991 124 25
larsen lance being baptized forthefor the dead 1974 dialogue24dialogue24 summer 1991811991iggi 81

bear lake to grampa mac new era 21 july 1991 51
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larson clinton F nauvoo byustudiesBYU Studies 31 spring 1991199d 180

leeleejoannejoanne H colors new era 21 september 1991199diggi 5511

liu timothy the church sunstone december 1991 54

the salmon leaping up against the stream sunstone 15 november
199129199d 29
therapy sunstone 15 october 1991iggi 22

lord michelle holgate david diminished new era 21 august 1991199diggi 28
daydreams new era 21 august 1991iggi 21

simile new era 21 august 1991199diggi 25
losee mary ann in the back lot at hillviewHillview manor dialogue 24 summer

199146199d 46
mechanics dialogue24dialogue24 winter 1991199diggi 131

mccloud susan evans mary in CW 141

megerian audrey let Us not wait ensign 21 april 1991iggi 5
menssen debra lyn christmas pastoral new era 21 december 1991iggi 51
miles henry pablo campuescampusesCampues saint inscapeInscape 1991 no 268 69
moloney karen marguerite the truant officer recalls sweet maggie sunstone

15 junequneoune 1991199diggi 33
monson Jajanilynrilyn the trap new era 21 august 1991199diggi 27
moon harold K conventional musings byustudiesBYU Studies 31 spring 1991199diggi 82
munger maryjan gay annunciation inscapeInscape 1991 no 231

11 I know now what I1 love you for inscapeInscape 1991 no 215
out inscapeInscape 1991 no 27

ottesen carol clark the father and the mother sunstone 15 november
1991iggi 52
psalm for woman sunstone 15 december 1991iggi199d 26

paquette julie old west exponent 1116illg no 1 iggi1991 11

partridge dixie one sundays rain after word of my fathers illness dialogue
24 fall 1991199d 130 31
words for late summer dialogue 24 summer 1991iggi 24 25

paxman david ghost sonata tar river poetrypoedy fall 1991199d 36 37
passage to issac and jon at the farewell sunstone 15 september

1991iggi 57
pearson carol lynn chiasm to god the mother sunstone 15 september

199119199d 19
christ children in CW 95

peterson julie when she sleeps new era 21 august 1991iggi 22
powley william bread and fish new era 21 august 1991199diggi 27

communion sunstone 15 november 1991199diggi 38
when I1 swam for the dolphins new era 21 august 1991199diggi 20

ramsden gayanne the deluge exponent 1116II11 16 no 3 iggi1991199d 10
rawlins paul A letter inscapeInscape 1991 no 167 68

zambia inscapeInscape 1991 no 13
rechif margaret if earth were a woman sunstone 15 luneounejune 1991199diggi 51

LE bonne vaux sunstone 15 juniejuriejunejurlelune 1991199d 41

richardson cassalenecasualeneCasu alene advice on pride newnewera2erueraenu 21 august 1991199d 21

uncertain new era 21 august 1991199d 22
riley tom the dark gray morning dialoguedialogue2424 fall 1991199diggi 77
samuelson scott accidental lgb 11 iggi1991199d 62 63

sartorial lgb 11 iggi1991 64
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searle dayle king pieces of eternity new era 21 february 1991iggi 51

shorten richard the virgin mary confronts mary of magdala dialogue24dialogue24 fall
199140199d 40 42

sillitoe linda october shoot sunstone 15 june 1991199d 52
smith jessica ambivalence exponent 111611 6 no 3 1991 10
smith laurie D for an unseen finish line new era 21 april 1991 5511

sommer jason thomas called didymus labl&b 11 1991199d 61
spencer raejean eternity new era 21 may 1991 51
stewart pilar A clear notes sunstone 15 september 1991 15

linda inscapeInscape 1991 no 216 17
whispers to laman sunstone 15 september 1991199d 59

talmage elizabeth ready for a change new era 21 march 1991 5511

tanner anita morning at mountain meadow Fexponent 1116 no 1 iggi1991199d 11

thayne emma lou christmas vigil ofmothers at the gates of the pershing missile
site mutlangenMutlangen germany in CW 311
for my child in pain exponentexponential1116 no 3 iggi1991199d 11

things happen poems ofofsurvivalsurvival salt lake city signature books 1991
war exponent 1116II11 16 no 1 199115199d 15

thornton ruth B the garment exponent 1116II11 16 no 2 iggi1991199d 11

october visit to a sister in the hospital exponent irig1116la16 l6 no 2 199199d1 11

taking down the storm windows exponent 1116II11 16 no 2 1991iggi 11

titze maria D falling stars new era 21 august 1991199d 25
weber kathleen the devils playthings exponent 1116illgiligla16 l6 no 3 199199d1 11

mrs saari exponent 1116II11 16 no 3 199199d1 11

picking pine nuts exponent 1116II11 16 no 3 iggi1991199d 11

welker holly at least for a moment sunstone 15 april 1991iggi199d 34
innocence dialogue 24 spring 1991199diggi 55

white philip island spring dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991199d 85
the perseidsPerseids dialogue 24 winter 1991199d 174 75

whiteside eric house in the marsh inscapeInscape 1991199iggi1 no 11104104 5

uncle al inscapeInscape 1991 no 131 32
whitney orson F the poets prayer sunstone 15 december 1991iggi 16
wilcox val camenish the courting of grandma exponent Illlilliiiiloiil66 no 1 1991 10

friends may call exponent 1116II11 16 no 2 1991iggi 11

winchester cody forjoeformoefor joe urzzaburzza inscapeInscape 1991 no 153 54
winter inscapeInscape 1991 no 195

woodruff annette bleak night new era 21 january 1991199d 51

short stories
alienallenailen penny representation sunstonesunstonel515 november 1991199diggi 15

allred lee the fiehrerfijhrerfuhreryouFuhrerYouyou know part II11 LE no 23 april 1991iggi199d 1131130400
anderson glenn L cryospawn LE no 24 september 1991iggi 155 62
anderson tory C after dad died new era 21 april 1991iggi 46 50
barber phyllis bird of paradise dialogue 24 fall 1991iggi199d 13313521332422

christmas stories in CW 265 79
bell elouise A generous heart in CW 83 93
bell M shayne jacobs ladder LE no 24 september 1991199diggi 7 21
bennionBenniobennionjohnnJohnjohn breeding leubleahleab and otberstofi&other stories salt lake city signature books

1991

the burial pool in CW 331 411
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black nancy A marshmallow santa for the new bomborn king in CW 281 93
bradshaw anne C dates dont grow on trees new era 21 february 1991

32 36
brown marilyn A pair of shoes in CW 1431438488
card orson scott christmas at Helamans house in CW 9 32

christmas at Helamans house this people 12 holiday 1991 32 39
clark stephanie swindle missouri inscapeInscape 1991 no 17 15

babyloobabylonBabyloo across my twinkling floor inscapeInscape 1991 no 171 80
dahlgren lisa harrys carol new era 21 december 1991 36 39
england eugene introduction the spirit of mercy at christmas in CW 1 8
faletti alex wild horses inscapeInscape 1991 no 233 44
fillerup michael lost and found in CW 149 71
flack dora D christmas magic all yearyearlonglong salt lake city bookcraft 1991
gallacher marci telling topie goodbyegood bye new era 21 march 1991 34 39
gifford melva take out the trash LE no 24 september 1991 81818585
goodwingoodwinjackjack B my grandmother was a convert A historical sketch pioneer38pioneer38

november december 1991 37 38
gostick adrian sisters new era 21 september 1991 46 49
hale veda tebbs where have you been thelda sue thelda sue exponentu16exponent irig7716

no 3 1991 13 15

harker herbert mr gregory in CW 2233322322533 33
hughes dean sun on the snow in CW 97 105
johnson lisa A looks arent everything new era 21 july 1991 46 50
johnston jerry journey of the magi in CW 131 37
jole douglas old man river hejusthejust keeps rolling along LE no 23 april 1991

7 17

the witchinmanchinManWitwitchin man LE no 24 september 1991 113 24
keddington dorothy M sergeissargeisSergeis first christmas in CW 259 64
kellar walter it could happen to anyone LE no 24 september 1991

16569165 69
kidd kathryn H voucher and the christmas wars in CW 57 82
lowe eric the tao of rain and water LE no 24 september 1991 49 63
marshall donald R friends and loved ones far and nearmerryNear Merry xmas from our

house to yours in CW 247 58
mccloud susan evans be still in CW 179 214
moultrieMoultrimoultriejeaneJeanjean hedengren the hunk new era 21 may 1991 34 38
nelson lee butch cassidyscassidyyCass idys most unforgettable christmas in CW 47 55
ngok ty to submerge in a sky of crimson LE no 23 april 1991 73 97
nicita carolyn eye hath not seen LE no 24 september 1991 127 33
parkin scott R standard operating procedure LE no 24 september 1991

89 100
parry jay A when santa scratched his beard in CW 295 308
paterson lorraine the company of lovers inscapeInscape 1991 no 271 84
paxton trynaryn elva in a strange light inscapeInscape 1991 no 21621 6
quincy norman L thats not kosher LE no 24 september 1991 23 28
rawlins paul the presence of fact inscapeInscape 1991 no 247 53

woodsheddingWoodshedding inscapeInscape 1991 no 139 46
rodriguezjrodriguezrodriguezaJ R manhattan sunstone 15 april 1991 28 30
rogers kristen smart looking for god sunstone 15 november 1991 26 29
rogers thomas F heart of the fathers dialogue 24 summer 1991 127 43

paxtaxwax vobiscumVobiscum in CW 313 23
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rohrer alyce S snow on the roses exponent Hiiloiil616 no 2 1991 12 13

rossi carl A the student master LE no 23 april 1991 41 44
sillitoe linda kidnapping grandma in CW 235 45
smallwood susan dean gifts in CW 173 77
smith lareena the fractured boy LE no 24 september 1991 31 39
smurthwaite don rosa and son new era 21 june 1991 46 53
spencer darrell the glue that binds Us cimarron review 94 1991 59 71

hops the quarterly 17 099d1991iggi 125 3311

let me tell you what ward dipino tells me at work epoch 40 1991
45943439499
loose in the mail gettysburg review A spring 1991 239 46
nothing sad once you look at it high plains literary review 6 winter

1991iggi19917777 97
union business prairie scbooner65schooner65Schooner 65 spring 1991 3 17

sweat jeff L A circle of no goodbyesgood byes new era 21 august 1991 44 488
taylor curtis elemental water in CWCT 325 29
thayer douglas H the red tailed hawk in CW 115 30
thomas janet the driving lesson new era 21 november 1991 444449aa49a9
van wagoner hodgson our palace of green and gold sunstone 15 december

1991171991 17 18
reflections of the lost and found sunstone 15 june 1991 42 46

wasden karma K the birthday calendar exponent 1116II11 6 no 1 1991 12 13
weyland jack let them eat figs new era 21 october 1991 32 38

the three wise guys in CW 215 22
your basic buffalo your tiny chipmunk new era 21 january 1991

38638 466
whipple maurine A dress for christmas in CW 33 46

A dress for christmas or thou shaltshallshaitshair love thy neighbor sunstone 15

october 1991 50 55
they did go forth dialoguedialogue2424 winter 1991 165 72

wolverton dave the sky Is an open highway LE no 24 september 1991
173 89

yorgason brenton and kevin lund the first christmas gift salt lake city
bookcraft 1991

young MMJJ outsiders dialogue24dialogue24 spring 1991 147 55
young margaret at temple square exponent 1116 no 3 1991 9

evviesewiesewlesavviesEvviesvles nails western humanities review 45 autumn 1991 215 23
ghosts nimrod internationaliournalinternational journal ofofproseprose & poetry 35 fallwinterFall Winter

199119914949 59

miscellaneous
bagley pat I1 sagspysry a Nepnephitebitebire salt lake city deseret book 1991199iggi1
lewis joanna and brenda luther primanPrimarprimarilyfigfly speaking learning activities on the

MLsmissionssions oftleoftbeof the church salt lake city bookcraft 1991

mclean michael theforgotten7beforgottenThe Forgotten carols A cbchristmasrisemasristmas story andsongsand songs salt lake city
deseret book 1991

toscano paul music and the broken word songsforalternatesongs jorfor alternate voices salt lake
city signature books 1991

wilcox brad and clarkdark smith spreading the word A dictionary of wacky LDS

definitions orem utah cedar fort 1991
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bibuographybe13hography
published bibliographies about mormonscormons and mormonism

american womens diaries western reels 1 13 new canaan conn readexreadel
microprint 1991

copley ellen M and scott H duvall mormon bibliography 1990 BBYUyustudiesYU studies
31 summer 1991199diggi 87 127

homer michael W the churchechurchs image in italy from the 1840s to 1946 A
bibliographic essay byustudiesBYU Studies 31 spring 1991iggi 83 114

jacobs L R mormon non english scriptures hymnalsHymnals and periodicalsandperiodicals 183019861830 1986
A descriptive bibliography 3dad printing salt lake city the author 1991

laughlin david L A selective evaluative and annotated bibliography on
mormonism bulletin Bibliographyofbibliographyof 48 june 199d1991 75 10101iolloi1

world wide LDS vol 1 nolnoi november 1991199d salt lake city world wide
publishers

BIOGRAPHY AND autobiography
published autobiographical and biographical sketches and books about mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons

alexander thomas G things in heaven and earthearlb the life and times of wilford
woodruff a mormon Proppropbetprophetbet salt lake city signature 1991

alley stephen L mallantmailmaiivaliantisValivaliantantIsIs the word for them pioneer38pioneerqPioneerpioneers38 may june 1991iggi 24
lensjensgens christensen

alma wilford richards A track star from parowancarowan became utahs first olympic
champion BHbh1717 1991199d 24 25

alnor bill and eric pement researchers say author led double life christianity
today 35 november 2525199d1991iggi 50 52 darrick evenson

andersen stan why ane wept A family history fragment dialogue 24 fall
1991199diggi 110 16 ane pedersdattedpedersdatterPedersdatter

anne marie fox felt everybodys child Is mine this youth club founder said
BH5717199117 199 1 11

autobiography of charles sreeve peterson nauvoo journal 3 april 1991199diggi
35 39

bagley will ed Aroadfromroadfrom el donadodoradoeldorado the 1848 trailTr journaladjournal of ofepbraimephraim green
salt lake city prairie dog press 1991

barrettbarren ivanjivanaivan J heroic mormon women american fork utah covenant commu-
nications 1991 rachel ivins grant amanda bamesbarnes smith sarah melissa
granger kimball jane grover sarah pea rich lucy mack smith emma hale
smithjanesmith jane elizabeth manningjamesManningjames eliza R snow aurelia spencer rogers
elizabeth claridge mccune among others
major lot smsmithirb mormon raider american fork utah covenant commu-
nications 1991

bartschi D P william claytonsclaytonaClaytons toothachetooth ache Pioneerpioneer38pwww3838 may june 199125199d 25 26
blair elizabeth J T history of charles alphonzo terry pioneerpioneer3838 september

october 1991iggi 29 30
baumgartner biendabrenda mike schlappi ohisthisobis people 12 autumn 1991199diggi 57 58
beecher maureen ursenbach eliza andhersistersand her sisters salt lake city aspen books

1991 eliza R snow
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beeton beverly A feminist among the mormonscormonsMormons charlotte ives cobb godbe
kirby UHQuhq5959 winter 1991iggi 22 31

benson lee the other side of ty detmer this people 12 summer 1991199d
40 44

bowen donna lee martin B hickman may 16192516 1925 october 14199114 1991iggi BYU

today 45 november 1991199diggi 2 3
bruner margaret E alice jane fisher goody SREsre2020 1991 2 3
buice david all alone and none to cheer me the southern states mission diary

ofofjofaJ golden kimball dialogue 24 spring 1991199d 35 54
cannon john W alema fitisemanu this people 12 spring 1991199d 47
casper dorothy and marilyn whyte windows ofligbtof light orem utah cedar fort

1991 neil and marcia anderson
davis troy richard nelson and david salmons ourourmiraculousheritagemiraculous heritage orem

utah cedar fort 1991 faith promoting conversion stories
dr hyram anderson SREsre2020 1991199d 23

draper maurice L the founding prophet Aann administrative biography ofjosephofjosepb

smith jr independence mo herald publishing house 1991
earley pete prophet ofofdeatbdeath the mormon blood atonement killings new york

william morrow 1991 jeffrey don lundgren
edward wilbur clyde he was aguilinga guidingaguiding force behind the 2 billion central utah

project BHbh1717 iggi1991199d 8 9
edwina booth this mysterious hollywood actress was a native ofofprovoprovo bh17bhy7

19914199d 4 5

emeritus club honors ten for lives of outstanding achievement BYUbyutoday45nodaytoday 45
may 1991iggi 10 11

england eugene the pulitzer laurel thatcher ulrich this people 12 summer
199118199d 18 23

evans grant A true story of a memorable pioneer bishop david evans
pioneer 38 may june 1991199d 25

excerpts from the life sketch ofoflevijackmanlevijackmanLevi jackman nauvoojournal3nauvoo journaltournai october 1991199d
97 101

farnsworth elma G distant vision romance and discovery on an invisible
frontier philo T farnsworth inventor of television SREsre2020 iggi1991199d 27

fielding garr 179418551794 1855 and his family early mormon pioneers on antelope
island npap A M cutler for the ralph cutler family organization 1991

goldsmith tom the man and the messenger the co mingling of disparate
religious histories makes an intriguing tale networknetworklalA14 july 199114199d 14 17
cyrus dallin

haacke alan R craig hosking this people 12 holiday 1991199diggi 51 52
hansen elon brigham young Pioneerpioneers38 may june 1991199d 19
harmon dick ty brings home the heisman BYU today 45 january 1991199diggi

404740 47
harriet lambert dabell SREsre2020 1991 6 7
harvey fletcher A brilliant research physicist he was called the father ofstereo

BH 17 iggi1991199d 12 13
hessler peter on a mission from god andyjones93andyjones 93 Is taking a two year leave

of absence from college to proselyte for the mormon church princeton
alumni weekly november 20199199 12

hiles norma denyderrydent gentle monarch the presidency of1sraelaof israel A smith indepen-
dence mo herald publishing house 1991
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hilton hope A A daughters response or the inside view sunstone 15 april
1991199d 47 488 annalee skarin

history of abigail abbott nauvoojournalnauvoo tournaijournal 3 july 1991 67 70
huchel frederick M utah valleys visionary prospector who found the mother

lodeLodeJessejesse knight pioneer 38 may june 1991199d 20 21

hulet renon klossner dont you dare give up salt lake city deseret book 1991
diane ellingson

humpherys leslie crider to every thing there Is a season and a time to every
purpose under the heaven the donna carson story orem utah cedar
fort 1991

hyde myrtle stevens andandeverettleverett L cooley the7 celifiebelifielifelipe ofandrewofandrew wood cooley A story
ofconvictionof conviction provo utah andrew wood cooley family association 1991

ison james L mormonscormons in the majorleaguesmajor leagues careerhistoriescareercaneer histories of44of 44 LDS baseball
players cincinnati ohio action sports 1991

jardine winnifred C writing for survival three eighty plus mormon women show
that the key to living Is staying alive thispeople12ab7b is people 12 holiday 1991iggi 54 59
mabel jones gabbott mabel spande harmer and alice morrey bailey

jorgensen lynne watkins john hyde jr mormon renegade JMH 17 iggi1991199d
12044120 44

judd ellaeilaeliaellamaeeliamaemae from tonga boziontozionto zion the story oftaakiof faakikihelotukibelotuKibelotu agatinalatinalatinirichterori richter or
faith andprayerand prayer phoenix ariz polynesian publications 1991

knight gregory R introduction to the 1845 1846 journal of thomas bullock
byustudiesBYU Studies 31 winter 1991 5 14
ed surely it has fallen the thomas bullock nauvoo journal 1845 1846
honors thesis brigham young university 1991
ed journal of thomas bullock byustudiesBYU Studies 31 winter 1991 15 75

lavina christensen fugal she was named americas mother of the year in 1955
BH 17 iggi1991199d 15 16

lawrence phyllis edwin cutler MD SREsre2020 iggi1991199d 11 12

leaves from the life of elizabeth horrocks jackson kingsford pioneer 38
september october 1991 25 28

leora thatcher this noted broadway actress also starred on radio and TV
BH 17 1991 30 31

macri robert charlie brown sunstone 15 october 1991199diggi 11

madsen brigham D john W gunnisonsGunnisons letters to his monnonmormon friend albert
carrington UHQ 59 summer 1991199d 264 85

mattie clark sanford this distinguished teacher and photographer had a zest for
living BHbhv717 iggi1991199d 27 28

mccune george M ed and comp personalities in the doctrine and covenants
andjosephand jasephjoseph smith history salt lake city hawkes publishing 1991

MelmeimeltonjmeltonameltontonjJ gordon religiousleadersreligious leadersleadens ofamericaofamerica A biographical guide to founders
and leaders of ofreligiousreligious bodies churches and spiritual groups in north
america detroit mich gale research 1991 includes 35 biographies of
leaders of latter day saint and some breakoffbreak off groups

mormon boy at oxford letters andjournalofbaltzarhansjacobsonandjournaltournai ofbaltzarhansjacobson utahsutabsfirstfirstfinst
rhodes scholar salt lake city joe and vi enterprises 1991 intro and
foreword by joseph S jacobson

munsonvoylelmunson voylemoylemoyie L andlilliansand lillianLillianS S MunmunsonsonAA gift offaithofeaithfaithbaith eliash blackburn eureka
utah basinplateauBasin Plateau press 1991
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nash roderick and gregory graves from thesethase beginnings A biographical
approach to toamericanamerican history 4thath ed 2 vols new york harper collins 1991

packer lynn paul H dunn fields of dreams sunstone 15 september 1991
55435354444

paxman sue exponent H founding mother wins pulitzer prize exponent 1116lilgillg
no 2 1991 2 laurel ulrich

peterson H donl antonio lebolo excavator of the book of abraham BYU
studiesstudies515131 summer 1991 5 29

proctor maurinejensenMaurine jensen 1 I spake the truth mspeop02thispeople2 holiday 1991 24 30
henry Dundunstersterl

raberrabenraberjeanjean hughes beaver island king prophet and editor james jesse strang
and the northern islander Micmichiganbigan history 75 septemberoctoberSeptember October 19911991

24 3030
rhodes bemieberniebehiebehle D B cooper the real mccoy salt lake city university of utah

press 1991
richards paul C john L sorenson asking tough questions BYU today 45

november 1991 34 38
robertson yvonne drake the man ofmany faces thispeople2abis7bis people 12 spring 1991

24 30 michael ballam
rolle andrew john chanlescharlescharies fremont character as destiny norman okla

university of oklahoma press 1991
roy lynn hardwick SREsre2020 1991 34

searle howard C willard richards as historian byustudiesBYU Studies 31 spring 1991
41 62

smith george D william clayton joseph smithsprivatesmiths private clerk and eyewitness
to mormon polygamy in nauvoo sunstone 15 december 1991 32 35
ed an intimate Cbroniclechronicle the777ejournalsjournals of william clayton salt lake city
signature books 1991

smith dwight L the wheeler survey in utah idaho and montana samuel E

tillmans tour of duty in 1877 UHQ 59 spring 1991 146 63
stradling harriet J collins rowe hakes pioneerpioneers38 may june 1991 22 24
swaner ruth portraits from an unfinished woman american fork utah

covenant communications 1991 autobiographical
taylor samuel W the puzzle ofofannaleeannalee skarin Xs she translated correctly

sunstone 15 april 1991 42 46
thayne richard courageous colonizers and missionaries Pioneerpioneers38 may june

1991 19 ebenzer thayne jr and john johnson thayne
treseder terry and terrilyn ainscough my child yourfouryourcbildchild A childless couples

yearning and an unwed Motmothersbers decision salt lake city deseret book
1991 autobiographical

wells merle W unexpected allies fred T dubois and the mormonscormons in 1916
idaboidaho yesterdays 35 fall 1991 27 33

west vawnadawna kay hardwick does anyone remember the hardwick family
SRE 20 1991 32 33

williams mae dr edwin cutlercuder sre20SRE 20 1991 10
wilson elijah nicholas thebe white indian boy the story of uncle nick among the

sbosbonesshosbones salt lake city paragon press 1991 autobiographical revision
of the world book company 1919 copyright edition

wolfgramm harold grandma mary tyisthis people 12 holiday 1991771991iggi 77 78 mary cox
young dale W martha webb campkin youngtoung pioneer38pioneer58Pioneer5838 march april 1991251991iggi 25
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contemporary ISSUES

issues facing mormonscormons and the mormon church

adams ed church higher education in the twenty first century insight 6
winter 1991199diggi 26263030

adams marguerite irene family stress and the role of the mormon bishops wife
masters thesis brigham young university 1991

adoption vs abortion which loss Is greater exponent 1116lilg no 2 iggi1991199d 4 5
albrecht stan great basin kingdom A sociocultural case study in GBKR

55 76
alexander ChristophechristopherrjJ suicidal behavior in gay and lesbian monnonsmormonsmormansMonMormonsnons in PP

257 63
allgood scot M and D russell crane predicting marital therapy dropouts

journal ofmaritalof manntaimarital and family therapy 17 january 1991199diggi 73 79
anderson david mens issues truth myths and pain avoidance sunstone 15

april 199011199d 11 13
arceneaux cathanncathanaCa thann religious lifestyleslife styles and mental health A followupfollow up study

comment counseling and values 35 april 1991199d 225 27
austin richard C biblical roots for environmental ethics sunstone 15 april

199d19913535035 400
baker robin zenger shannonsshannonaShannons adoption both mothers perspectives the

adoptive mother exponent 1116lilgII11 16 no 2 iggi1991199d 6677
bales marcia randall mehew and karen mehew the greatest book ofmormonof mormon

stories orem utah keepsake paperback books 1991
bassett arthur R how much tolerance can we tolerate in WOF 455945 59
bell elouise M the better for my foes the role of opposition in WOF 35354343
blight cathy primary craftsforcrafts forror kids fufunn projects and Aactivitiesctivitiesforporfor each season

of the year salt lake city bookcraft 1991
boerio goates juliana through a stained glass window dialogue 24 spring

1991121199d 121 26 noninon membermember marriages
bookstaber pamela assessing the forces womens lives exponent 1116illglilgII11 16 no 1

19913199d 3
boss R wayne and leslee S boss are my children going to make it real help

for teaching the gospel in the home salt lake city deseret book 1991
boyle timothy D jehovahsJehovahs witnesses mormonscormonsMormons and mooniesmoonvesMoonies A critical look

at christian heterodoxy in japan japan christian Quarlquarterlyerly 57 winter
199129199d 29 35

brinkerhoffBrinkerholihoir merlin B and elaine grandin contemporary reactions to mormonism
A case study from rural alberta canadianjournalcanadian tournatjournal ofsociologyofsociology 16 spring
1991165199d 165 85

brinkerhoff merlin B and others theme perception ofmormonscormons by rural canadian
youth journalforJourntournatjournalalforfor the scientific study of religion 30 december 1991199diggi
479 86

broderick CarlCartcaricarlfredcartfredearlfredfred A therapists counsel for married homosexuals in PP
187 88

buchanan frederick S ed critical issues forum religion and the public
schools Is the wall ofseparation impermeable encyclia6swlencycl068199057 57 91

burgess allan and others A childs introduction to the scriptures activity book
salt lake city bookcraft 1991

burton Ddjeffajeffjeff the phenomenon of the closet doubter in WOF 818881 88
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bushman claudia L the mormon female experience EAexponentponent II11il 16 no 3
19912199d 2 6

bushman richard L the quest for education by study and also by faith BYU
today 45 november 1991 22 25 43 45

bytheway john and brad wilcox big ideasforlittleideas jorfor littlelittie budgets orem utah cedar
fort 1991

cameron jan what to do when your child comes out of the closet in PP
150 55

cannon ann edwards church sports the sterneststernettSternest test of faith this people 12
spring 1991iggi 56

carpenter charles W latter day skeptics liberal yet loyal mormon scholars are
bringing long kept secrets aboutjosephabout joseph smith into the open christianity
today 35 november 1111199d1991iggi 28 32

christensen kevin new wine and new bottles scriptural scholarship as
sacrament dialogue24dialogue24 fall 1991199diggi 121 29
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mormon scriptures
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jsaiabmadeeasieraisaiah made easier Aquick referencemanualforbibleandbookofmormonreference manualhorforborforcibleforbibleBible and bookofbookoff mormon
students springvilleSpringville utah copies plus1991Plus 1991

robinson stephen E aremor7nonsare mormonscormons cbristianssaltchristians saltsait lake city bookcraft 1991
rockwoodrockwoodjolenejolene edmunds eves role in the creation and the fall to mortality

in WPW 49 65
rust richard dilworth book of mormon imagery in RBOM 132 39

poetry in the book of mormon in RBOM 100 113
schaellingjschaellingJ philip the lords teachings on the use of this worlds goods in

LOG 148 61
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scott glenn A locating the land and city ofofnephinephi witness no 75 winter 1991
5 8

seely david rolph the image of the hand of god in the book of mormon and
the old testament in RBOM 140 50
the7betenten commandments in thebookofmormonthe bookofmormon provo utah FARMS 1991

sheldon randy the difference between the church ofchrist and other christian
religions ZA 68 qanuaryjanuary 1991 12 13

shirts kathryn H priesthood and salvation Is dac 84 a revelation for women
too sunstone 155 september 1991 20 27

silver cherry B bless the individual woman in KT 17 31
build a personal testimony in KT 1 16

skousen royal progress report on the book of mormon critical text project in
DLLSdllsdl9900990 63 69
report on the book of mormon critical text project in DLLS 1991

49 52
smith lyle L and sherrie smith la mojarra mini conference stimulates new

thoughts about the writing on the plates witness no 72 spring 1991
9 10

smith sherrie kline egyptian and maya hieroglyphshieroglyphy the same writing system
witness no 73 summer 1991 5 7

sorenson john L new discoveries in mexico on thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite period insights
no 2 march 1991 2
seasons of war seasons of peace in the book of mormon in RBOM

249 55
stannard matthew revelation hierarchy and dialogue A response to todd

compton sunstone 15 november 1991 49 51

stephenson jonathan H 1 I am he jesus public declarations of his own
identity in LOG 162 72

stock susan the oral formulaic style of isaiah and abinadi in dlls1991dzz51991
67 71

stokes william leejosepblee joseph smith and the creation orem utah cedar fort 1991
szink terrence L nephi and the exodus in RBOM 38 51
tanner john S jacob and his descendants as authors in RBOM 52 66
treat raymond C another hebrew breakthrough the importance ofofmidrashmidrash

ZR no 57 october 1991 1

are you really a book of mormon believer ZR no 55 june 1991 1

the growing together of the bible and the book of mormonmonnon ZR no 53
february 1991 1

never murmur ZR no 54 april 1991 1

A new insight why joseph ZR no 58 december 1991 1 4

tvedtnes john A colophonscolophony in the book of mormon in RBOM 32 37
the hebrew background of the book of mormon in RBOM 77 91
mormonscormonsMormons editorial promises in RBOM 29 31

ulrich wendy L not for adams transgression paths to intergenerational peace
sunstone 15 november 1991 30 38

valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life in LOG 17388173175 88
vanriette shirley A timetimeforhealingforhealing adult resourceforresourcefor 1991 reunions indepen-

dence mo herald publishing house 1991
voros fred freedom of speech in the household offaith sunstone 15 october

1991161991iggi 16 22
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welch john W benjamins speech A classic nephite text witness no 74 fall
199181991iggi 8 11

A masterpiece alma 36 in RBOM 114 31
new testament word studies provo utah FARMS 1991
sheremssherelsSherems accusations against jacob insigbtsinsights no 1 january 1991 2

ten testimonies ofjesusof fesusjesus cbristfromchrist from the book of mormon provo utah
FARMS 1991

weldon roy date with destiny witness no 72 spring 1991 15
wells matthew G and john W welch concrete evidence for the book of

mormon insights no 3 may 1991 2
wells robert E the mount and the master salt lake city deseret book 1991
wilcox S michael spiritual rebirth in MS 247 6060
wilding diaz minnie mae the american sign language translation of the book

of mormon in DLLS 1991 33 36
wilkinsonWilldnson barbara smith plain and precious teaching on prayer witness no 73

summer 1991 8 9
the purpose principle in action understanding the nephite monetary

system ZR no 56 august 1991 2 4
williams clyde J deliverance from bondage in MS 261 74
wise gayla the sign of the son of man american fork utah covenant

communications 1991
woods fred E the water imagery in johns gospel power purification and

pedagogy in LOG 189 206
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason receivinganswersreceiving answers to prayer orem utah

keepsake books 1991
obtaining the blessings ofofheavenheaven orem utah keepsake books 19911991

HISTORYMSTORY

works published about the history of mormonscormonsMormons mormonism and the mormon
church

alexander thomas G introduction in GBKR 1 19
the odyssey of a latter day prophet wilford woodruff and the manifesto
of 1890 JMH7mn717 1991 169 206206
wilford woodruff intellectual progress and the growth of an amateur

scientific and technological tradition in early territorial utah UHQ 59
spring 19911641991iggi 164 88

alienallenailen james B would be saints west africa before the 1978 priesthood
revelation JMHm1717 1991 207 47

aflenjamesalienallenailen james B andjessieandjessiejessle L embry provoking the brethren to good works susa
young gates the relief society and genealogy BYUbyustudiesstudies 31 spring
19911151991iggi 115 38

anderson jeffery L mormonscormonsMormons and Gengermanynany 1914 1933 A history ofthe church
ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints in germany and its relationship with the
german governments from world war I1 to the rise ofhitler masters thesis
brigham young university 1991

anderson william C and eloise anderson guide to mormon history travel
provo utah bushman press 1991

antrei albert memories ofofsanpeteofSansanpeteSanpete this people 12 holiday 1991 71 74
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arringtonarlington leonard how they settled the upper snake country this people 12
holiday 1991199diggi 61 62
in praise of amateurs JMH 17 iggi1991 35 42
mormondomsMormondoms financial records this people 12 summer 1991 464746 47
sakagaweas mormon connection this people 12 autumn 1991 53 54
women for peace this people 12 spring 1991iggi 13 14 mormon women

bartschi D P kanabskanabaKanabs united order or disorder pioneer 38 november
december 1991iggi 38 40

bates irene may transformation of charisma in the mormon church A history
ofthe office of presiding patriarch 1833 1979 ann arbor mich UMI 1991
phd diss university of california at los angeles

beckstead james H cowboyingCowboying A tough job in a hard land salt lake city
university of utah press 1991

bennion lowell A geographers discovery of great basin kingdom in GBKR
109 32

bergera gary james towards psychologically infoninconinformednnedfled mormon history and
biography sunstone 15 december 1991 27 31

bernauer barbara hands stillsidestill side by side the final burial ofjoseph and hyrum
smith wahlljwtmj11wa4ll 199117199d 17 33

bishop M guy waging holy war mormon congregationalist conflict in mid
nineteenth century hawaii JMHm71717 iggi1991 110 19

bitton davis taking stock the mormon history association after twentyfivetwenty five
years JMH 17 1991 1 27

bohman lisa bryner A fresh perspective the woman suffrage associations of
beaver and farmington utah UHQuhq5959 winter 1991199diggi 4 2211

braby carol freeman rigdonitesRigdonites in manitoba 1874 1884 JWHAJ 11 1991199d
71 811

bradley martha S protect the children child labor in utah 1880 1920 UHQuhq5959
winter 1991iggi 52 71

ZCMI americas first Depdepartmentariment store salt lake city ZCMI 1991
bringhurst newell G fawn M brodie as a critic of mormonismsMormonisms policy toward

blacks A historiographical reassessment whalljw7jwjwhllllajl4j 11 1991 34 46
bromley david G the satanic cult scare societysociety2828 mayjunemaejuneMay June 1991iggi 55 66
brookejohnBrookeJohn L ofwhole nations being bomborn in one day marriage money and

magic in the mormon cosmos 1830 1846 social science information 30
march 1991199d 107 32

bunker gary L and carol B woman suffrage popular art and utah UHQ 59
winter 1991 32 51

butlerbuderbutier kate life on the muddy nevada 51 mayjunemaejuneMay June 1991199d 30 414 1 moapamoaba
valleys strong mormon heritage

cannon janath R nauvoo panorama views ofnauvooof nauvoo before during and after
its rise fall and restoration nauvoo restoration inc 1991199iggi1

christensen harold T the new zealand mission during the great depression
reflections of a fonfonnerformerner acting president dialogue 24 fall 1991iggi 69 76

christy howard A whatwhatVhat virtue there Is in stoneandstonehandstone and other pungent talk on the
early utah frontier uhq59UHQ 59 summer 1991199diggi 300 319

colson dennis C idabosidahosidaboy constitution the tie that binds moscow idaho
university of idaho press 1991

cresswell stephen mormonsandMormon andsand cowboys moonshinersmoonsbinersMoonMoonsshinersbiners andkiansmenand klansmanklansmenKlansmen federal
law enforcementlawenforcement in tbesoutbthe south and west 1870 1893 tuscaloosa university
of alabama press 1991
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crum stevenStevestevenjstevenanJJ the white pine warofbarofwar of 1875 A case of white hysteria UHQuhq5959
summer 1991199d 286 99

daynes kathryn M plural wives and the nineteenth century mormon marriage
system manti utah 1849 1910 phd diss indiana university 1991

divine robert A and others america pastandpresentpast and present 3dad ed 2 vols new york
harper collins 1991 brief mention of mormon history

dorn harold thethegecgrqpbyqfsciencegeography ofscience baltimorejohnmorejohnBaltibaltimore john hopkins university press
1991 saints and scientists ppap 155 A64

driggs ken twentieth century polygamy and fundamentalist mormonscormons in
southern utah dialogue 24 winter 1991199d 44 58

edwards paul M A community of heart JMHAW 17 iggi1991199d 28 34 the new
mormon history
ourlegacyour legacy offaitbof baithfaith A briqfhislorybrief history oftbeoftleof fhethe reorganized cburcbchurch ofjesusofjesus christ
ofoflatterlatter day saints independence mo herald publishing house 1991

ehat andrew F and lyndon W cook the words ofofjosepbjoseph smith the contempo-
raryraryaccountsaccounts of the nauvoo discourses of the propbetjosepbprophet joseph orem utah
grandin 1991

elliott dorice williams women the mormonmonnon family and class mobility
nineteenth century victorian ideology in a twentieth century church
sunstone 15 december 1991199d 19 26

etulain richard W re visioning the mormonscormonsMormons great basin kingdom as historical
literature in GBKR 39 54

firmage edwin B religion and the law the mormon experience in the nineteenth
century cardozo law review 12 februarymarchFebruary March 1991199diggi 765 803

fishbein seymour L grand cancanyonI1yon country itsmajestyandltsits majesty and its lore washington
DC national geographic society 1991 mormonscormonsMormons in the arizona strip
short creek john D lee and other mormon references

foltsjamesfolts james D the fanatic and the prophetess religious perfectionism in western
new york 1835 1839 new york history 72 october 1991199diggi 357 87

foster lawrence women family and utopia communal EVeriexperimentsments of the
shakers the oneida community andibemormonsand fhethe mormonscormonsMormons syracuse NY syracuse
university press 1991

geary edward A confessions of a chameleon BYUbyustudiesstudies 31 fall 1991199diggi
15 19

geddes ross A storm in the camp of Brighambrighamismism LDSRLDSLDS RLDS relations in
brisbane australia 1901 1918 ywhlllJWHAJ11 iggi1991199d 47 59

gillespie L kay the unforgiven utahs executed men salt lake city signature
books 1991 mormon references including blood atonement mountain
meadows massacre john D lee and others

godfrey audrey M uncle sams most foolish expedition thispeople7bispeopleThis People 12 autumn
1991199d 34 38 songs about the utah war

hamblin williamjwilliam J sharper than a two edged sword sunstone 15 december
199154199d 54 55

hansen ann godfrey wood stoves and woolen stockings A vivid and delightful
portrayal ofofmormonmormon life in the early 1900s americaamericann fork utah covenantcovenant
communications 1991

hardy B cannoncarmon self blame and the manifesto dialoguedialogue2424 fall 199143199d 43 57
hillerman tony hillerman country Ajourneyajourneytourneyaljourney through the southwesttbesoutbwest with tony

hillerman new york harper collins 1991 mormon colonization and
mormon tea references

hoffmannjohnhoffmarinjohnHoffman njohn ed A guide to tbeh1stoyqf111inoisthe history of illinois new york greenwood 1991
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holzapfel richard neitzel and T jeffery cottle old mormon kirtland and
missouri historic photographspbotograpbs and guide santa ana calif fieldbrookFieldbrook
productions 1991

old01dmormonmormon palmyra andnetvenglandand new england historic photographs and guide
santa ana calif fieldbrookFieldbrook productions 1991

honey david B and daniel C peterson advocacy and inquiry in the writing of
latter day saint history byustudies3lbyustudiesBYU Studies 31 spring 1991 139 79

howard richard P avoiding the heresy ofofAAhistory saintsheraldheraldic138 february
199191991iggi 9 12

hughes jonathan great basin kingdom after thirty years in GBKR 97 107
hulse james W the silver state nevadas heritage reinterpreted reno nev

university of nevada press 1991 numerous mormon references
isom jim major league mormonscormonsMormons this people 12 autumn 1991 22 27

mormonscormonsMormons who have played major league baseball
iversen joan smyth A debate on the american home the antipolygamyanti polygamy

controversy 1880 1890 boumaljournaljoumal oftbeoftheodthe history ofsexualitySexualityof 1 april 1991199iggi1
585 602

jenkins carri P Y professor gathers documents from the missouri conflict BYU

today 45 january 1991 8 9 clark VVJjohnsonohnson examines missouri redress
petitions

jessee dean C priceless words and fallible memories joseph smith as seen in
the effort to preserve his discourses byustudiesBYUStudies 31 spring 1991 19 40

jensen richard L transplanted to zion the impact of british latter day saint
immigration upon nauvoo byustudiesBYUStudies 31 winter 1991 77 87

johnson norman K the other mormon money the numismatist7benumismatist 104 december
1991 1914 20 in response to a shortage of circulating currency mormonmonnon
settlers developed a variety of scrip to supplement and facilitate their self
sufficient barter economy

joiner jeff zion in missouri the birth and destruction of a mormon empire in
missouri rural missouri march 1991 22 23

josephy alvin M jr the civil war in the american west new york alfred A

knopf 1991
knowles eleanor deseretdeseretbookbook company 125 years of inspirationofinspiration information

andideasand ideas salt lake city deseret book 1991
larson clintonClintonFF the founding vision ofbyustudiesBYU studies byustudies3lBYU studies fall 1991

5 9
larson stan and lorille home millerminlerminner unitarianism in utah A gentile religion in

salt lake city 1891 1991 salt lake city freethinker press 1991
launius roger D many mansions the dynamics of dissent in the nineteenth

century reorganized church JMH 17 1991 14568145 68
launius roger D and W B pat spillman eds let contention cease the

dynadynamicsm icsacs ofdissentof dissent in thejeorgareorgareorganizedn izediced cbchurchu rcbrab ofjesusofjesus cbchristnistrist ofoftaftertatterlatter day
saints independence mo gracelandpark press 1991

lawrence phyllis scott blackfootsBlackfoots first mormon church meetings SRE 20
iggi1991311991 31

lee rex E the constitution and the restoration in DS 61 70
leonard glen M letters home the immigrant view from nauvoo BYU

studies 31 winter 1991 89 100
leone mark P an anthropological view of great basin kingdom in GBKR

77 95
lindsey betina woman as healer in the modem church in WOF 89 101
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lineham peter the mormon message in the context of maori culture JMH 17
1991 62 93

lyman edward leo from the city of angels to the city of saints the struggle to
build a railroad from los angeles to salt lake city california history 70
spring 1991 76 93

guidebook mormon historicalsiteshistorical sites in tbesantaesanthe san bernardinoareaBemandinomardinoBernardino area california
npap 1991

lyman E leo the political background of the woodruff manifesto dialoguedialogue2424
fall 1991 21 39

madsen carol cornwall feme covert journey of a metaphor JMHaw1717 1991
43 61 tracing history of mormon women

mcclure jennifer cobb early restoration days revisited ZA 68 april 1991
58 61

mehr kahlilekahlineKah lile the eastern edge LDS missionary work in hungarian lands
dialogue 24 summer 1991 27 45

mona and its pioneers mona utah daughters of utah pioneers 1991
monmormonmonnonnon baptismal records genie 25 1991 37 43 red rock conference

louisiana
muhlestein robert M utah indians and the indian slave trade the mormon

adoption program and its effect on the indian slaves masters thesis
brigham young university 1991

mulder william denmark and the monnonsmormonsmormansMonMormonsnons thejorgenthej6rgenThe jorgen W schmidt collection
princeton university library Cbchronicle52Chronicleronicle 52 spring 1991 331 57

nauvoo school records 1843 nauvoojournalnauvoo journal 3 january 1991 22 24
nelson J A greelysgreelisGreelys milestone interview with brigham young media history

digest 2 springsummerSpring Summer 1991 30 34
newton marjorie Soutsontsouthernbernbenn cross saints thethemormonsmormonscormons in australia laie hawaii

institute for polynesian studies 1991
nibley hugh tinkling cymbals and sounding brass the artanarf of telling tales

aboutjosepbabout joseph smith and brigham young salt lake city deseret book and
FARMS 1991

noble antonette chambers utahs rosiesbosies women in the utah war industries
during world war II11 UHQ 59 spring 1991 123125512354 5

norton walter A comparative images mormonism and contemporary religions
as seen by village newspapermen in western new york and northeastern
ohio 1820 1833 phd diss brigham young university 1991

ocollinsacollinsOCollins gerald and edward G farrugia A concise dictionary ofof7beologytheology new
york paulist press 1991 definition history of mormonism

oleary timothy J and david levinson eds north america vol 1 of encyclope-
dia of world cultures boston mass G K hall 1991 brief mention of
mormonscormonsMormons

olson eric C theperfectthe perfect pattern the book ofmormon as a model for the writing
of sacred history BYU studies 5131 spring 1991 7 18

palmer william R pioneers of southern utah pioneer38pioneer38 march april 1991 26
parker douglas H victory in defeat polygamy and the mormonmonnon legal encounter

with the federal government cardozo law review 12 februarymarchFebruary March
19918051991 805 19

parson robert prelude to the taylor grazing act don B colton and the utah
public domain committee 1927 1932 encycliaencyclicEncyclia 68 1991 209 32

peck elbert eugene cowboy poetry and boots susunstonenstoneastone 15 december 1991199iggi1
12 14
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peterson charles S dale morgan writers project and mormon history as a
regional study dialogue 24 summer 1991 47 6563
beyond the problems of exceptionalistException alist history in GBKR 133 51

price rex thomas jr the mormon missionary of the nineteenth century ann
arbor mich UMI 1991 phd diss university of wisconsin at madison

proctor paul dean and morris A shirts silver sinners and saints A history kofoldofoldofoldoid
silverreefsitversilver reef utah npap Paulmar 1991

proctor scot facer witness of theLigtheligbtthe lightbt Apbotograpbicjourneyphotographic fourneyjourney in the footsteps of
tbeamedcanthe american prophetjosepbprophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1991

riley glenda divorce an american tradition new york oxford university
press 1991 mormon and utah divorces

roberts ron A waystationWaystation from babylon nineteenth century saints in lucas
iowa 7w74llJWHAJ110iloiio1991991iggi 60 70

ruthven malise the mormonscormonsmormonsprogressMormons progress the wilson quarterly 15 spring 1991
22 477 history of mormonism

ryan russell K and then there was one an analysis and comparison of
polygamy among jews and mormonscormonsMormons thetbejewisbjewish lawjournallaw journal 9 1991
205 31

schwantes carlosacarloscariosA in mountain shadows Ahistoryqfidabohistory of idaboidaho lincoln university
of nebraska press 1991

scott edith the rapture versus the restoration rv75 qanuaryfebruaryjanuaryfebruaryJanuary February 1991
9 12

shaffershattershafter donald R hiram clarkdarkoark and the first LDS hawaiian mission A reappraisal
JMH 17 1991 94 109

sherrat gwen heaton and hannah heaton roundy A true story of handcart
pioneers pioneer 38 march april 1991 24 from esthers children by
gwen heaton sherrat and hannah heaton roundy

sillitoe linda the ghost of the pioneer woman in WOF 71 79
sirvaitis karen utah minneapolis lerner 1991
smith thomas G the canyonlandsCanyon lands national park controversy 1961 64 UHQuhq5959

summer 1991 2162164242 mormon church posed the greatest difficulty in
securing park legislation

snow edwinaEdwinedwinajoajojo british travelers viewview the saints 1847 1877 byustudiesBYUStudies 31

spring 1991 63 81
solomon martha M ed A voice of their oumown the woman suffrage press 1840-

1910 tuscaloosa university of alabama press 1991
stampp kenneth M mormonscormonsMormons as headlines in 1857 US news and world

report 110 january 21 1991 73
starling robert and patrick madrid mormon bashing this rock 2 july 1991

16 20
storti craig incident arbitterat bitter creek thetbestoryTb storyeStory odtheoftheof the rock springs chchineseinesemassacreinese massacre

ames iowa state university press 1991 mentions mormon miners briefly
on five pages

stovall mary E did grandmother have a happy marriage myths and realities of
american families in WPWwww 69 92

swetnam susan hendricks lives oftbeoftleof the saints in soutbeastidabosoutheast idaboidaho an introduction to
mormon pioneerlifiepioneer lifeLifie story writing moscow university of idaho press 1991

tandy jon jonathan edwards and the restoration of the church rv76 march
april 1991 18 19

tate charles djrDajr jr byustudiesin the 1970s byustudies3lBYU studies fall 1991 11 14

taves ernest H thisisthe7bisabis Is the place brigham young and thetbenewzionnew zion buffalo NY
prometheus 1991
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terril eileen M an illustrated history of the messiah choir independence mo
herald publishing house 1991

thomas mark D swords into pruning hooks sunstone 15 december 199155199d 55
thorp malcolm R some reflections on new mormon history and the possibilities

of a new traditional history sunstone 15 november 1991 39 46
Truettruettnertrier william H ed the west as america reinterpreting images of the

frontier 182019201820 1920 washington DC smithsonian institution press 1991
mentions mormonscormonsMormons p 13113

van blema david miracles USA life 14 july 1991iggi 383938 39 speaks of the
founding miracle of mormonism

van wagenen lola in their own behalf the politicization of mormon women
and the 1870 franchise dialogue 24 winter 1991 31 43

van wagoner richard S the lehi sugar factory 100 years in retrospect
UHQ 59 spring 1991 189 204

welch john W byustudiesBYU Studies into the 1990s byustudiesbyusiudiesBYU Studies 31 fall 1991iggi 21 28
wexler sanford westward expansion an eyewitness history new york facts on

file 1991 numerous mormon references
williams stephen fantastic archaeology the wild side of north american

prehistory philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1991 consider-
able number of mormon references

winkler phillip blair mormon nauvoo injacksonian america phd diss middle
tennessee state university 1991

worster donald the kingdom the power and the water in GBKR 21 38
wright H curtis A sophicsophiesophle and a mantic people byustudiesBYU Studies 31 summer 1991199diggi

51 65

inspiration
inspirational stories about mormonscormons or mormonism

bird randall C the dating game for whom the phone tolls in FG 39 466
bowen annette Paxpampaxmanpaxnianparniannian doughnuts letters and midnight phone calls making

connections with youth salt lake city deseret book 1991
bybee mark A Is it falling in love or growing in love in FG 636863 68
bythewaybythewayjohnjohn G the spirit speakethSpeaketh the truth and lieth not in FG 57 62
canfield anita R A perfect brightness ofofhopehope salt lake city deseret book 1991
cannon elaine love you salt lake city bookcraft 1991

notjustnot jastjust ordinary young men and young women salt lake city bookcraft
1991

cannon elaine and ededjedaJ pinegar called to serve him preparing missionaries to
bring people to christ salt lake city bookcraft 1991

cannon george 1I live to make good memories in DS 141 51
cardall duane LDS humanitarians who dont wait to be called this7 bis peoplepeople1212

summer 1991 50 57
clawson michelle fogg mission of mercy this people 12 summer 1991 55
cline vivian R integrity whats your price in FG 11524115 24
davidson karen lynn shipboard surprises and shoreline gleanings in WPW 7 20
delong camille collett children assembly required instructions not included

in WPW 118 24

edwards jaroldeenharoldeenJaroldeen things I1I1 wish id known sooner personal discoveries ogaofaofa
mother of twelve salt lake city deseret book 1991

eyring henry B waiting upon the lord in DS 15 23
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featherstone vaughnVaughmaughnmaughnJJ more purity give me salt lake city deseret book 1991
gibbons francis M one out ofmany in DS 33 40 diversity ofgods creations
grassligrasoliGrassli michaelene P self esteem in children grandmothers can help too in

WPW 125 31

hall stephen jason attitude A totally terrific idea to undermine decreased
esteem in FG 87 97

hanks marion D A warm and gracious christmas salt lake city deseret
bookbook19911991

hansen suzanne L yagottawanna win in FG 107 13
harrison beppie needles in the basket looking at patterns odaofaofa womanscomans life salt

lake city deseret book 1991
hinckley gordon B out of your experience here in DS 25 31

out of your experience here BYUbyutoday45today45 march 1991 18 212135353735 37
hunter howard W no less serviceable inindaind5DS 1 7
jack elaine L them and Us in DS 121 32 value of the individual and unity

within wards and auxiliaries
jacobs curtis L the second coming and you in FG 47 55
jenkins carri P after the revolution the reemergenceReemergence of values byutoday45

march 1991 30 34
jones barbara barrington making positive changes in FG 79 85
kapp ardeth G what will you make room for in your wagon in DS 41 50

using time wisely
and carolyn J rasmus to cheer and bless in humanitysHumanitys name in WPWWTWwow
29298488

leejanetlee janet griffin the LDS superwoman methods myths and myopia in WPW
135 4040

lee rex E the power within to see life steadily and see it whole in WPW
3 6

livingstone john P sacred kiss in FG 19 26
nelson gary R just call me somebody nobodysnobodydNobodys not my name in FG 11 18

oneill patt ruminationsRuminations on mothers day exponent 1116illgII11 16 no 101 iggi1991991 16
pace david conversion at franks house reading the book of mormon aloud

changed more lives than one this people 12 holiday 1991 9 10
packer boyd K the edge of the light BYU today 45 march 1991 22 24

38 433 walk by faith
1 I say unto you be one in DS 81 91 church school governance
teach ye diligently rev ed salt lake city deseret book 1991

ritchieRitchiritchiejeJJ bonner taking sweet counsel in DS 133 40
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tanner john S not a mind without a soul BYUbyutoday45today 45 march 1991 26 29
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thomas A david feeling great doing right hanging tough and in the light
in FG 3 10

top brent L strength to endure salt lake city bookcraft 1991
wilcox brad controlling unworthy thoughts in FG 69 77
wright randal A the dating years charting a safe course in FG 99 106



good eye

mother stayed up all night
applying medicine
to my right eye
gouged by barretts fourth finger
she leaned over
touching my eyelid
with an ice pack
while I1 lay
my backside down

my good eye could see
between her pink fingernails
her eyes opening
under the living room light
I1 waited for numbness
to set in and my eyelid
to drop my good eye
clearly saw her two eyes
what they said
was better than healing

william powley
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